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newspaper history
! George summer residents who reel
The Rockland Oazette was established
„„
-Rmndhent nf Port Clyde
In 1848 In 18/4 the Courier was estab- JUSt
Mr' Broadbent OI Fort Clyde
llshed and consolidated with the Oazette and I feel toward some of the pettiness
In 1882. The Free Press was established , .. , _____
In 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to : of the towns political maneuvers,
the Tribune These papers consolidated
Maybe flrst I should say that even
March 17. 1897.

The New York Herald Tribune
of tomorrow will carry an extend
ed story on Rockland—its history
and development The article was
prepared by one of the metropoli
tan newspaper's leading staff
writers, and will be a conspicu
ous boost for the Limerock City,
it is said. T. Carman of the Cir
culation Department was in the
city Thursday in this connection.

And See If Motorists From
Every State Have Not
Been Here 1

Saturday
Issue
Number 85.

WARDEN JOHNSON RESIGNS

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Fred B. Wall Has Another
Say As To How They Are
Managed

I

And Thomaston and St. George Will Have To Action Follows Some Sensational Rumors Re
garding Prison Management
Play Off For Championship

Cars from eight additional States
have been reported by keen-eyed
Courier-Gazette readers, with the
if Dwight Lord had not been hit by Edward P. Johnson, Saco, warden pointment by Democratic Governor
The Final Standing
result that only three States are now
missing—
of the State Prison since Oct. 1, Louis J. Brann ln September, 1935.
The first half of the Knox Twilight a batted ball.
Waldoboro started a rally in the 1936 announced Thursday night his Johnson's appointment won Imme
Montana.
j League split season ended, as many
diate approval of Brann's all-Repubj had thought, in a tie between Thom- same Inning, but Crowell, after lead
New Mexico.
resignation and that of Guard Er lican council..
if we are only summer residents we
North Dakota.
aston and St. George. The rubber ing off with a double, made an un
nest L. Chadbourne, Sanford.
Johnson, former turnkey at the
Since the last issue of this paper game, to decide the championship, wise attempt to score and was thrown
nevertheless feel we are part of the
The warden declined lo give any York county jail, Alfred, succeeded
out
at
the
plate
by
Lord.
townspeople.
We
share
in
the
town's
Mrs.
Elsa
Constantine
has
reported
w
m
probably
be
played
In
Rockland
—
Good
blood—descent
from
It was one-two-three order for both rtoson for the resignations, nor to Raymond E. Thurston of Rockland,
expenses and -we /are part of the
Colorado, Iowa and West Virginia; but the date has not been fixed. The
■* the great and good, ls a high
— medium of monetary circulation. We Will Give the Maine De Mrs. Leah P. Fuller, Arkansas; Ar- I teams are very evenly matched and teams in the seventh.
-• honor and privilege—Cotton
say whether they had been demanded now a State liquor commissioner.
The Courier-Gazette has heard
Boynton,
undismayed
by
Stegelthur
Jordan,
Colorado;
Mrs.
Mil'
the
game
should
be
a
corker.
The
» go out and earn and bring back to the
velopment
Commission
or were voluntary. Of his own, he
some sensational rumors with refer
mann’s home run in the first lnnlng,
dred R. GDonnell, West Virginia; 1 standing:
I town much of its yearly revenue.
nieiely said: “I signed it and sent ence to the resignation of Warden
Valuable Service
Albert L. Beverage of North Haven,
W.
L.
PC. pitched steadily throughout, allow
Some spend at one place, others at
it in." He said it would be effective Johnson and Guard Chadbourne,
ing
the
Waldoboreans
but
four
hits.
the next, but wherever lt goes it
2
.800
Dick Reed who for the past year Alabama; Lieut. Hollings of the Sal Thomaston ... -.... 8
The stories deal with certain affairs
Cooney
was
also
stingy
with
hits,
but
in "about two or three weeks."
helps the community. We save dur has been engaged in the promotion vation Army, Wyoming; Charles Hig St. George .......... 8
2
.800
ing the winteT to spend during the of the fishing industry while being gins, Alabama, Nevada and Arkansas, Waldoboro .......... 5
George W. Leadbeiter, State Com connected with the recent manage
5
.500 retired ln the sixth when the going
summer. It is as Mr. Broadbent says connected with the Department of and Lee Mason, South Dakota.
Camden ............. 4
5
.444 began to get bad. French succeeded missioner of Health. Welfare and In- ment of the institution, and if true
Now let’s see if we cannot get the Rockport ....
an Injustice that we do not have a Sea and Shore Fisheries, under Com
3
6
.333 him on the mound, and Weed was si notional Service, tc whom the would account, it is said for the
"Are you looking for work?”
prompt action by Mr. Leadbetter.
9
-100 the only man who hit him safely.
The Public Employment Offlce In repi^sentation of Some sort. As It missioner Rodney E. Feyler, has been three missing States and have a clean Rockland ............ I
isignatlons were adtlt^ssed, visited
Ludwick Not a Candidate
.
this city has many openings for Is now expressing ourselves verbally transferred to the Maine Develop slate.
le prison Thursday, Johnson said
A
rumor
to the effect that he was
“It's good advertisement for Rock
salesmen, auto mechanics, lathe men, and through the local paper are our ment Commission with headquarters
nd Gov. Lewis O. Barrows was a a candidate for the wardenship was
land
if
we
are
able
to
say
that
mo

only
means.
>
boring mill men, carpenters, paint
in Augusta.
icitor Tuesday.
promptly spiked by Sheriff C. Earle
Here are a few suggestions I think
ers, farm hands, hairdressers, mani
In his new position, Mr. Reed will torists from every State in the Union
The governor declined comment. Ludwick last night,
have
been
here
this
summer,"
re

might
work
to
get
the
most
from
the
curists and domestic workers.
hfndle the publicity and promotion
“I’d rather not say anything at this
‘‘You can say that I have no desire
By registering at once at the offlce money demanded from the taxpayer. of both fisheries and agriculture. At marked a local citizen yesterday.
Ime,” he said.
to be warden and that I would not
Palm
Beach,
Florida,
couldn't
say
JULY
19
Elect
officers
who
are
decisive
and
at 400 Main street, Rockland. Maine,
the last session of Legislatur’ the
CAMDEN AT ST. GEORGE,
MONDAY,
Johnson, a Democrat, was appoint- accept the Job If it were offered me,”
JULY »«
you may qualify for one of these j not afraid to act when asked to do sum of $50,000 was set aside frem lt.
ROCKLAND AT THOMASTON,
TUESDAY,
JULY 22 < d by Leadbetter. a Republican, im- Sheriff Ludwick told The CourierROCKPORT
AT
CAMDEN,
The
following
cars
have
been
seen
THURSDAY,
positions.
so. I believe failure of two to act the Development Commission's ap
JULY 23
redlately after the latter’s reap Gazette.
ST. GEORGE AT THOMASTON,
FRIDAY,
Many Jobs are unfilled, or, are permitted calling one of the special propriation of $200,000 to advertise in Rockland thus far this summer by
JULY 25
ROCKPORT AT WALDOBORO,
SUNDAY.
going to other people because you are town meetings
JULY 26
and publicize these great industries. Miss Helen Withee.
ST. GEORGE AT ROCKLAND,
MONDAY,
JULY 28
When presented with a request to The local young mer. will play an Im
Maine
Connecticut
YVALDOBORO AT ST. GEORGE,
not listed.
WEDNESDAY,
JULY 39 1
ROCKLAND AT CAMDEN,
Vermont
The Service is free to both you and call a special meeting be sure the per portant part in the carrying on of
FRIDAY,
Texas
sons
asking
your
signature
are
act

Georgia
your employer.
this activity.
Ohio
AUG. 2
CAMDEN AT THOMASTON,
MONDAY,
New York
Do not delay! Call at 400 Main ing in good faith. I have been given
He will devote an equal amount of
AUG. 3
WALDOBORO AT ROCKLAND,
Maryland
TUESDAY
’
,
to
understand
two
of
the
active
pe

Wyoming
street, Rockland, Maine.
time to both agriculture and fish
The State Prison staff, State Police this morning. The heavy foliage, and
AUG. 5
THOMASTON AT ROCKPORT,
THURSDAY,
Indiana
AUG. 6 , nd Sheriff’s Department joined plenty of berries to eat, are in the
titioners asking the town to rescind eries and expresses the opinion that
Louisiana
ST. GEORGE AT ROCKPORT,
FRIDAY,
the Vote taken in favor of the Wal- the Development Commission will
NEXT G.A.R. ENCAMPMENT
Idaho
Missouri
AUG. 8
THOMASTON AT W ALDOBORO,
orces late last night In a search for escaped man's favor.
ston-Glenmere road signed the origi render great service towards the ad
Oregon
SUNDAY,
■Pennsylvania
AUG. f
ROCKPORT AT ROCKLAND,
Edwards was sent to the State
laymond Edwards, a convict who
Col. C. E. Nason of Gray, assistant nal petition asking it to be made a vancement of both.
Wisconsin
Florida
Prison from Skowhegan ln 1935 and
AUG.
10
CAMDEN
AT
YVALDOBORO,
TUESDAY.
adjutant general and quartermas State aid road.
Massachusetts
>
Delaware
Mr. Reed's work in behalf of the
AUG. 11
was to serve four to eight years on
ST. GEORGE AT THOMASTON,
WEDNESDAY,
ter general. Department of Maine,
On top of that they were so inter Sea and Shore Fisheries Department
Washington
Illinois
AUG. 12 {
CAMDEN AT ROCKLAND,
a charge of rape.
THURSDAY,
G AR. and Simon C. Hastings, chief ested <?) in keeping taxes down that has been of an outstanding charac
AUG. 15 No clue had been found when The
New Hampshire
California
YVALDOBORO AT ROCKPORT,
SUNDAY,
He ls 34 years of age, 5 feet 11Y4
AUG. 17 |
of staff. Department of Maine. G A R. they did not attend the regular town ter, and could have been made pos
ST. GEORGE AT YVALDOBORO,
Virginia
Michigan
TUESDAY,
er-Gazette went to press, but Inches tall, weighs nearly 200 pounds,
were in Belfast Friday accompanied I meeting. Then to cap the climax they sible only by his valuable experi
AUG. 19 the woods and all of the principal has dark complexion, ls nearly baldMinnesota
Iowa
CAMDEN AT ST. GEORGE,
THURSDAY,
AUG. 19 highways were being closely watched.
by Mrs. Grace N. Darling of Gray, asked the townspeople to attend an- ence as a newspaper man. Few per
ROCKLAND AT WALDOBORO,
Oklahoma
New Jersey
headed, round shouldered, and has
Col. Nason's daughter, making ar- other speciai town meeting. If the sons knew of the great interest pos North Carolina
Nevada ,
It
was
first
thought
that
the
pris

rather a wide mouth.
AUG.
29
ROCKPORT
AT
THOMASTON,
FRIDAY,
rangements for the G.A.R. Encamp townfolks value their time and count sessed by the fishing industry—ro
AUG. 22 oner had made hls getaway in a War
Alabama 1
'Rhode Island
ROCKLAND AT ROCKPORT,
At the time of hls disappearance
SUNDAY,
ment in Belfast next June. They the transportation to and from these mance , actually—but Mr. Reed de
AUG. 24 ren man’s automobile, but the ma- he wore dungarees and a cap, and
THOMASTON AT CAMDEN,
District of Columbia
TUESDAY,
AUG. 25
ROCKPORT AT ST. GEORGE,
conferred with city officials as to meetings the grand total would build scribed It most graphically in his
WEDNESDAY,
Total. 35 States.
AUG. 26 chine was otherwise accounted for j may have had a sheepskin coat.
THOMASTON AT ROCKLAND,
THURSDAY,
the best date available, and unless ■ quite a stretch of road.
large number of stories, and with the
Canadian—New Brunswick. Nova
AUG. 27
CAMDEN AT ROCKPORT,
FRIDAY,
something comes up to change it the
Another suggestion—overcome poli- aid of motion pictures and hls pleas Scotia. Ontario.
AUG. 29 shown in this game by Cal Smith,
YVALDOBORO AT THOMASTON,
SUNDAY,
week of June 13 will be decided upon. i tics, jealousness and spite in the ing personality, he supplemented
AUG. 30 Wiley and G. Starr, while Dump
ROCKLAND AT ST. GEORGE,
MONDAY,
AUG. 31
YVALDOBORO AT CAMDEN,
J town's affairs. Regardless of political these stories with platform lectures
Mrs. J. H. Andrews of Rockport
TUESDAY,
Monaghan was showing them the cor
“Let's see," said the chatty man. faiths see that those who are hired which were most successful all over writes; "A car from Colorado is ln
rect way to play left field. Ladd, who Closed Another Fine Season
END
OF
SECOND
HALF
“your brother went abroad on a i to work Jfor the town are the ones the Pine Tree State.
Rockport for the season, and as
played on the No. 1 Rockland team,
For Methodist Vacation
LYBOR DAY—EXTRA LEAGUE GAMES ARRANGED AMONG
fellowship didn't he?"
The Courier-Gazette congratulates your list calls for one from that I
I who produce most Sor the money
and who should still be wearing a
TEAMS
FOR
MORNING
AND
AFTERNOON,
DEPENDING
ON
“No." was the reply. "It was a spent. I have just been told a good both Mr. Reed and the Maine De State I am reporting it.”
Bible
School
Rockland uniform, made two doubles
WHO WINS EACH HALF, ETC.
cattleship."—Pathfinder.
• • • •
one by one whom I believe to be velopment Commission.
and a single, and a brilliant catch of
The Dally Vacation Bible School
M. P Harriman of the Southend
SEPT. 11—BOK PRIZE GAME
i reliable. While working on a job he
a hot liner.
at
Pratt Memorial Methodist Church
Service Station writes: "On reading
was called on the carpet and shown
The leading batters were Davidson, closed happily with an outing Wed
your
article
in
a
recent
issue
of
Tlie
how hq was registered politically and
1
Wiley, Bohndell and Ladd.
nesday at Oakland Park.
The
Courier-Gazette I wish to say that
told that it didn't look good and that
Camden 4, Waldoboro 3
The score:
weather was ideal, attendance large,
The
double
play
by
Stegelmann,
Downie
Brothers
Circus
Has
recently
I
have
serviced
cars
at
my
he better get over on the other side.
Weather conditions were not too j Crowell and French was one of the
and those present pronounced lt to
St George
A short time after he was out of a
Been Pleasing Its Patrons filling station, from the following promising when these teams marched
be the most enjoyable picnic yet held.
game
’
s
features.
The
score
:
ab
r
bh
tb
po
a
States,
adding
to
your
list
of
wanted
job. Is that justice? Isn't that per
onto the field at Waldoboro Thurs
A large fleet of automobiles, furnished
Everywhere
Camden
Smith, 3b .......... 4 1112 6
states: Alabama, Iowa, Colorado and
son a citizen 'if he happens to be of
day night, and a 7-inning game was
by parents and members of the
ab
r
bh
tb
po
a
Nevada;
also
from
Honolulu,
H.
I,
Davidson,
lb
....
5
2
3
5
11
the opposite political faith?
played by agreement.
The only way to Judge a circus Is
church, conveyed the group to and
Plaisted, 2b......... 4
Wiley,
ss
............
5
13
4
2
Keep it up, Mr. Broadbent. We the manner In which lt pleases an Cristobal, Canal Zone and Puerto
The visibility might not have been
from the Park.
Daily, cf............ 4
Simmons, 2b ...... 5
1 sympathize with you regarding holes audience. With this as a criterion it Rico.
good, but most of the batters had
The attendance of the school this
• • • •
Lord, ss.............. 3
Mackie,'W: .......... 6
in your road. Your promised two may be taken very much for grant
their eyes on the ball, and the prime
year
has been largest in its history
Our
Warren
correspondent
writes:
Wadsworth
3b
2
4
Monaghan, If
L. G. Kempton. Prop.
loads of gravel must have been ed that the Downie Brothers Circus
and the demonstration on Tuesday
"A Warren resident, observant of val background was the target for Richards, rf ... 3
Lowell,
cf
.....
5
dumped on our road and left just as under the management of Charles
night was to a large and appreciative
out of the State number plates, seen some very long hits, not forgetting Weed, c ......... 3
Hawkins, rf
4
dumped. We use it for a roller Sparks, which played here for two
audience.
in this vicinity, reports the follow the homer by Stegelmann which put Leonard, If ....... 3
Colbath,
p
......
4
coaster. Only the ups and downs performances Monday, was the best
Each department, as in other years,
ing States, Alabama, Colorado, Mon Waldoboro out In front with a two- Boynton, p
, are a little too steep for us. Oh, yes, yet brought here by that celebrated
furnished a section of the program
tana, West Virginia, Wyoming This run lead in the first inning. Doubles Bennett, lb
41
9
13
16
27
13
1 forgot the road machine was manager.
and handwork and note books were
resident has seen the number plates by Bennett and Plaisted reduced
Rockport
dragged over our way the other day.
SEAPLANE SERVICE
Those who know Mr. Sparks have of 35 states, in this vicinity, so far the lead to one score in the third
I on exhibition ln the church parlor.
21 4 6 8 21 10 2
VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN I Now we think we are riding atop the learned to expect a fine performance. this season. He also has seen the inning. Camden took advantage of
ab r bh tb po a
Certificates were presented to all
Waldoboro
One Way
Round Trip
j stone wall.
Belyea.
ss
........
5 0 110 2
They were hardly prepared, however, plates of the six provinces, Ontario. two errors, a double by Lord and a
pupils who were on the honor roll
ab r bh tb po a
While on the subject,'of the Wal- for the greatly enlarged program
G. Starr, 3b...... 5 0 0 0 1 4
of attendance and recognition was
Quebec. New Brunswick, Price Ed single by Weed to score three runs Benner If, 2b
ston-Glenmere road I should like to and the number of novel innovations ward Island, Nova Scotia, Saskatche in the sixth, and would have made
M. Graffam, 2b
51 2 2 3 0
made of the fine leadership furnished
Crowell, c ....... 2
Round trip tickets good anytime
remark that we were given from the that were presented this year. The wan. He also has seen six federal an even greater increase in Its lead
K. Crockett, rf..
51 1 1 2 0
by the following teachers and help
New Schedule Connecting With
Stegelmann. ss 3
platform of the Town hall an esti opening spectacle brought out the plates, U. S. Department of Agricul
Bohndell, If __ 4 3 3 5 2 0
ers:
Trains—Daily Except Sunday
Clark, cf ........ 3
mate of the time it would take to entire personnel of the circus and ture, V. S. Coast Guard, U. S. De
Rockland Vinalhaven No. Haven
Ladd,
lb
...„
.....
6
1
3
5
2
0
Beginners Department, Miss Faith
3
McLain, rf .....
Trip
Turner, c ...... «... 4 0 119 1
Lurvey, Mrs. Vincie Clark, Mrs. Ivy
8.30 build the road. Twenty long years! the beautiful costumes worn by the partment of Commerce, U. S. De
French, 2b. p .... 3
8.15
1— 8.00 A. M.
Pendleton, p ....
20 0 0 0 1
12.15 Was anyone insinuating that we want performers, the trappings of the partment of Interior (National Park
Chatto. Miss Doris Borgerson and
12.00
2—11.45 A. M.
Burnheimer, lb 3
Made to induce or procure any per
3.30 a W.P.A. road? The total mileage of horses and wardrobe of a group of Service) U. S. Army, U5 C. C. C.
3.15
Cram, p ............ 0 0 0 0 0 0
3— 3.00 P. M.
Miss Ruth Marston: Primary De
1
Cooney,
p
......
Sundays
improved roads in the town took how girls made a very colorful scene. He has noted the high number, son or persons to vote against the
Woodard, p___ 2 0 1 2 0 1
partment, Miss Madlene Rogers;
Jackson. If ...... 1
following
question
to
be
submitted
to
9.50
9.35
1— 9.20 A. M.
long?
Fred B. Wall.
Reb Russell and hls cowboys and the 1449.000 for Illinois.
E. Crockett, cf ..
41 2 3 1 O
Junior Department, Miss Amy Sher
Bend. If ........... 1
the voters on August 16, 1937:
2.10
1.55
2— 1.40 P. M.
Indians
added
greatly
to
the
picture.
•
•
•
•
man; Intermediate Department, Miss
5.50
5.35
2
Vannah,
3b
....
3— 5.20 P. M.
the act to provide for old age
Hammock tops, cushion covers,
In the circus performance there
Sidney Copeland and others report "Shall
41 7 14 20 27 9 1 Carol Gardner; Intermediate Bas
Standard Time
assistance, to guarantee a minimum
AIRWAYS, INC.
waterproof covers and waterproof- were several outstanding numbers. seeing a car from the Canal Zone.
educational program and to provide
26 3 4 9 20 8 3 St. George ..... 10100700 0—9 ketry, Mrs. Leona Mitchell, Mrs.
Next to Public Landing, Rockland 'ing. Rockland Awning Co., Inc. Tel. Particular appreciation was given the
revenue therefor, as submitted by
Rockport ......... 01000321 0—7 Alice Brooks, Miss Helen Kennison
the 88th legislature to the people, be Camden ............
Telephone 338
84-86
I accepted?”
two herds of performing elephants
11262.-W.—adv.
62-T-tf
RELIEF FROM “THIRTEEN"
JOOl 0—3 Two-base hits, Davidson 2, Wiley, and Miss Norma Havener.
Waldoboro ......
which were seen early in the pro
Two-base hits, Plaisted, Lord, Ben Ladd 2, Woodard, E. Crockett. ThreeMaine Association Against Sales Tax:
The family of E. A. Rawson in
gram. There was something going
Printing, publication, post"MONTPELIER" INCLUDED
nett,
Crowell, Clark. Home run, Steg base hit, Bohndell. Base on balls, off
age,
on in all three rings all the time. A South Londonderry, Vt., decided • Clerk
hire.
elmann. Base on balls, eff Boynton Colbath 1, off Pendleton 1, off Wood
There’s an “open House in New Eng
Newspaper advertising.
group of Japs who must have descend Thursday that "12" was their lucky
1, off Cooney 3. Struck out, by Boyn ard 1. Struck out, by Colbath 5, by
Miscellaneous,
land"
with 217 reproductions of phot
ed from the Royal Satsuma Japs number. A new baby arriving at the
ton 4, by Cooney 4, by French 2. Pendleton 6, by Cram 1. by Woodard
$295 33
ographs, some ln Maine. At a recent
Total
were seen in an exceptionally fine Rawson home on the 12th was the
1.
Hit
by
pitcher,
Hawkins.
Umpires
Sacrifice hit, Crowell. Double play
Reported by William S Small.
Boston exhibition of 40 photographic
Risley act, together with Juggling and 12th member of the family and
4
Secretary-Treasurer
Stegelmann, Crowell and
French. Hall and Barter. Scorer Winslow.
enlargements one from Maine ls
balancing. Tbe Hodglni Trio are all weighed 12 pounds. At the same time
r
"i
Tait and
Richardson.
Published ln accordance with the re-, Umpires,
Included, that of Montpelier, the
splendid bareback riders. The But the oldest child. Arlene, was observ qulrements of chapter 203 of the public j Scorer WlnsloV
IF HE HAD TWO HANDS
General Knox Mansion at Thom
laws of 1931.
ters Troupe on the tight wire come ing her 12th birthday.
FREDERICK ROBIE.
aston.
very close to being the best in their
Secretary of State.
Waldo county hands the laurels
St. George 9. Rockport 7
85-It
line. The aerial bar act high up near
All methods of per
St. George went into a tie for the to Frank A. Whitcomb of Belmont,
the roof of the canvass was filled
YOUR FAVORITE FOEM
manent waving. Only
championship
of the flrst half sea who though one-handed milks 14
with thrills. A troupe of leapers the best In workman
If I had my life to live again I would
somersaulted over horses and ele ship, materi
materials.
als.
C
“Sweeten it with Domino son last night when it defeated Man cows twice daily, chops his own wood, have
made a rule to read some poetry
ager Richards' team on the Rockport mows hls own grass, and carries on and listen
phants, bringing back memories of
to some music at least once
pure cane clean-full weight grounds.
a
week,
The loss of these tastes Is •
the great leapers of the past. The
farming
on
two
places,
one
of
42
loss
of
happiness.
—Charles Darwin.
Refined in U.S.A.'
Even
The teams rode along very evenly
seals were the most Intelligent and
acres
in
Belfast.
Fourteen
fcords
of
our inexpen
until the Harborltes fell upon “Iron
SORROW
active ever seen here—an exceptionally
sive waves are
Man" Pendleton for four singles and wood near hls house testify to hls Count each affliction, whether light or
fine act. There was a clever group
flrst class work.
grave.
a double. To make matters worse left-handed skill; and he's speedy, God's
AU prices.
of contortionists while the Larkins
messenger sent down to thee;
do thou
for Rockport the Iron Man. who had too. He believes there ls a good
were seen in fast hoop juggling.
VOGUEBEAUTYSHOP
With oourtesy receive him. rise and
been pitching a flrst class game, living on the Maine farm, produc
bow:
Rival Japanese and American artists
84 PARK ST.
TEL. 1113-W
passed one man and hit another, and ing milk and potatoes, if one is And, ere hls shadow pass by thy thresh
were applauded in high perch acts.
53-tf
old. crave
with a double play ln sight M. Graf willing to work hard. Hls hobby Is Permission flrst hls heavenly feet to
Ground acrobats, girls on swinging
fam made the only Rockport error fall hunting for deer. He has been Thenlave;
ladder and trapeze, butterfly groups
lay before him all thou hast;
allow
of
the game. This cost several runs, selectman and road commissioner.
TO VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN,
swung from the roof of the canvas
No
cloud
of passion to usurp thy brow,
and left nobody feeling worse than
by their teeth. A fast-moving, clean
Or mar thy hospitality: no wave
Of
mortal
tumult to obliterate
STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND
Graffam,
himself.
“
Just
why
do
you
want
a
mar

and clever performance from begin
Thy soul’s marmoreal calmness.
Rockport picked up three runs In ried man to work for you, rather Orlef should be
ning to end.
Especial mention
STEAMERS NORTH HAVEN and W. S. WHITE
Joy. majestic, equable, sedate.
its half of the big inning, two more than a bachelor?” asked the curious Like
should be made of the liberty horses
Confirming, cleansing, raising making
Bob
Percival
and
his
Swing
Masters
in
the
seventh
and
one
in
the
eighth,
free:
chap.
together
with
the
lady
manege
rid

Leave Tillson Wharf at 9 o’clock, Daylight Time, every Sunday
to consume small troubles; to
hut the stern chase ended the usual “Well,” sighed the boss, "the mar Strongcommend
Morning, reluming in the late afternoon. A beautiful sail through
ers. Sparks has kept all his old
ADMISSION
40
CENTS
DANCING
9
TO
1.
thoughts.
grave
thoughts,
the Penobscot Bay Islands. APPLY FOR FARES AT WHARF.
ried men don’t get so upset if I Oreat
way.
friends and made many new ones
85’lt
thoughts lasting to the end
73Th-Stf
Some very mice Infleld work was yqli at them."—Montreal Star.
here.—adv.—Pittsburgh Press.
—Sir Aubrey De Vere,

DICK’S ON THE JOB

Do You Want Work?

SECOND HALF TWILIGHT LEAGUE

l>
!

A CONVICT AT LARGE

A HAPPY OUTING

i

OWL'S HEAD INN

THEY LIKE IT

SPECIAL
SHORE DINNERS
Served Sundays

NEW LOW RATES!
$2.50

$4.00

EXPENDITURES

SUNDAY EXCURSION JULY 18

** KJIpiiwwT'/-

OaklandPark
J)ancin(f !

Every-Other-Day
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AT FORT DEVENS

The Courier-Gazette
__________ _

EVERYOTS HEELS UP IN THE AIR

GARDEN CLl'B SHOWS

ROCKPORT

July 14—Kennebec Valley Garden
Herbert Thorndike and mother and
Club at Augusta.
Mr. and Mrs. George Thorndike of
July 14-15—Boothbay Region Gar- Marblehead. Mass., are guests of Mis.
Ella Eaton at the Thorndike Home
j den Club at Boothbay Harbor
Field Artillery
| July 21—Old York Garden Club at stead.
Mrs. Mary Patterson, Mrs. Maud
; York Village.
The 301st Field Artillery Veterans
Gillander and sons. Paul and Arnold
July
24-25
—
Mt.
Desert
Garden
Association is to have a reunion and
Herrick and Edward Gillander of
Club at Bar Harbor.
So Manager Kittredge Is Go picnic at Fort Devens Sunday July
Fortland returned home Thursday
July 27-28—Camden Garden Club
ing To the Aid of Jobseek
after a visit with Mrs. Patterson's
25. Members in this section will be
at Camden.
ing Workers
sister. Mrs. N. F. Atwood at the
interested in the following notice is
July 28—Riverside Garden Club at Methodist parsonage.
L. F. Kittredge, manager of the sued by the Commander Thomas L.
Kittery.
Mr. and Mrs. Felix Salmod have
Augusta district office of the Social Thistle:
July 28—Farmington Garden Club teturned to their summer home, Tire
Security Board, announced Thurs
Twenty years ago we organized at
at Farmington.
Stone House, after a several week's
day that the bureau will go to work
Camp
Devens (now Fort Devens) and
Aug. 4—Garden Club of Dexter at visit in England.
to aid jobseeking workers who have
Dexter.
Darlene Young of Camden is visit
lost their social security account then to Camp Aldershot, N. S.; that
Aug. 9—Ellsworth Garden Club at ing her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
cards and are awaiting the issuance sail up the English Channel to Lon
John Achorn.
Ellsworth.
of duplicates. Reports from many don; Havre, bombing at Rouen.
field offices, it was explained, have Oradignan, Rimacourt. etc.. PontanHoulton
Garden
Club
Mrs. Adelle Dean is a surgical paAug. 10-11
indicated the reluctance of some em zen Barrack at Brest; S S. New Am
j lient at Camden Community Hospiat Houlton.
ployers to put a man on the payroll sterdam to Camp Mills and back to
Aug. 14—Gorham Garden Club at ! tai.
until he can produce his card.
Gorham.
Rev. J. Wesley Stuart, pastor of the
the old training area.
To prevent, so far as possible, the
Aug. 17—Rangeley Lakes Garden Fort
Clyde
and
Martinsville
Col. Matthew H. Thomlinson. camp
temporary’ unemployment of a work commander, has graciously offered
Club at Rangeley.
Churches, will be the speaker at the
er, the Bureau has prepared for dis the facilities of Fort Devens for the
Aug 17—Osewantha Garden Club morning and evening services at the
This wild Brahma steer put his heels up ln the air—and then tho
tribution at all of its field offices reunion. Sunday noon July 25, we
at South Portland.
Baptist Church. At the 11 o'clock
Cowboy did likewise. It is a glimpse ot some western action to be fea
where account numbers are being will assemble at the Picnic Grounds,
Aug. 17-18—Freeport Garden Club service he will use as subject, "Our
tured during the first annual Will Rogers memorial rodeo lo be spon
sored by the Pike’s Teak Polo association on the Broadmoor hotel polo
assigned, a form, which may be Mirror Lake (Hell Pond). From the
at Freeport.
Eternal God" and at 7.30 p. m.. serv
grounds at Colorado Springs, Colo., Sept. 4, 5 and 6. At the same time
shown to the employer by the worker main entrance take McArthur Ave
Aug.
17-18
—
Rockland
Oarden
Club
ice "Sin in the Camp."
the Will Rogers Shrine of the Sun will be dedicated oa Cheyenne moun
as evidence that he has applied for nue to Jackson Road, follow Jackson
at Rockland.
tain. half a mile above the codes grounds.
Mrs. Maud Sukeforth spent Thurs
a new account number card.
Aug. 18—Bryant Pond Garden club day with Mrs. Margaret Rackliffe in
Road pass the old Base Hospital to
Tlie card, signed b.v the manager Mirror Lake Road which leads to
at Bryant Pond.
Rockland.
Colorado Springs. Colo.—The beau- the light will be dimmed to extincof the field office, states that the Mirror Lake. The picnic grounds re
Aug. 18-19—Mousam Garden Club
Mtss Marion Weidman. Mtss Matemploye "has filed an application for served for our use are ideally locat tiful Will Rogers Shrine of the Sun , tion.
at Sanford.
tie Russell and George Crockett atis
to
become
one
of
the
most
unique
The
singing
tower
will
be
in
readia duplicate social security account ed, with an excellent bathing beach,
Aug. 19-20 Old Bristol Garden tended the play “The Third Floor
number card to replace the card pre wharf, diving rafts and life guards. singing towers in the world. Spen- ness for formal dedication of the Club at Damariscotta
Back- Monday night ftt
viously issued to him." and adds that The children will especially enjoy it. cer Penrose, who has built the granite shrine on Sept. 6. Almost two years
Aug. 19-20—EastportGarden
Club
„
. „
.
~
Mr and Mrs' John 0,715 went
memorial on Cheyenne mountain, have been required to complete the at Eastport.
the duplicate card "is now in course
12.00 to 1 30—Beach party at Mir
Aug 26—Hampden Highland Gar- M°nday “ V“U rel,tlves in Lynn
half a mile above the Broadmoor ho- memorial. Friends of the late Will
of issue." Also printed on the card ror Lake.
tel, is now having installed an elabo- Rogers from all corners of the na- den Club.
is the suggestion that the employe
Mr. and Mrs Panels Brodls of
1.00 to 2.15—Fort Devens band will
rate system of Westminster chimes tion are preparing to be present for
show the card to his employer.
Aug.
27
—
Machias
Valley
Garden
Buffal0
' N Y-- are spending a vacarender concert.
and vibra harp which can be operat- 1 the dedication. Special trains from Club at Machias.
Development of the Social Security
tion *lth hu Parent*. Mr. and Mrs.
1.30 to 2.30— Basket luncheonBert Brodis.
ed automatically or through a con- California, Texas. Oklahoma, KanBoard’s old age benefits program has kindly bring your own lunch.
sole on which concerts can be given, sas Missouri, and Illinois are to carry
resulted, it was said, in a number of
When Manager Stuart Farnham
ANXIOUS BATHERS
2.30—Personal greetings by Col.
The silvery notes will be amplified thousands to the shrine for the dedi_____
opened the doors of the First Naminor changes in procedure designed Thomlinson. Camp Commander and
and sent out over the entire Pike's catory service to be held at 11 a. m. Are Assured By Com'r Feyler There tional Store Wednesday’ morning he
to facilitate the assignment of social former officers.
Peak
region. Westminster chimes on Sept. 6—Labor Day.
security account numbers. To all
Are No Sharks In These Waters i discovered that the place had been
3.00—Roll call by batteries and
will be heard on the hour and each
Because Will Rogers was the dean
------' entered during the night and a
field offices, which have taken over companies.
quarter
hour,
starting
with
the
songs
of
cowboys,
a
world-wide
Will
Rogers
Rodney
E.
Feyler,
Commissioner
of
‘ quantity of cigarettes and candy and
from the Postoffice Department, the
3.30—Tour of Fort directed by
of the birds at dawning of each new Memorial rodeo will be held Sept. 4. Sea and Shore Fisheries, assures 'other articles stolen. Entrance had
task of assigning count numbers, there regular army personnel.
day and continuing until 11 at night 5 and 6 on the Broadmoor hotel polo I "anxious bathers" on Maine's beaches been made through the upper basehave been sent instructions designed
No reservations—no tickets—no ex
to make as simple as possible the pense-just appear at twelve o’clock when they c:ose the day with a hymn, grounds, just below the shrine. The that "no man-eating sharks have en- ment window and the door at the I
procedure which workers must fol with your family and any friends you After dark, floodlights will illuminate opportunity to memorialize Will tered the Gulf of Maine.”
head of the stairs had been bursted
the
shaft
like
a
jewel
set
in
velvet
Rogers
in
the
rodeo
arena
is
attractFeyler
said
since
the
reported
capopen. Three suspicious looking men j
low in obtaining their numbers.
may desire to invite, bring your
One reminder was that account bathing suit and your own • mess " The lights will come on gradually ten ing the world's leading cowboys. The ture of a shark off Cape Cod. Massa- were seen at about 2 a. m. in front ]
seconds before the song of the Pike's Peak Polo association is offer- chusetts. recently, he had been "be- of the store by a party residing in
numbers will be issued even to those
chimes. and thirty seconds after the ing handsome trophies and $15,000 sieged with inquiries from anxious that vicinity who incidentally made a
who do not know w’here or when they i
__________
last note has been lost in the night, cash prizes.
bathers" in Maine.
noise and frightened them away.
were born or their parents' names
- -----------------------------------------------He informed the Maine Develop- They then evidently went to the back
In such cases, it was explained, the j
worker's application should me ,rup- ,
29 shots in 15 minutes. The first ment Commission there was "no of the store where entrance was
plemented bj’ evidence such as a ; Display Arranged By Lincoln
three trial shots were very good and danger," as only once or twice have gained. Police are investigating,
signed photograph, an orphanage ;
the others went so fast they could sharks been seen off the Maine coast.
Leslie C. Dean is ill at his home on
Colcord and Others To At
Fort Williams. July 16
record, or other indication of identity I
not record them, four shots being in “and then they were in deep water.” West street from an attack of jaunEditor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Additional information, it was added,
He said “once every few years a dice.
tract Attention
the air at one time.
should be obtained whenever pos
Mrs. Sarah Buzzell of Simonton
Douglas Anderson is leading in the
A chicken supper was enjoyed shark strays into the north Atlantic
Work on the Marine Museum in
sible in order to facilitate the ap
spent Wednesday and Thursday with
efficiency contest by doing
extra Thursday with the boy wonder of and starts a flood of rumors."
proval of claims for benefits.
Searsport is nearing completion. It duty with 85 points. Serg. Robbins, a Battery G singing for us as a special
"When they do come north,” he her sister Mrs. Nancy J. Tribou.
is the plan of the trustees to have close second has 81 points.
attraction. Now that firing is over. said, “they follow the Gulf Stream
Mrs. Nellie Magune of Rockland
the work far enough along by the
Batteries A. B. C. D and E fired field inspection comes next and then and never get near shore. And if was gueat Wednesday at the home of
------end of this month to open the build- shots Tuesday. Monhegan Island was the general clean-up. The reports they did, they would be too sluggish Mrs Ouy chertock.
to bother a human."
The annual picnic of the Farm
Congressman Leaving No ing to the public and a most inter- visible, the houses showing plainly win not be known for some time.
It was said to be one of the clearest
Bureau will be held July 22 at the
One morning I arose at 3.45 smell
Stone Unturned In Deer etsing loan exhibition will be arSTRF.WN WITH RUBBISH
days on record for firing.
cottage of Mrs. Nellie Hall at Coop
ing smoke and found a tent on fire
Isle Bridge Matter
ranged. In Searsport the committee
er's Beach. Members not solicited
I had a visitor recently by the in Battery H. In another five j
o{
courier-Oazette:Despite the press of business inci in charge of securing suitable ma name of Little from the Regulars. minutes there would have been quite | The
roadside gardens. in are asked to take sweets also dishes
dent to the sudden death of Senator terial will be Lincoln Colcord. He knew many Knox County resiand silver.
dents and asked me if t know wori 13 f're 85 11 was in the range °* most j blocm at this time of year, are a
Joseph T. Robinson of Arkansas, the James Duncan and Robert Nichols. Gents and a-Kea me . I kneTK Edr.c tpnts and a strnni? wind vas hlowino
Members of the Nitsumsosum Club
_
| tents ana a strong wina was Diowmg marked contract to the roadside near
President received Representative
During August, while the exhibi Miller of East Waldoboro. This is a A tent bums fast as lt Is oil treated.' the Rockland-ThomaMon line, which and husbands met Monday night at
Ralph O. Brewster of Maine in his tion is housed in the museum, a small world, lt seems, as he is my
the home of Mr. and Mrs. A V. Mc
Present orders are to clean up the is literally strewn with rubbish. Paprivate office and discussed Maine custodian will be in charge each cousin.
Intyre in Warren. Bridge was en
guns
and
put
them
in
storage
for
1
per
boxes
and
spoons
clutter
both
affairs for half an hour.
joyed with high honors going to Mrs.
A member of Batter F was shav
day and a watchman in the build
The Deer Isle Bridge was the pri ing each night. Each article loaned ing when the anti-aircraft guns another year, with a shot of oil in . sides of the road for some distance, Clarence Munsey and Douglas Bis
them. What with non-commissioned and whether leaving Thomaston or bee and consolation to Mr. and Mrs.
mary purpose of the visit. More will be covered by insurance.
went off and his mirror fell and
officers' field day. inspections and I entering Rockland, tl)e tourist must |
PWA money and extension of time to
Clyde Spear.
Ship paintings, models, nautical broke. He found he had no blade in
build the bridge are necessary. instruments and books, tracked his razor. It tripped open the razor general check-ups we were busy Fri- remember with disgust the deplorable
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Carroll of
Brewster
said he found the President charts, curiosities pertaining to and knocked the blade on the floor. day and that night no one slept as j conditions. Do we want people leav- Augusta are spending a vacation with
.
[am!“"7?.t.h_thLP,r0Ae't and that I shipping from this port will be used Private Osselliam of F turned a we rolled our packs, took our tents ing our town or city with anything his parents Mr. and Mrs Walter
down, floors up and policed the com- I but the best of impressions? Have
he called for more details
in making an exhibition that will somersault.
! pany streets.
! we no pride? Why boost the publicity Carroll.
Brewster said the President point attract the attention of many out
* * • •
Private Phelps is still waiting for
Sergs. Libby of (F and Young of E of our State and greet the stranger
ed out that a factor favorable to of State visitors as well as those liv
his hair to become curly. Serg. Col- were spotting shots today on 1 in /this way? We do not enjoy the
Methodist Lawn Social
Deer Isle is that a popular referen ing in this region. In co-operating
The attractive garden of Miss Ma
dum has been held in the State and with the promoters of the plan you lins arises at 4.30 every morning with -nundy's but their work is now over surprised questioning of our guests.
the correspondent and we discuss from that angle Thc mo6qultoes It might be impossible to impress on rion Weidman, which just now is at
bonds approved. The general rule will do something toward giving the
has been laid dow’n by the President museum its necessary establishment etents back home. We arc now anx- forgot to put on their overcoats and the many careless offenders the harm its height of beauty, was the scene
iuos for it to be over and get back so were not out last night which was they are doing, but someone must Wednesday night of an old fashioned
that projects for which bonds have
newcomers to the to harness again.
the coldest we have had since strik have a solution. Can't something be lawn social.
been voted will get preference.
I penobscot Bay region during the
Flood lights placed about the
It
was
very
cold
at
camp
Tuesday
—
ing
camp.
Charles M. Lawry
done about it?
Brewster has now been from bot- | remalnder of the summer,
grounds furnished brilliant illumi
quite a change from the sweltering
Proud Citizen.
tom to top of the government with
nation and the North Haven band.
heat of last week. “Baldy Hahn,
the proposed extension of time and
PORT CLYDE
UNION
Clarence Fish conductor, played an
telephone operator, is on the job now
She—i'l’m simply wild about
money, including PWA the Bureau
excellent program.
Kenneth
Burke
of
Malden,
Mass.,
is
and
as
he
is
an
early
riser
there
is
yacht.
”
of the Budget and now the president.
The feature headline bargain today
The large number present liberally
no question about the first call. No visiting his grandmother Mrs. Electa
He—“Er, how do you act on
Brewster is very hopeful of a prompt
and all next week at the Levi Seavey one likes extra duty except Doug Hopkins.
patronized
the various refreshment
motor
boat?"
and favorable outcome.
Clothing Store in Thomaston. Watts las Anderson who is working hard for'
tables which were presided over as
Brewster asked the President about
follows: Hot dogs. Mrs. Addie Went
coming to Maine and the President Block, is brand new sandals for the efficiency medal.
worth and Mrs Nana Wentworth; ice
The boys, headed by Private |
said he hoped to, but that it depend women, beautiful styles and colors
cream, Mrs. Orra Burns and Mrs.
ed on adjournment. If that should regular $2 and $2.50 value, only 98 Knights of Battery E held a Pente- •
Linthel Lane; punch, Miss Mattle
not be until the end of August, it cents. Hundreds of other splendid costal meeting recently. “Hap" Day'
Russell and Mrs. Carrie Gray; candy,
led in the singing while Serg. Col-1
would be pretty cold in Maine.
values are to be found at this great
Mrs. Stella Simonton and Mrs. Gert
lins offered prayer. Sergs. Chase, j
value center.—adv.
A’- IttltSHHENtBUl
rude Havener.
,
FOR THE REFERENDUM
Chandler and Halstead were pres- J
GOIVING A HEALTH,
Winner of last week's Cros-tic
A very satisfactory sum was net
ROUND TOP HAPPINESS AND ECMOMV
ent and seemed to be interested. I
PROBLEM. ITS FUN TO
Plant breeders at Cornell University
ted to be applied to thc budget fund
.Social Welfare Organization Sees
FARMS
George has a fine voice. The boys ;
Arlene Fickett
SOLVE tROS-TICS.REhave
produced
strains
of
potatoes
of the Methodist Ladies Aid.
ARRANGE THE LETTERS
Grave Matters If Not Passed
wonder if Battery H will sing for'
291 Limerock St.
EACH LINE TO FORM A
wholly immune to late bligh: The
The Executive Committee of the
5EVEN WORD SENTENCE.
Battery F at an entertainment be
TTR
'fight
immunity'
was
transferred
State Conference of Social Welfare,
fore we break camp.
L'RO
. t
meeting in the Augusta House Wed from the wild potato to the cultivat
"Ted" Libby and Serg. Young have i
genuine Engraved
GLIDE IllLTFLV
ed
form
through
hybridization.
nesday voted unanimously to use
been spotting the shots at Trundy's '
COIL SI DEV
every resource at its command to
Reef.
STATIONERY
OVER DALE
promote public sentiment in favor
Firing of the 155's is about to start,
At Th* Lowell Price* la Hbtoryl
COACH TOI-E
of the passage of the Old Age As
which calls a halt to the soldier re
LMIK
Visiting Cards
sistance referendum.
porting for the time being.
100 paneled cards, choice oi 4
• • • •
Mrs. Sara P. Anthoine of Port
■Ires and 30 ityle* of engraving,
Fort Williams, July 16
land, president of the conference,
PLATE INCLUDED, only__ $14$
Battery F. has adopted thte Battery
reminding the conference that 26,Wedding Announcements
Clerk of E; I do not know in which
000 Old Age Assistance applications
or Invitations
outfit Richard spends most of his
are on file, declared that It is abso
On white or ivory stock—wed
lutely imperative that the referen-1
time but he can always be found in
ding or plate finish. Inside and
F Battery. Next year he should sign
dum be accepted by the people.
outside envelopes, and PLATE IN
CLUDED _____________ $8.9$
up with us for he certainly ts a popu
“We hesitate to contemplate the
Recommended by Ix-aders in
ANSWER. TO EROS TICS NO 6
lar boy.
gravity of the welfare problem If
Social Stationery
the Medical Profession
Serg. Robbins with 98 points and
this measure does not receive the
Special stylee for men and women.
We’ve faithfully rerved here for many
years.
A choice of lovely colors, mono
Douglas Anderson with 92 are high
endorsement of the people at the
grams and styles of engraving,
liners in the contest. Battery F.
polls,’’ she saitj. “Private and public
PLATE INCLUDED__________
went on the firing line and made the
welfare agencies are unable to carry
$2.2$, $3.85 and up.
larger relief loads. The people of
Business Stationery
Maine must provide the means
DENTAL NOTICE!
500 business cards or Hammermill
through which money can be raised
During Spring and Summer will
Bond letterheads, PLATE IN
make appointments for Tuesdays anil
for the care of old people ln this
CLUDED, only_________ $7.9$
Fridays. Notify in advance if possible.
6Ute."
DR. J. H. DAMON, Dentist
Oct. 14, 15 and 16 were set as the
Over Newberry's 5e and 10c Store
TEL. 612
ROCKLAND
75 PARK STREET
dates for the annual State Confer
Tel. 415-W,
Rockland, Me.
ence at Lewiston.
44-45&TU

Better is a dinner of herbs where , Will Be Held July 25 Re
love is, than a stalled ox and hatred ,
union and Picnic of 301st
therewith. —Proverbs 15: 17.

BANK STOCKS

INSURANCE STOCKS

LOST THEIR CARDS

KEYSTONE

FUNDS

INCORPORATED INVESTORS
CENTRAL MAINE POWER PREFERREDS
MASSACHUSETTS INVESTORS TRUST

GENERAL INVESTORS TRUST

SUPERVISED

SHARES

Cinrnln E. IRrKar
Investments
Rockland,
Maine
Tel.
500

43Stf

H. M. PAYSON & CO.
Investment Bankers
93 Exchange Street
Maine

Portland,
Established 1854

Representative, E. T. RUNDLETT, The Thorndike Hotel
18-19T&Stf

i

MARINE MUSEUM

AT FORT WILLIAMS

BREWSTER ON JOB

ROTO CROS-TICS

PASTEURIZED
MILK
'
IS
GOOD
INSURANCE

The Courier-Gazette

Gnotkel Reason Why

FIRESTONE GIVES
YOU SO MUCH
Extra Value at
No Extra Cost
YOU GET EXTRA
PROTECTION
AGAINST
BLOWOUTS-eight
extra pounds of rubber
I are added to every 100
pounds of cord by the
Firestone patented GumDipping process. By this
process every fiber in
every cord in every ply is
’saturated with liquid rubber.
This counteracts dangerous
internal friction and heat that
ordinarily destroy tire life.

TH restone

STANDARD
FOB PB$$ENOEB CABS

4.50- 21............ $9.05
4.75-19........... 9.55
5.00-19............ 10. JO
5.25-18............ 11.40
5.50- 17............ IX. 50
6.00-16............ 1J.Q5

YOU GET EXTRA PROTECTION
AGAINST PUNCTURES-because
under the tread are two extra layers
of Gum-Dipped cords.

YOU GET EXTRA PROTECTION
AGAINST SKIDDING—because the

TtSENTINEL
reetone
4.40-21...........
4.50- 20...........

tread is scientifically designed.

$5.05
O.O5

YOU GET LONGER NON-SKID
MILEAGE because of the extra tough,
long-wearing tread.

Firestone

Before leaving on your vacation trip,
join the Firestone SAVE A LIFE
Campaign by equipping your car
with a set of new Firestone Standard
Tires—today’s top tire value.

COURIER

4.40-21........... $5* 4J
30x3Cl........ 4«$7
Olhnsln, Pr,,nl

L.»

DON’T RISK YOUR LIFE ON THIN WORN TIRES

DO YOU KNOW
THAT laet year highway
accidents cost the live* of more
than JS/WO men, women anal
children?
THAT a million more were

injured!
THAT more than 40,000 of
these deaths and injuries

were caused directly by

punctures, blowouts and
skidding due lo unsafe tires?

Section of smooth
tiro which is liable
to punctures, blow
outs and skidding.

Section of new Tirestone
Tire. Note protection
against skidding,
punctures and blowouts.

JOIN THE

Z?

^CAMPAIGN
WDM !

litter* to thc Voice of Piratoncj Monday evenings over Nationwide Ni Bi C. Red Network

FIREPROOF GARAGE SALES CO.
WINTER STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.
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Every-Other-Day
Four tons of potatoes, surplus food
Another popular ladies' night is
product, were ready for distribution I scheduled for Wednesday, July 21 at
the Elks. Dancing begins at 9 o'clock.
from the welfare office yesterday.

IN HIS OLD CHURCH

ICHURCH ESI

Try this

Supt. George J. Cumming left to
The handtub Gen. Berry is being
day for Fort Ethan Allen, Vt., where dolled up for participation in a fire
1937 JULY 1937 j
he will be on duty for a fortnight. men’s muster at Hallowell July 31.
Mr. Cumming ranks as 1st Lieuten
school music in Pawtucket, R. I. will I
s M T W T F •
Members of Ruth Maynew Tent,
ant on the staff of the 1st Battalion.
SERMONETTE
present
his crack student Symphon
1:2 3
__
will meet in Grand Army hall Mon
ic Band in a series tf light and ap-1
7
i
8
1
9
;5'
6
Miss Amy Sherman who assisted at day afternoon to knot a quilt for
1°
4
Rest For Our Souls
pealing numbers. About 55 young
the Methodist Daily Vacation Bible Mrs. Lizzie French. Picnic supper
13 1415!! ft 17
1 1
The strain and worry of the musicians make up the band which j
School, has gone to Calais for similar will be served and in the evening a
past few years told upon many of is one of the best ever heard in the
18 [19202122(23 24
work during the balance of this short business meeting will be held.
our people. You note on the heavy bowl here.
26I2728129I30
31
,25
month. She will be in Union the The new department password is
lines etched upon the faces, in the
Miss Rebecca Lewis of York. Penn.,
first two weeks of next month.
sued by Eliza Plummer, department
cars and upon our streets. It is attractive blonde harpist, will be
president, will be given to the mem
noticeable in the poor and aged, seen and heard as she appears with
Axel Gronros, proprietor of the bers. General Orders, No. 1, will be
but it shows also among younger tii": Symphony Orchestra undir the
Rockland Boat Shop, is building a read.
people; those thrown out of work. I direction of Imogene Boyle. Miss
fishing party boat for Capt. William
It shows in other groups, I Lewis, a student of Carlos Salzedo, is
Representatives of a Maine shoe
Spooner of Flushing, Long Island, to
through the makeup in our young ' fa ulty teacher of harp at the ramp
be used in Florida waters. She is factory concern were in the city
women, who ought to be fresh i and is a remarkably capable musi
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
42x12x4, and is to be powered with a Thursday, desirous it was said, of
July 19—Camden Annual meeting of
and fair and happy, who nervous cian. She Is from ti e Curtis School
locating a branch shop here. Ability
Outing Club at Lodge House. Hosmer s 90 h. p. Red Wing.
ly reach for a cigarette, seemingly o? Music in Philadelphia.
Pond
to furnish suitable quarters was the
July 20—Waldoboro—Lawn party of
as
dependent upon it as the most
The Student Symphony Orchestra
No league baseball game is sched principal issue at stake, and is re
Good Luck Rebekah Lodge at Crosby K
inveterate smoker.
it exhibits opr.s the concert wi,h an appealing
Waltz grounds.
uled for tomorrow, as the new season ceiving the attention of a commit
July 21—Ladles' Night at the Elks
itself in the restless abandon and giovp of selections l cw ln rehearsal
does not open until Monday, but tee from the Chamber of Commerce.
Home
reckless driving of both girls and i foi the program. Th; orchestra will
July 21—Waldoboro—Past Grand and Thomaston and Waldoboro will play
The concern is perfectly satisfied
Past Noble Grand Association of Knoxboys, in the light value placed I include several new musicians this
Llncoln Counties meets with Mrs. Clar an exhibition game in Waldoboro, with its present location, but de
ence Benner.
upon their own and others lives
week as late arrivals at camp will
and
St.
George
plays
the
Bath
Iron
July 22—Friendship—Carnival, aus
sires to extend its facilities.
In the search for happiness in play for the first time.
pices Parent-Teacher Aas'n.
Works in Bath.
July 23—Warren—Bl-centennlal anni
sports and movies it shows and
Roads to the New England Music
The Friendly Foto Fans camera
versary ball at Glover hall.
July 24—Thomaston—Annual meeting
worse, in the annals of crime. Camp are in good condition. The
Captain Clarence A. Simmons, so club will have an exhibit of flower
of Knox Memorial Association; open
Young High School girls mur bow, is located ln Sidney, 4 ru les
cial service worker in Providence pictures in the Bummer flower show.
house at "Montpelier."
dered, assaulted and their muti from Oakland on Route 24. From
July 27—Camden—Garden Club and and his fiancee, Captain Christine As this is a very young club, just or
flower show at Opera House
lated bodies strewn along our Augusta, Route 24 meets the Belgrade
Kraff of New York will be in charge ganized, detailed information cannot
July 28—Downie Brothers' Circus
Refreshed by a week's visit in New York, at Winthrop, Mass. As guest
h‘g>»ways—some mother's boy
service at Ingraham Hill be given at this writing, but it is un
July 2® — Rockport — Fair of Baptist I
State highway in North Augusta.
I Ladles Circle.
I
„
„
.
preacher at the First Baptist
“bfe some mother's girl responJuly 28—(7.45) Thomaaton—Baptist chapel Sunday afternoon, and will derstood that the exhibit will include York State. Rev. William J. Day ar
Church
he
will
preach
as
follows:
IChurch annual supper and concert.
hp aided hv Her) Tarrambe with
rived yesterday from his home in
July 29—Waldoboro—Annual fair of 06 alaea
- Berl Larcomoe wltn pictures of individual flowers and
MARTINSVILLE
Morning Sermons, 1930
h iV^ 8 Catholic woman of
| Susannah Wesley Society.
piano accordion.
Winthrop, Mass, and during the next
groups,
beds,
gardens,
landscape
July
18
—
"Getting
To
The
Goal."
July 29—Tenants Harbor—Fair of
Earl Achorn of Rockport will bring
high character, who acts for our
effect, etc. Many will be enlarge five weeks—in the absence of Rev.
| Puritan Rebekah Lodge.
July 25—"Beauty For Ashes.”
Infractions of traffic rules brought ments from tiny miniature pictures,
July 30—Reunion of the class of 1904,
ederal Courts and has had to the message Sunday at the Baptist
J. Charles MacDonald—will occupy
Aug. 1—"The Spikenard Fra| Rockland High School at the Helstad before Judge Zelma M. Dwinal 1
courts Kfh 5°Ung Wom“n' bef°re the i Church at 10.45 a. m. The Sundayhome ln Rockport.
__
_______ „__________
and______
there__is _a ,possibility
that some the pulpit of the First Baptist Sgrance."
school will convene at 11.45; even
Aug
l-6wn.ngton-Deolc.Uon of Thursday Walter L. Kaler, Rockland '
ft,
fiower photographs will
courte, for various offences, what
Church.
| new American Legion home.
Aug. 8—“Wrecked Vessels.”
ing service at 7 o’clock, ln charge of
Aug. 3—Lawn party of St. Bernard's for passing a stop sign, William S. be
ll»
Mr Day will be no stranger there
Aug. 15—“The Upward Life."
■ Parish, corner Broadway and Main Carver, South Hope, operating a car ,
Mr. Achorn. The mid-week prayer
_____
cause,
she
said
at
once.
"Lack
|street
for he was pastor of the church
Evening Sermons 7.30
service will be held Wednesday at 7
Carus T. Spear, well known merAug. 4-7—Rockport—Carnival Regatta. with inadequate brakes, and Daniel
o
religious
instruction
in
the
Aug. 5—Bangor News' Amateur boxing Bowley, South Hope, ditto. Kaler chandise broker of Bangor (formerly from 1903 to 1913, has frequently ! July 18.—“A Man Who Did No
o'clock.
y“h
| tournament ln Rockland
served its pulpit since that time and Miracle.”
Aug. 8—Townsend Club clam bake at was placed on probation and Carver of Rockland) had an unexpected en
ant
Young
folks
not
in
close
i has been the speaker at the clos
July 25.—“A Man Who Drew
THE CHURCH ON THE HILL
|Oakland Park
ouch with their church or its
Aug 10—Rockport—Open meeting of and Bowley were given fines, but counter in Aroostook county, while ing meetings of the Baptist Men's Cross."
|For The Courier-Gazette]
| Garden Club at Miss Marlon Weidman’s placed on good behavior.
£a^mgs. Nothing to lean upon
on a business trip by motor, which (L^"ague
There's a choice, charming church on I
Aug. 10—Glen Cova—Field Day of
Aug. 1—‘‘A Man Who Braced up
the
hill top
‘
n
the
stress
of
temptation.
"
caused him considerable delay, and
Xstr.ct 12. OES at Grange hall.
Mr. Day retired from the active Others."
Standing guard o'er the house nestled
When the Rockland Townsend some expense. While he was driv
Au* 10—Reunion of Rockland High
As
I
left
her
these
words
of
near:
I School Class of 1912 at Camden Yacht Club No. 1 meets next Tuesday night,
ministry in 1934 and has continued
Aug. 8—“An Outstanding Man.
By our forefather's faith lt was bullded.
Jesus came to me. "Come unto me.
I Club
ing through Masardis, a buck deer to make his home^.with the excep
Sacred place to our hearts ever dear
Aug. 15—"A Warless World. When?
Aug. 11—Owls Head—Church fair.
and bear in mind that the meeting appeared guddenly ln
road and
>e
that
labor
and
are
heavy
Aug 11—Martinsville—Fair of Ladles
will begin at 7.30 instead of 8. there'll charged his automobile, with disas tion of brief periods spent in New How?”
What a beautiful sight for all comers!
^den and I will give you reJ
|Circle at Grange hall.
Lovely church! Sparkling spire so fair
Aug. 16—Maine's Special Election.
be lots of talk and much of it will trous results to the animal, which
Pointing all who behold up to heaven.
Learn of me; for I am meek and
Aug 17—Rockland Garden Club How
The city's mail boxes have been
concern the big clambake which will I
Telling all of our God dwelling there!
Robert M. Allen of West Newton,
ler Show.
lowly m heart and ye shall find
was
badly
injured
and
was
killed
Aug 18-19—Thomaston—Annual Le- be held by this club and the Cam- :
painted.
Mass, has been appointed manager of
I May our hallowed, chaste church ever
later. The front of the car was dam
Iglon Fair of Wllllams-Bratler Post.
rest for your souls." Rest for our
stand here
the local branch of the Standard Oil
Aug. 19—State Field Meeting of Knox den Club at Oakland Park Sunday. I
I Academy of Arts and Sciences. If stormy Aug. 8. Thirty bushels of clams if ! aged also.
souls. Is not this what our tired 1 Heaven's light casting bright far and
Company,
and
will
enter
upon
Miss Lucille Durette has won a
wide.
|flrst pleasant day.
world needs?
' Guiding souls out of night Into noon
Aug 19—Warren—Annual mid-summer you please, together with music and
Mrs. Helen Wentworth of Hope five-tube radio offered in a contest at his new duties next Monday. Mr.
day.
|concert at Baptist Church
Allen has been with the company
i Making faith, hope and love long abide
Corner who is known in County club Huston-Tuttle Co.
Aug. 21—Camden—Fire Department speaking.
| Field Day------I four years, attached to the CamAt St. Peter's Church. Episcopal, Cherished
,
1 circles for her inimitable musical
church of our childhood,
Aug 24 — Annual meeting ThreeStrand Theatre is offering some readlngs wl„ hostess at her home
we love thee:
Department Commander H. G. bridge District, and his excellent Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv
|Quarter Century Club ln Ellsworth.
We would heed thy BWeet bell's sacred
Aug
26—Waldoboro—Garden
Club gripping summer attractions for the next week to 15 girU from Camp Staples is to dedicate the American record is responsible for the assignices for tomorrow will be: Holy Com
call.
| flower show
coming week, commencing Sunday. Walden
of prayer, house of God. gate of
munion at 7.30: Choral Eucharist and Place heaven.
Mrs. Wentworth Legion's new home in Stonington, ment.
Monday and Tuesday with "Captains has arranged a variety o{ outings Aug. 1.
Let
thy
blessing on us ever fall.
sermon at 10.30; Vespers at 7.30.
Department Commander H. G.
Cmrrageous," featuring Spencer Tracy and side
Tlie Women's Foreign Missionary
for the group, many
Staples will be “Legion Day” guest of
In the church on the hill let us gather.
Freddie Bartholomew. Lionel Barry- of whom have nev„ befQre seen thp
Capt Sidney Sprague has returned Society of the Pratt Memorial Meththe Congregational Church the Young and old. one and all let us meet,
Ithe CM T.C. at Fort McKinley SunWorship God on the morn of the Sab
more
and
Melvyn
Douglas.
For
»
_
.
,
,
,
'
i-u, I ocean. Their jaunts will take in from Bangor, where he passed ex- °dist Church met Thursday at the service of public worship tomorrow
Iday.
bath.
Wednesday and Thursday, Kay
Serve our Savior and sit at His feet.
amination
for
marine
chief
engi.
borne
of
Mrs.
Lena
Stevens,
Rock|
j
s
a
t
10
30
a.
m.,
and
the
theme
of
the
Lucia Beach, mountain climbing and
Allison M Watts.
neer’s license.
j land street, with 22 members present. L^mon by the pastor Rev. Corwin
Francis and Errol Flynn in "Another
Jamaica, Vt
The live seal at Rodney E. Peyler's Dawn," and for the weekend Jack a sail to Monhegan. As a special
_____
Mrs.
Mary
Littlehale
was
in
charge
H
olds.
w
ni
be
"A
New
Doctrine
in
_
.treat, a musicale is scheduled for
establishment on Tillson wharf is Oakle and Anne Sothern
in “Super
.
. , . .,
. . , .
Army Supplies on Credit
p
Tuesday night, the singers to include Marshal Fields' yacht attracted Qf the devotions. The mite boxes i an Ancient World, and an Ancient
■attracting lots of attention and mak Sleuth."
In 1877 congress forgot to pass a
! Miss Lotte McLaughlin. Miss Esther much attention at the Public Land- were opened at this time and a play Doctrine In a New World.”
ing lots of friends.
ing yesterday, as did the arrival of entitled "Mother’s Mite Box" was '
• • • •
military appropriation bill, and the
In Municipal Court Thursday Berman. Mrs. Nettie Bird Frost and the Marshall Fields party, bound for presented by Mrs. Laura Buswell, ! Salvation Army services for the
army, in order to carry on, had to
Mrs.
Mariahne
Bullard.
Two million gallons of water a day Charles E. Frazier was fined $10
Dark Harbor.
Miss Madlene Rogers, Miss Ruth 1 weekend include: Saturday. 7.30 p.
purchase supplies on credit.
■are used by the towns patronizing and costs for reckless driving in
------Rogers and Miss Faith Lurvey, Miss m., open air; 8.00 praise meeting,
Ruth Mayhew Tent, D.U.V. was
Ithe Camden & Rockland Water Co., Union, but the fine was suspended
Intelligence of Hank and File
Supt. A. F. McAlary was in Bangor Lurvey also sang a solo.
topic “Excuses;” Sunday. 10.00 a. m..
hostess to a large gathering Friday
The degree of intelligence found
Ihalf of it by thirsty and cleanly during good behavior. Frazier's comWednesday, attending a meeting of
-------Sunday School; 11.00 holiness meetI’x-'W---: ’
In the rank and file of the masses
IRockland citizens.
I panion. Shirley Beal, was injured to at Jhe summer home of Mr .and the program committee of the Maine
Ms-?
At the Spanish Villa last night Joe mg “Soul Health;" 6.30 p. m.. young
is the measure of success ot a
, . .,
„
Mrs. Fred Lewis. Holiday Beach. .
the point of hospital treatment when Belfafit Qrder sent g delegation of Water Utilities, which holds a meet- Bernie of Augusta gave Ernie Brown peoples meeting led by Virl Alley
democracy.
The Rockland Society for the Hard S the recklessly driven car crashed
of Bangor a proper licking, knocking and Dot. Larrabee; 7.30, open air [
15 members, who were warmly wel ing in Presque Isle, Aug. 11.
Varnish Known 3.000 Years
lof Hearing is planning a picnic next into a tree. Further trouble awaited
------his opponent down repeatedly. Ponzi meeting and 8.00, salvation meeting,
|Thursday, at the Beale home in j the couple when they were taken in comed. and who greatly enjoyed the
Varnishes have been in use for at
Charles Kavanaugh of Brewer, who Ccchran cleaned up another Bangor ' Found Wanting."
least 3,000 years. The ancient Egyp
■Friendship. Members wishing trans- custody by Deputy Sheriff Rob beautiful scenery, as did the other has joined the staff of Moor s drug fighter. Tommy Bums, although this
. . • •
tians were experts in the varnish
Iportation please notify Mrs F. F. ert A. Webster, charged with being 1 friends who assembled to enjoy the store, is one of Maine s most prom- fight was fairly close. Walter Rey- 1 "The Joy of the Lord" will be the
ing art.
day and partake of the baked bean
iBrown, promptly.
Inent World War Veterans, and nolds of Rockland fought a draw withsermon topic of Rev. Charles E.
A.WO.L. at Fort Williams. The men
1 dinner. Little trips about the heach,
served last year as department com- GeOrge Minor of Gardiner; Kentucky Brooks at the Sunday morning servwere taken thither by Sheriff C.
Enunciated Monroe Doctrine
Huntley-Hill Post and Auxiliary Earle Ludwick and Deputy Sheriff j cards and beano, filled the time until mander of the 40 and 8. He is a Kid of Augusta knocked out Casey 1 ice at the Pratt Memorial MethoThe Monroe Doctrine was enun
6 o'clock, when 53 sat down to fish
■will hold a “lawn beano” Monday at Ernest Gray Thursday night.
ciated by'President Monroe in his
registered druggist and has followed jones Of Rockland in the first, and Jdist Church. Mrs. Lydia Storer will
chowder, cake and coffee. Mrs.
message to congress December 2,
17.30. at the home of Mrs. Elizabeth
that vocation all his life since be- joe Jaki and DonaldSanborn drew be the soloist, and Miss Carol Gard1823.
Noonan, Ingraham Hill. If weather
As in the years past. Oakland Park Priscilla Smith, assisted by a corps coming a wage-earner.
The
in
the
curtain
raiser.
I
ner
will
preside
at
the
organ.
is unsuitable the game will take place is proving popular with young and of workers, was untiring in her efforts
“You must be keen on the talkies. Friendly Men 8 Bible Class will
Reno and Los Angeles
[indoors.
Hostesses will be Mrs. old. The swings and seesaws which to make the day a success. Mrs. Ada
I've noticed that a lot of folk
meet
at
9.30
a.
m.
and
the
Baraca
Reno,
Nev., is farther west than
1 old boy. to go twice a week
|Noonnan and Mrs. Margaret Brewer, were erected with the children in Payson was ever present with her
(No doubt you've noticed, too)
You see class and church sc*100'- at noon- Los Angeles, Calif., by about one
collection
bowl
and
at
the
close
of
"It's
not
that
exactly.
Say
HWhlch
and
Hwhat
and
' mind are frequently occupied by peo------Evening worship of song and ser degree of longitude.
If I don't go regularly I can't un
Hwhy and Hwhere—
The heated spell evidently had its pie of middle age. Entire families ar the day could increase the funds of
! derstand what my children are say mon at 720 p. m.. sermon topic, "A
The Garnet
■ effect upon the temper of some per- rive with their box lunches and en the Tent, reporting $1125 profit. But why don't they say Hwho?
i Good Custom.”
The garnet is credited with en
—Exchange. i ing."
Isons. In Court yesterday Forrest joy the beautiful picnic grounds. Thc Thanks were expressed to Mrs. Lewis
dowing the wearer with constancy
Iwilbur of Camden and Walter Kaler flower gardens are in full bloom and and at the close of the day. a beau
“Wholesome Curiosity" will be the and fidelity.
lof Rockland were each given a sus- the lawns well kept with plenty of tiful vase was presented to her by
subject of the morning sermon at
Ipended 30-day jail sentence for as- picnic tables and benches, a play members of the Tent, in appreciation
Oiled Parchment for Windows
the Littlefield Memorial Church. The
The palaces of ancient Crete had
Isault and battery, the former upon ground for the children and a store of a day long to be remembered at
pastor Rev. C. A. Marstaller will
I Mrs. Helen Coleman and the latter where you may obtain most of those her home.
preach morning and evening. Mrs. oiled parchment in the windows for
“glass.”
[upon his wife. The court cases are things that were "left on the table
Henry Ulmer will be the soloist.
Dinner Sets reduced from 25 to
—Phctoir.;fhi Canadian National Nailwatt.
I said to have been more hectic than at home." Eddie Whalen, manager
Sunday School will meet at the close
Boston's First Churches
30%. A large quantity of open
Ithe original scraps.
of the park, reports that many peo
of the morning service and Junior
In the first 113 years Boston built
stock consisting of plates, cups and
ple utilized this free service during
Christian Endeavor at 6 o'clock. The 15 churches, the first in 1630.
saucers, sugar and creams, sauce
et ACQUAINTED with
evening topic will be "Spiritual Ig
A prettier picture was never seen the past heat wave, and the Sunday dishes, platters and vegetable dishes
3AS oil INE today and
G?
crowds
are
larger
each
week.
norance.
”
Miss
Dorothy
Harvey
will
in Rockland harbor than the one of
BORN
at 1-3 to M from regular prices.—
you'll
get to knowa smoother,
sing.
Prayer
meeting
Tuesday
eve
last evening when the aircraft carrier
RAYNES—July 16, At Thomas Mater
In due season there will appear in Edward Gonia. 469 Main St—adv.
nity
Home,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs
Alton
cooler,
more economical
ning at 7.30.
Yorktown was lying broadside to, these columns a story of the part the
Raynes. a daughter. Sylvia.
motor.
On
sale only at Tydol
with the descending sun shining full five Rockland boys played in the
SUNDAY AT SiIDNEY
DIED
upon it. Cur Samoset correspond Scout jamboree at Washington, D C.
pumps at the price you now
Owl's Head Inn is making a spe
CONNELL -At Warren. July 16. Elizabeth pay for “just gas.”
ent, Miss Pauline Ricker may take The boys came back home very en cial feature of its Sunday shore
B . wife of John Connell, aged 60
Concert in the Bowl of the New
exception to this statement on the thusiastic about the whole trip and dinners.
»
years. 7 months. 9 days Funeral Sun
England
Music
Camp
day
at 2 o'clock daylight at residence
ground that the ship looks prettier they were unanimous in their praise
SIMMONS—At South Thomaston. Zebat nigh#, when illuminated. Tlie of the many courtesies shown by the
The feature headline bargain today
edee Simmons, aged 78 years Funeral
Symphonic band, orchestra, and a
Monday at 2 o'clock from Burpee par
craft is said to have made very fast Indefatigable Congressman from the and all next week at the Levi Seavey
soloist with the orchestra are head
lors.
speed on its standardization test- Second District, Clyde H. Smith. Clothing Store in Thomaston, Watts
line attractions for the coming Sun
PRODUCT OR TICK WATIR A ••OCl ATIO Ol L COMRANT
well beyond 30 knots.
t'ARI) OF THANKS
He gave them a bus ride, entertained Block, is brand new sandals for
day afternoon concert in the bowl
I
wish
to
express
my
appreciation
to
them at Glen Echo Amusement women, beautiful styles and colors,
of the New England Music Camp all those who remembered me with let
ters and cards while I was a patient at
Funniest Jokes of Hollywood's No. Park, took them up in an airplane, regular $2 (and $2.50 value, only 93
The time of thc concert has beer Brooks
Hospital In Brookline. Mass
1 "Gagman,” Boasberg, Who Made bid them good-bye at their camps, cents. Hundreds of other splendid
Mrs. Willis Pitcher.
changed from 3 00 to 320 p. rn.
Camden.
*
values
are
to
be
found
at
this
great
and
did
many
other
things
to
con

Millions Laugh and Died Telling a
Paul Wiggin, who heads public
Joke. Read This in The American tribute to their general happiness. value center.—adv.
Weekly, the Magazine Distributed The Jive (Rockland boys were Gard
with the July 18, Boston Sunday Ad ner Brown, Roderick Crandall. James j
MEMORIALS OF
ft
vertiser.
85’lt Wentworth, Richard Spear and Wil
ERE are two examples
MASSIVE OR MODEST
PROPORTIONS
liam Bicknell. One member of that |
of Nature, the sculptor,
in serious and comic vein.
Whether your preference Is for
r
1
..; ; ‘^1
quintet, who is gifted with especial
At the top is a natural arch
a magnificently sculptured stone
powers of description will tell Cou
bridge which is as solid as
of llmpresslve size or one of less
Ambulance Service
any
ever
built
by
thc
clever

rier-Gazette readers about the high
ambitious dimensions, you can
est
engineers.
It
spans
a
lights.
obtain it here. In either event,
chasm along one of the
MORTON
all the skill and experience of our
trails that lead through Jas- P"I
CAS oa INE
artisans will go Into the finished
per National Park, Alberta, j '
If you are looking for a beautiful
monument
to
make
lt
fittingly
10 the Columbia Ice Fields “““
I spot for a family or party picnic
commemorate the one you want
AMBULANCE SERVICE
in which the Columbia, Athabaska and Saskatchewan Rivers, flowing to
' come down to Pleasant Point. Tables, j
to (remember.
three different oceans, find their source. The bridge isn’t pretty but it is
Morticians
much used by alpinists and trail riders going to and from the Ice Fields
cold drinks and coffee furnished at ■
section of the Canadian Rockies. In the smaller picture, nature appears as a
I reasonable prices, also garage, cotWILLIAM LDOKNAN £ SON
cartoonist. Here is depicted an almost perfect caricature of a man in
I NC
j tage for rent or shelter in case of
a toque. It is one of numerous figures wrought by the effects of erosion
TELS. 450 AND 781-1
CEMETERY MEMORIALS
TEL. 662
showers. No liquor allowed. Ask
in the soft sand-stone formation of the Red Deer River Valley in south
EAST UNION und THOMASTON
301-305 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND direction to the Mrs. Edith Stevens 9 CLAREMONT ST. ROCKLAND
western Alberta, a region that is known as “The Bad Lands" and in
119-tf
A8U
Which many excellent specimens of dinosaur skeletons hove been found.
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Page Fouf

Christopher Harnish, whose sinister
relationship to the Royal House of
Hanover haunts hls whole career.
Christopher makes his entrance as a
Mrs. Overlock, Always Ob Where Live the Dogs Which
troubled little boy of nine years,
Have Performed Many
servant, Comments On
dressed in a ruffled white shirt, a
1
Z 3 Jur 5
b 7
Heroic Rescues
Matters of Interest
short green jacket and ankle-length
id
8
9
white pantaloons.
He has been
Heroic rescues by canine ancestors
I
went
to
Pemaquid
Point
and
placed under the care of Baron Omphave saved the lives of the famous [
li
II
11
Beach July 11 as an aftermath of a
teda, a spy for the wicked Duke of
dogs belonging to the St. Bernard 1
hot week—A good growing week for
Cumberland, who hesitates at noth
15 lb
1 7 161
Hospice in the Swiss Alps. Faced
14
19
ing in his determination to keep the
corn, which needs hot dry weather, with the extermination because one
20
11
throne for his niece. Victoria. Chris' »
21
but far from comfortable for “the I of their number recently ran amuck
■ 4*
The Macmillan Company in the topher is at first simply the shuttleman with the hoe who was trying 1 anc^
a mtle girl, the pack of
1
b
14 15
1 1ft
17
r
week of July 2 celebrated the anni- cock in a murderous game; as he beto keep down the weeds. Then, huge St. Bernards was allowed to
versary of the publication of "Gone comes able to assert himself he
as soon as the weather cooled up on live because of the breed's previous 1
30
“1
19
With the Wind" Margaret Mitchell's makes plenty of trouble for the plotSunday night, and it began raining service to man. For centuries, these'
great novel. During the past year ters, and his adventures in intrigue,
the potato bugs began to get in their enormous, mournful-eyed orange- [
H
this novel has sold an average of in love, and in devotion to an ingood work and see which one could and-white dogs have sought out and
5T
31
34
more than 3700 copies per day—ln- , jured Queen make an absorbing nar35
eat the fastest. As a result, pow guided to the hospice travelers who j
n
cluding Sundays and holidays—more rative.
dered arsenate of lead had to be had become lost or exhausted in j
MO
3^
41
1 42
V 5d
1
than most novels sell in all. This | it is not only a tale full of thrilling
I used and Mr. Potato Bug is now no i snowstorms while trying tc cross the
means an average sale of over 26,000 , incident; it is a picture of life in the
more. Premeditated murder.
Alps.
4b 47
44
1 45
43
copies for each of the 52 weeks, j time of the Georges, based on historiShade trees in front of the house ,
Ofeat st Bernard paSS,
WK
And, too, the novel is still going cal sources, and recreating the atmos49
50
have been Infested with a (to mei wbere the dogs live, provides a short
51
strong—with a record of over 50,000 . phere and customs of the age through
strange bug, so I Just sealed up a j cut through the Alps from Martigny,!
1
copies sold since the first of May.
! the author's acquaintance with the
53
few of the "varmints" and sent them Switzerland to Aosta. Italy," says a
• • • •
1 lesser-known memoirs of that period.
down to County Agent Wentworth , bulletin from the Washington, D. C.,
5b
A young lady admirer of Ralph
• • . 54
55
! who promptly told me they were | headquarters of the National Ge
Henry Barbour's sport stories recent- ,
a companion volume to thefr
John Wray is the menacing gent at left who seems to have Richard Dix | wooly aPhis" antl
control them ographic Society.
57
1 11 56
ly wrote to him as follows:
I popular "Pageant of Chinese History"
at a disadvantage in this scene from Columbia's "The Devil Is Driving.” The use a sPra>‘ of black leaf 40 wlth ad'
Monks Use Skis
"’Dear Mr. Barbour: I am thirteen by Elizabeth Seeger, Longmai*.
scene is the beginning of one of the most dramatic stories the screen has pre- dltion of small amount of soap. I m
"In former times, many travelers
years old and have read almost all oreen <$- company announce for
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.) VERTICAL (Cont.)
sented in many months. Joan Perry is the featured feminine lead, with di- [Passing^ this along so^ others may
your books, which have given me publication in 1938 "The Pageant of
1-To look slyly
46-Comblnlng form. Air 14-Concoct
profit by knowing. They certainly crossing this perilous pass on foot
rection
credited
to
Harry
Lachman.
—
adv.
4-Denti«t'» drill
48-Hoped
15- Snare
many hours of pleasure. Although I japaneSe History" by Marion May
are a pest and destroy the foliage I died enroute «hausted by snow and
8- The true skin
50-Lurerl
16- The sun
enjoy most sports, wrestling is my Dilts. miss Dilts has recently re
by cutting a leaf off near the stem cold' buried under avalanches, or
9- Frult skin
52- Worthleaa leavings 17- Selected (abbr.)
WASHINGTON
favorite. I am sure you could write J Ceived a grant from the Rockefeller
VINALHAVEN
after eating it nearly up. I loaned | sallowed up by crevasses. It was
11- Existed
53- Little islands
18- Decorate
12- lnterjection
an interesting story on wrestling in Foundation for travel in Japan to
54- Close by
19- Speck
The MethodistLadies' Guild met Bill, our house cat. to son to clear t0 Prevent such disasWrs that Her
Mr
and
Mrs.
Frank
Donovan
and
14
—
Dramatic
dance*
36-Row
25-Relieved
high school or college. Yours truly. gather material for her book. She
at the churchvestryTuesday afterj out the mice from the cottage and ’lard de Meiyhon, a priest of Aosta,
17-Filtera
57- Somber
27-A character in
Florence Pugely. P. S. If you de- bas travelled extensively over the son who have been guests of her noon but owing to the absence of the i he (Bill) got away from them and founded a hospice near the summit of
20To
vex
58- Having great linear
‘Oliver Twist*
cide to write the book please answer japanese islands and lived for some- parents Capt. and Mrs. Ernest Wil president no definite plans for the ran away. We are hoping he comes the pass in about 962.
21- Wanderer
extension
31- Gone by
liams,
have
returned
to
Weymouth,
22Make
a
misstep
32- Bragged
“Destroyed by Are and storms sev- [
and tell me since I want to paste time jn a Japanese household in
proposed supper were made
home before very long as we miss
And (Lat)
VERTICAL
33- Pitch
eral times, the hospice has been re- , 23the letter in my scrapbook. To tlie order to become thoroughly familiar Mass.
24- Genuine
Ulric Peabody and Burton Ludwig him.
34- Grate
Miss Isabel Ames has returned to
Secretary: If this reaches you and wjth the customs and traditions of
built
and
enlarged
until
now
lt
is
26-The
vital
principle
1Crabt
while
35Harvesting
were In Knox and Jackson Tuesday
By the way, being addicted to
Matinicus and Miss Hilda Thompson
shedding
36- Among
Ralph Henry’ Barbour is dead, please the natjonal culture.
reading signs along the highway, this composed of several buildings, one , 28- ltalian river
on business
2- Eagle
38-An emperor of Rome
send this back so I’ll know,” Mr,
Miss Dilts is an active member of
Pemaquid. They recently visited John Burns who died last Satur one struck my fancy. Down country of whlch 18 a Augustinlan monas- . 29- Juice of plants
30- lnaane
3- Type measure
43- Length measure
Barbour, who of course is very much -j,e society for Japanese Studies and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Pears,
32-A wager
5-Above
41— Full of moisture
day at the home of his son William not far from Pemaquid a WPA proj- terT- and an°ther of which funcalive ana has two new books to be jt was at the request of the Society [ Mrs. Mildred Achorn who has been ln Union was a member of the ect is being done. Near the WPA |tions as a hotel for summer tourists.
34-An evergreen tree
42- Greek god of war
«-Erect
. .a,
37-lndefinite article
7- Told
aV
44- Revolve
published shortly by Appleton-Cen- i
recognition of her unusual under- !guest of Mr. and Mrs. E A. Smalley Or#nge and will be weI1 remembered sign was another one which read , Situated more than 8.000 feet above j
39-Scent
8- Glen
47-Dlminutive suffix
tury, comments that “the young lady standing of Japanese matters that
has returned to Rockland. by older members of Evening Star "Slow men working." I wondered if 568 level the monastery is one of the
41- Alcoholic beverage 10- Den
49-Rusaian title
is very thorough, with an eye for al. she has written "The Pageant of
A
ground the Island Wednes- Grange for his loyalty and interest that Job was being done by slow men h*8hest permanent all-year habita42- Part of verb ’To be’ 11- Anythlng to lure a 51-Chief
fish
43- Bristle (Bot.)
contingencies
55- Egyptian sun god
Japanese History" and secured her day was enjoyed by Sara Bunker, jn an WOrk of that organization
or did lt mean for us to drive slow- tlons ln Eur°Pe The air is so rare
• • • •
45-Unutual
13-Clip
56- Behold
grant from the Rockefeller Founda- Harriet Scott, Cora Bunker, Eliza * Mr and Mrs. Henry Brown of Vas- ' ly as men were working. Can some- and raw that few of the monks can
int
.
Mary Hastings Bradley, author of
live
here
for
more
than
a
dozen
tion[ Patterson, Eugenia Carver, Mabel salboro visited Sunday at Ernest cne enlighten me? Mayhap F. D.
(Solution to previous puzzle)
the recent and very popular “Pat
TTie University of Colorado Library carlon. Abbie Brown. Nathalie Smith, pardoe's.
may have decided to weed out work- years without developing rheuma tunnels under the Alps, and peo, I
tern of Three," is headed for her
has placed in its Historical Collection Margaret Libby. Marion
Langtz. Bert Crooker is at the home of his ers. who knows. I've heard it said tism and heart disease. Then they pie who now cross the pass are chiefly:
lodge in Wisconsin, where she will
of Children's Books a copy of Laura Priscilla Langtz. Bess Hartman. Rob- mother Mrs. Nellie Crooker for a there were "leaners." “sit downers." have to be sent down to the Order s either busloads of sightseers or pe
start work on a new society novel.
E. Richards new story for young peo- ert Hartman. The trip was made in’time.
"Walk outers," so maybe "slowers” headquarters at Martigny. Even the destrian smugglers, political exiles.'
E. F Benson, noted English author. pie, “Harry in England," autographed capt Ed. Robinson's motor boat.
dogs become rheumatic.
Bert
Hayward
is
in
New
York
j
will be added to the list,
,
„
,
and deserters trying to evade thei
ls spending the summer ln the quaint
Mrs mchards and by lhe
where
he
is
attending
summer
school
Two
hundred
fifty
thousand
dollars
Mrs. Eubertus Ancttws and chil____
*
_
,
guards
on the Swiss-Italian frontier/j
little city of Rye, England. Hls new mygtrBtor, Reginald Birch, whose
per day for ships and planes to try 1 the eaves of the monastery, gales
"Need for rescue work at the pass
work, "Old London." will be pub charming drawings add so much old- dren went Wednesday to Cambridge, at Columbia University.
Lurlie Davis has employment in \ to find Amelia. Uncle Sam is pay- beat against its massive walls and has diminished so much in recent;,
lished by Appleton-Century in Sep world charm to Mrs. Richards’ de Mass.
Monhegan.
ing, so the newspapers say. I wonder small windows, and pine logs, brought years that in 1931 several of -the
Frank White visited Thursday in
tember. This consists of four short lightful story.
Mrs. Addie McMullin continues in of some lone, unknown person had UP the previous summer, blaze on monks, wishing to extend their activ
Rockland.
novels, boxed, with decorations by
• • • •
ill health and is being cared for by been lost if Uncle Sammy would have Rfanite hearths. The monks, expert ities, set out to explore the stormReginald Birch.
James Louis Orton British author- , Mr and Mrs. Arthur W’illiams and Mrs. Goldie Overlock of South gone to that expense to hunt for him. skiers in mountaineering costumes,
swept Tibetan highlands for a site
Octavus Roy Cohen, author of ity on the correction of stammering, daughters Helen and Irene of Fitch
patrol their rounds searching for on which to found a new. more badly'So much for fame.
many inimitable stories of Negro life, arrived recently in New York from burg. Mass., are at Sunnybank cot Liberty.
Fred Ludwig has rented his cot-1 Say. folks, did you ever think that travelers '°st tn drifts. Sometimes needed hospice. In ___
1933__________
the monks
is vacationing in Havana.
England and told reporters that the tage.
tage for two weeks to parties from one can only go about so far and the ®t. Bernards are sent out alone accompanied by a few 0( their fa_
Elizabeth Corbett's idea of a pleas- stammering of King George VI lias
Mrs. Sidney Healey, Miss Irene Virginia.
j fast in life? In the end the bubble jt0 search, little kegs of restoratives > mous dogs returned
tbls remote
ant summer is staying in New York been great]y helped by treatment. Noyes of Auburn. Mass., who occu
Earl Boynton is having the build-1 usually bursts, to their sorrow, and : fastened to their collars.
region
to
build
a
hospice
near the I
City with an occasional jaunt to the
believes, however, that His pied Sunnybank cottage the past
TIMELY HELPS
Monks Build New Hospice in Tibet Se La (pass) in southern Tibet?*
ings painted and repaired on the all meet the same fate, death.
country. Famous for her novels of Majesty Wiil always have a slight week have returned home.
Ralph Hibbert farm which he lately
It has been said "The good die
“About fifteen dogs are kept at the Thousands of religious pilgrims frofn
for the
“The Young Mrs. Meigs.’ Miss Cor- hesitancy in his public addresses,
Elliott Hall was a Rockland visi- j bought.
v
young.” If that is so what a lot of hospice, and more at Martigny. The India and Far East cross this pass I
bett has written a worthy successor
RUth Sawyer has been awarded the tor Thursday.
HOMEMAKER
j Miss Marion Mitchell has emptoy- good people drop out of Hollywood, best dog of each generation is named on their way to Tibetan shrines and j
to them in ‘The Langworthy Fam- Newberv Medal for the current year,
Mrs.
Harriet
Scott
who
has
been
ment at Moody's Cabins. Waldoboro, Jean Harlow. Thelma Todd, George Barry after hospice’s most famous many perish from exposure. Last
ily" to be published in September. The volume for children for which
Fruits may be canned or fruii
Gershwin (who made jazz famous) 'st. Bernard.
The original Barry year a second group of monks joined
guest of Miss Sara Bunker returned during the summer tourist season.
George Gibbs, author of many
sawyer received the medal was
L. W. Bartlett was in South Lib and others all of whom have been saved the lives of forty persons and those already in Tibet and the hos juices bottled without sugar, but they
Thursday to Ridgewood. N. J.
popular adventure stories Is spending -Roller skates." published by the
j famous In their own way. Just read was killed by the forty-first who pice is rapidly being completed."
i wil) not hold their color, flavor, or
The Girls 4-H Club goes today to erty on business recently.
the summer in Pennsylvania.
Viking Press. Miss Sawyer in private
Mrs. Lois Ludwig has been visiting ' where "a large fat cow" is being ac- misinterpreted his friendly aid as
Union
to
attend
the
Field
Day
at
the
'
shape so well according to Miss Leone
i life is Mrs. Albert Durand of Ithaca,
at the home of her parents in Lib- claimed as Queen Bossy, out in Los an attack.
H. C. Links’ “The Return to Re
Dakin, University of Maine, Exten
N. Y. Her book tells of a 10-year-old fair grounds.
erty this week.
I Angeles, at a public celebration.
ligion." a very readable book in the
ROCKVILLE
"Once finding a ten year old child
Miss Betty Brown has returned
j girl who explores New York on roller
sion
foods specialist. Unsweetened
F. E. Poland of Medomak Gamp [Hope she lives to a good old age.
field of popular psychology, ls hold
freezing to death in the snow, Barry
-------skates and in the process meets all from a visit with Dr. and Mrs. F. F was guest of the Rotary Club Friday J
Clara
8.
Overlock
canned
fruit is useful for pie-making
ing a steady place in the best seller
carried the c hild on his back to the I The service at the churcfi Wedmanner of people. Among those to Brown in Rockland.
in Rockland.
j Washington, July 13.
list.
monks. This was a difficult but not! nesday night with Miss Margaret Mc- and also for diets for diabetics.
congratulate Miss Sawyer was Mrs. 1 Mrs. Lucinda Yo.ng returned
• • • •
impossible feat, since St. Bernards knight was well attended and inter
Juicy fruits such as berries,
Franklin D. Roosevelt, who pointed Wednesday tc Rockland.
A third printing has been ordered,
weigh anywhere from 150 to more est is increasing. Her talk was on cherries, currants, and plums should
EAST UNION
to the "great need at present for i Mrs. Ernest Clayter. son Ernest
making a total of 65,000 copies, to
than 200 pounds. Barry's stuffed “Religion In the Home "—a message
children's books to help Interpret the and daughter Elizabeth, Mrs. Ed
be canned In their own juices rather
meet the pre-publication demand for
George Douglas and Arthur Doug
skin is preserved In a museum at j of vital importance and admirably
ward McDonald and daughters Olga
| changes going on in our country."
Grass
Better
Than
Com
For
Vaughan Wilkins' novel "And So—
las of West Rockport are enjoying a
Berne, and In the dog cemetery ln presented. There will be another than with water when no sugar is
and Edith visited in Rockland this
used. Extract the Juice from the
Victoria." which Macmillan is her
visit with their grandmother, Mrs.
Erosion Control, Say the Paris, a monument depicts his heroic i service next Wednesday night,
week.
SUNSET
Nellie Davis.
deed. .
I Mrs. Fannie Brewster had as riper fruits by crushing, heating, and
alding for publication on July 27.
i Miss Ethel Turner who has been
Experts
i
This exciting and romantic story of !
Miss Janet Bailey has returned to
"In summer, when sightseers visit guests last weekend Mrs. Delia E. then straining. Pack the remaining
June Snowden is confined to the guest of Mr and Mrs. Jason Young
the turbulent period Just before Vic
Union, N. H.. after two weeks' stay More grass silage and less corn the St. Bernard Pass by automobile Hoops and niece Miss Louise Plumb- fruits closely into glass jars or tin
j house with mumps.
went Wednesday to Lowell, Mass.
toria's accession to the throne has ,
with her uncle, J. L. Dornan
cans without preheating and add
silage is an indirect erosion control or bus. snow has left the level ground, er of Washington, D. C.
Mrs. Louise Meyers is employed as i Roberta McElroy and Jack McElaroused intense interest in England
jjrs Ernest Crockett of Rockport just enough boiling Juice to cover
cook at The Firs.
i
roy of Worcester, Mass. are visit- i Hope Bowley of South Hope was measure applicable to general farm- but still caps the flanking peaks.
and is to be filmed by Metro-Goldguest Wednesday of her aunt, Jennie mg conditions ln Maine, says W. B. This absolutely treeless region of has returned home after a short vls. them Partially seal the jars or ex
Mrs. Martha Scrivens arrived Tues- ■ Ing relatives ln town,
wyn Mayer. The Danish, Swedish
I Oliver, project manager in the Aroos- gray rocks looks bleak and desolate. it with her parents Mr. and Mrs. haust and then seal tin cans Proc
day to fill the position of cook at j Arrival of Mr. and Mrs. Laurel j ajson'
and Norwegian translation rights Felsted.
ess them in a hot-water bath from
|Gerry (Helen Ames) and son Bruce' Meetings of the 4-H Club have J took area of the Soil Conservation Iron crosses mark places where Le,ROy Tolman.
have already been sold and arrange
been postponed owing to illness service. Oliver says that the service monks and travelers have met death
Beryl Morey of Stonington has j of Hollywood is expected today.
George Hall has driven Clark's 5 to 20 minutes depending on the
ments
underway
publication.
, baa been recOmmending this substl- by avalanches. More cheering is the
Another
And are
So—
Victoria” for
ls the
story of i employment at -Die Firs.
| At the letter Day Saints Church among the members
.
,
, .
, truck with vegetables to Boston also density of the fruit/
; Sunday James W. Barton will speak !
a_nd "Mrs Allen Young had as tution of grass for corn in the seven large stone cross bearing a lantern. Npw York rec
method is to precook the fruit at
'p nirrvmiF
rtnnrlc
n
i at the 11 o’clock service and Gerald ~..hJ
Mrs charles northeastern states Where demon- XTono
Near FUvxv
the mapp
pass's
summit stands
a
simmering temperature for from 2 to
Miss Josephine Farrington has
1
Hughes of Haverhill, Mass., Mr. and ! stration projects have been underway large bronze statue of Bernard de4 minutes and then pour lt hot into
Webb at 7 p. m.
Mrs. Arthur Hughes and son Ar for the past two years.
Menthon, who was made the patron been spending the week with her, containers. Seal and process?
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STBT. CO.
| Staffy's Orchestra furnished muthur
Mrs. Clara Com is one of the most erosive saint of mountain climbers in 1923.1 cousin in Warren.
The less Juicy fruits such as apples,
'sic Wednesday for the summer dance Or
~ of
’’ Wollaston. Mass. and
SERVICE TO: VINALHAVEN. NORTH IIAVEN, STONINGTON,
“The exterior of the gray stone J Mr. and Mrs. Lucius Perry of peaches, and pears when canned
Mary crops grown in Maine, and substitu
ISLE AU HAUT, SWAN’S ISLAND AND FRENCHBORO
at Isle au Haut.
[ Gracie of Warren.
(Subject To Change Without Notice)
tion of mixed hay on steep slopes hospice looks grim and forbidding. Rockland were supper guests Wednes without sugar require some water.
At the tonsil clinic at Dr V. H.
Marlon Young and Helen Young where rains offer an ever-present Inside, it is snug, heated by steam, day of Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Perry.
I Eastern Standard Time)
But to hold all natural flavor pos
Shields’ offices July 7, sponsored by
are visiting their cousin in Billerica, erosion menace is highly desirable in lighted by electricity. A radio, and a
SWAN’S ISLAND LINE—STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
sible,
use only the smallest amount of
J.
E.
Sinnett
has
a
position
for
the
the American Legion, 18 children
cifective june 21st to September 15th Inclusive
Mass. Hazel Young is in Camden any program of soil and water con telephone to outposts in the valley, summer as captain of a yacht. Mrs. water necessary. Simply follow the
;
were
operated
on
by
Dr.
Ellingwood
Read Down
with her aunt, Mrs. Minnie Yates. servation.
Experimental evidence keep the brethren in touch with the Sinnett and son are spending a few standard directions for canning these
Daily Ex- Sunday
I of Rockland. He was accompanied
Daily Ex- Sunday
Mrs. Helen Spear who underwent a shows, too, that increased use of world below. One is surprised to weeks at Bailey's Island.
Onlv
cept Sunday
particular fruits using water instead
cept Sunday Only
j by nurse Miss Albee. Children, who
throat operation at the Pettapiece grass silage has cut the cost of pro find them using typewriters studying,
A.M. P.M. P.M.
of sirup.
A.M. P.M.. A.5L
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leo
Welta
of
Fitch

i
underwent
operations
were:
Edith
Ar. 11.55 7.00 5.35
hospital in Camden recently, is con ducing milk in many dairy sections. or reading modern French periodi
4.30 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
Honey or light-colored sirups are
burg
were
guests
several
days
re

Andrews,
Richard
Dyer,
Max
Mills,
Ar. 10.55 6.00 4.35
5.40 3.30 9.10 Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
valescing at her home.
A good stand of hay protecting the cals in their library of 20.000 volumes. cently of Mr. and Mrs. Einar Heino. sometimes substituted for all or part
! Lorraine McDonald, Astrid Rosen,
Ar. 9.50 5.00 3.25
6.50 4.40 10.20 Lv. STONINGTON,
1.15
Lv. 8.45
soil on a steep slope ls worth more Most colorful building is the small,
7.50
11.30 Ar. SWAN’S ISLAND,
Kenneth Hopkins. Rene La Deaux,
Miss Martha Thurston is visiting 1 of the sugar In canning, but the re
Read UP
Fundamentals of Home Decoration, to the farmer than a stand of corn frescoed chapel where monks In gor her cousin Mrs. George Walker Iff sults are not so certain as with gran
Clarence and Ira Warren. Nell DickVINALHAVEN LINE—STEAMER W. S. WHITE
I ey, Marion Young, Richard Williams, a new bulletin of the University of thinned and stunted by erosion, geous robes genuflect before black Lexington and before returning home ulated sugar.
Daily Ex- Sunday
Daily Ex- Sunday
[Marion Brown, Mary Chilles, Bea- Maine Extension Service, is available Oliver says, quoting figures from the marble and gilt altars. Most grue will take a trip to New York and
cept Sunday Only
cept Sunday Only
avl Four food groups are known as
[ trice Burgess, Richard Geary. Helen free of charge from the Extension Ithaca, N. Y., erosion control experi some building is the small morgue, Washington, D. C.
A.M. P.M. A.M.
AJL P.M. P.M.
5.00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
Ar. 9.45 5.30 5.30
ment station. At Ithaca, corn on a now closed to the public, in which
protective foods because of the vita
Asaila, and Stephen Hamilton. Dr. Service, Orono, Maine.
3.15 3.30 9.15 Ar. VINALHAVEN,
Lv. 8.30 4.15 4.15
slope dropping 20 feet on 100 feet of were preserved for many years the
mins and minerals they coa'.uln.
j Shields was chairman of the commlt76-tf
SOUTH THOMASTON
j tee assisted by L. B. Dyer. Everett
length lost as much as eight tons of frozen corpses of snow victims, in
says Leone M. Dakin, University of
soil an acre in one growing season, cluding some of Napoleon's soldiers.
Maine extension foods specialist.
Libby and A.'F. Creed of the Ameri
"Free food and lodging, once ac
while meadow on a similar slope and
These important foods are milk,
can Legion. Mrs. Alfred Creed was
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Graves were'
corded all passersby. is now given
soil lost only 150 pounds an acre.
eggs, fruits and vegetables.
chairman of the Auxiliary assisted by
guests recently of Mrs. Margaret
Speaking of lower costs, Oliver only to pedestrians and poor way
Milk should be served every day—
Mrs. Owen Roberts, Mrs. N. Cook
Graves in Rockland, at a dinner
says that a New York dairy farmer farers. Since 1925 wealthier trav
NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/
a
quart
for every child and a pint for
Sholes, Mrs. David Duncan. Mrs.
party honoring Mr. and Mrs. Roland
elers
have
been
required
to
put
up
at
reports
that
a
ton
of
grass
silage,
cut
every
adult.
Serve it cooked or raw.
Hanley
Dyer,
Mrs.
Ambrose
Peterson,
RATES1
Graves of Plymouth, Conn.
into his silo, cost him only two-thirds the hotel. This measure was neces
Cream is very rich in butterfat and
Mrs. Russell Whitmore and Mrs. EuJmgle
to Your hotel in BOSTON.
John Ingraham of Portland as In
to three-quarters as much as corn sary because visitors abused monks’
cannot be substituted in the diet for
butus Andrews.
Lort.a Swears,
town Sunday.
hospitality.
England's
Edward
VII
silage.
Mary
Wentworth
and
Mina
Beggs
as

xu xs«Mt «>!• een
Mrs. Edith Chandler Hallowell and milk. Eggs should be served two to
Fuller Friction Shower
Proper ensiling of grass requires was a grateful lodger, however, send
500 oom
sisted as nurses.
mother
Mrs. Lilia Chandler. Mrs. four times a week, especially to chil
Called the “Fountain of Youth"
eeeweee •»»»"•
certain precautions to make sure that ing the hospice a piano In return for
Susie Karl of Rockland and Mrs. dren. Adults can get along without
It uniquely combines the stimu
RADIO
lating effect of the Flesh Brush with the material will come out ln good his stay there.
NORTH WARREN
Nellie Chandler of Vinalhaven called them better than children who are
the invigorating effect of the shower condition. For this reason, extension
“Before the days of motor trans
growing rapidly.
SERVIDOR
on
friends here recently.
bath. You bathe with clean, fresh
specialists at the University of Maine port, the pass was traversed an
Potatoes should be served every
TUB SHOWER
Mrs. Lain a Daniels of Union was flowing water
recommend that farmers who plan to nually by thousands of pedestrians:
day in a low cost diet. Also one or
recent overnight guest of Mabie FRICTION SHOWF.R
BRUSH COMPLETE
MANGER
use this method, consult their county religious pilgrims from as far north
more additional fruits or vegetables
Crawford.
Special Price Only
WE BUY
88c agricultural agent for Information. as England on their way to Italian
especially the green or yellow colored
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Foss were callers FULLER WET MOPS,
FULLER FAMOUS BROOMS,
89c
north station
shrines, and laborers returning from
vegetables; tomatoes or oranges for
Tuesday evening at C. W. Mank’s.
AND SILVER
PROMPT FULLER SERVICE
•a $TEF*/e»«yeee TRAIN-ROOM
Small Son—’’What does the Agony work In central Europe to their
children. Two or four times a week
Mr. and Mrs. Angelo Howard and
Phone 431-W
82-83
Column mean, Dad?"
homes In Italy. Today even the CLARENCE E. DANIELS
tomatoes or raw cabbage should be
family and Miss Esther Wiley of
F. L. CLARK, Local Dealer
JEWELER
Father—"The racing results, my poorest pilgrim or workman can
Union made a call Sunday at Mabie 93 Limerock Street, Rockland. Me.
370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND served to everyone. The same Is
reach
Italy
from
Switzerland
by
boy."
—
Halifax
Herald.
true of dried beans, peas and peanuts.
Crawfords,
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HOLLYWOOD
STAR-LITES

CLOTHING AND SHOE BARGAINS

$ $ $ $>

YOU AND YOUR CAR

By Ghuck Cochard

Points of Personal Interest To Every Motorist

Hollywood----- Hollywood has sud
denly gone educational in a big way.
Although, it will be through a series
of college pictures. About this time
of the year, the studios begin prepa
rations for the filming of college
yarns to be released during the foot
ball season in the fall.
The successor to “Pigskin Parade”
will be a musical “Life Begins In
College" at 20th Century-Fox with
the Ritz Brothers starr ng
RKO
announces the beginning of a foot
ball
opus
entitled,
''Saturdays
Heroes" with an all-star cast. Co
lumbia is preparing to shoot a musi- '
cal, "College Hero" with Jimmy [
Eurante. ln his first role since leav
ing ths films some three years ago. '
and Romo Vincent.
"Block That Kick" is almost ready
for the cameras at Warner Bros
with William Hopper and Doris Wes- l
ton. David Selznick is having a
story written for early production !
entitled “Prom Girl."
And, as usual, uncanny Hollywood i
marches on in its ever-moving cycle
of pictures.
• • • *
Mary Dees, Jean Harlow's former
stand-in, has just been signed re- j
cently to a seven-year starring con- !
tract. She has just finished Miss j
Harlow's part in “Saratoga."
The co-starring vehicle of Sonja
Henie and Tyrone Power. "Thin Ice"
has been changed to “Lovely to
Look At." It is even better than her
first picture. It’s a story of romance i
I between Miss Henie, a peasant in the
Swiss Alps, and Power, a Prince who
manages to mix politics, vacation,
and love.

By a National Motoring Authority
Copyrighted

Frederick C. Russell

Picked At Random
FROM THE HIGH GRADE STOCK OF THE

LEVI SEAVEY STORE THOMASTON

When you're in trouble with the speeds. Remember this when tempted
car it's better to figure on being ln to back up too freely, especially on
the right than on being in right. a downgrade.
If the car rides very much better
Sway Rod Causes Wander
when the luggage compartment is
The anti-sway eliminator on mod filled, why not carry a lew bags of
ern cars can be a source of puzzling sand when not touring? Quite a
trouble with the steering, if lt hgp- number of motorists find the extra
pens to be bent. Since this rod i weight provides much better motorusually is connected between the j ing.
two shock absorbers usually at the! Sudden stopping may prevent you
front of the car, any deflection of i from keeping the radiator water
one front spring may not result in level up to the desired point. When
free return of the shock absorber the car comes to an abrupt halt water
arms to their normal position, be surges forward a id usually goes out
cause of the bent rod. This will the overflow pipe.
cause the car to wander Just as lt it I
Slow Down More Slowly
were out of alignment. Replacing
When obliged to stop while the
the sway bar will prove the neces car is traveling fast, never use full
sary remedy.
braking power. This rule is simple
but not an easy one to follow be
New Wheels are Turning
Things are moving along ln the cause too often the stop is of an
motor world at a pace where even emergency nature. Check the car's
ALL OTHER GOODS SHARPLY REDUCED—THIS IS ALL HIGH GRADE
Freddie Bartholomew and Mickey Rooney in “Captains Courageous."
the old timers who are justified in speed about 20 miles per hour before
going
into
the
serious
phase
of
the
feeling that progress is due for a
Those two child stars, Freddie Bartholomew and Mickey Rooney, who
MERCHANDISE
levelling off now freely admit that stop. This is needed to avoid the distinguished themselves in the recent “Devil Is a Sissy," are reunited in the
84-lt
risk
of
an
unexpected
swerve
or
the revolution apparently has only
filmization of Rudyard Kipling's powerful story of the sea, “Captains Courage
just begun. This view is frankly skid. A good way to remember this ous.” Freddie plays the boy who is regenerated by the crew of the fishing
shared by all who have been priv precaution is to consider the brakes schooner, “We're Here." Mickey is seen as the son of the ship's captain,
ileged to inspect the newest in car as having several speeds, like the played by Lionel Barrymore.—adv.
smiths drove cautiously because road the stars in “Vogues of 1938." Joan son Peter of New York are occu
bodies which can be zinped off and gears. Don't go into high with them
crews were busy re-building a part and Warntr were struggling for pying Castle Comfort for the re
sent to the laundry for cleaning. while there is any chance of the car
rides, beano, grabs, fancy work, hot
of the highway. A sharp wind sud fame and recognition when Gert- mainder of the summer.
WALDOBORO
losing
its
equilibrium.
Now they are talking about trans
! dogs and ice cream,
denly blew one of the highway warn rude's name was up in lights the na
Mrs. Arthur Bain and daughter Is
Thoughts For Tourists
parent material for the engine so
F A. Hovey has returned Irom a
Miss Louise Sherriff of Wollasing signs down in the path of the tion over.
abelle have returned from a visit in
that ihe owner can raise the hood
The engine isn’t likely to be as visit with his son. Dudley, in New- ton. Mass., is at the home of uncle
car, which crashed into the wood ob
New Bedford. Mass.
and see rilh his o^n eyes Just what's good a compression brake when well ton, Mass.
j and aunt, Capt. and Mrs. Melvin
stacle.
OWL’S HEAD
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Atkinson of
going on inside.
heated up. Oil thins down and the
Miss Pauline Newbert of Lancas- | Lawry
The sign was just one of thousands
Portland were guests last weekend
Return e ^gr mints are not un valves may not seat tightly. This ter. Pa., is guest of her aunts, Mrs
Mrs Forest Burns has employment
ln every part of the country by con
Mr. and Mrs. Doane of Bangor
usual in today's par.uama of mo lowers compression, lessening the Geneva Welt and Miss Gertrude as cook at the Mason cottage.
Latest style of stars is having their struction crews on public works and were visitors recently at the home of Mr. and Mrs. F. Arey.
tor car progress. Many are noting ’ engine's braking effect on down- New^ert.
Louise Rackliff who has been guest finger nails painted various colors bore this common phrase "Danger of Mr. and Mrs. F. Arey.
*
with amusement the introduction of j grades
match
frocks
Men At Work.”
Miss Emily Hazlewood and Miss of Mrs. Frank Foster, has returned
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hannon and
LOOK OVER THE WANT ADS.
a new pumper to provide the owner
. • . .
About the only thing the factories
Hazlewood of Roxbury Mass.. to Rockland.
Knowing that no popular song,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Davis of Union I The Marx Brothers may do the with only few exceptions, ever was
with air pressure when needed The haven't Installed to make the mod
are passing the week with Mrs. Mary
device is screwed into one of the ern car safer in an upset is someare
occupying the Lorenzo Creamer $255 000 story “Room Service" for , written without the theme of love
G. Elkins.
spark plug openings.
Automatic thing to switch off the engine auto
tenement at the village. Mr. Davis is RKO.
! in it, the noted melody-creators
ROCKLAND
The Susannah Wesley Society
transmissions. long in the experi- J matically. But you can buy one
driver on the mail route from this
Zanuck has cut Bimone Simon's changed this common phrase to
meets
this
afternoon
with
Mrs.
Mary
WEDNESDAY
town
to
Waldoboro.
j
vacation
short
by
giving
het
a
par
’
]
"Danger.
Love
At
Work."
And
thatc
imental stage, took a big step for- of these simple little switches and
ward when the newest offering in have it installed. It will greatly Wade.
Hadley Miller has employment at in the next Ben Bernie-Walter Win- the title and how it came to be one
Miss Helen Boggs is visiting her the Mason cottage, Martin's Point.
this line was revealed built into the ; lessen the hazards of fire or gasschell opus, "Love and Hisses."
of the songs in "You Can't Have
aunt, Mrs Kenneth Overlook In
engine itself.
ing. in event of an upset.
Postmaster Carlton Simmons and j Joan Crawford will sing the title ! Everything" with Alice Faye
If you stop for directions or td rest. Rockland.
Mrs. Simmons passed last weekend ■‘■ong from her next picture "The
If you have any questions you'd
Plugs Do Wear Out
A lawn party will be given by Good at Martin's Point as guests of Mrs. ' Bride Wore Red" with Franchot like answered write your Hollywood
when passing through a city, always
Those well-used spark plugs may
Tone and Robert Young.
go to the opposite of an intersecting Luck Rebekah Lodge Tuesday after- J H. C. Magee.
correspondent at Box 551 Hollywood.
seem to be good for additional serv
street. You are then beyond the noon and evening on the grounds of
Rev. Ernest Palmer of New York The funny strip, "The Captain and Calif.
ice. but a careful check on them
• • • •
traffic light and will not be de Mr and Mrs. Crosby K. Waltz. The city will be the preacher at the Ad- lhe Kids" will soon be on the screen
probably will reveal a number of
layed when you are ready to set sail Rebekahs will hold a picnic Thurs-! vent Christian Church Sunday. Sub- [ >n animated form.
Clark
Gable
is not hard-boiled off
conditions which lead to plug In
day at Jefferson. Members are re-, ject, "Christ's Most Important Stateagain.
the screen. He's one of the most
efficiency. Any one of these short
, ment." There will be a musicale at Have you often wondered how likeable fellows in Hollywood. No.
quested to invite guests.
Readsrs Ask Some Questions
comings should be reason to
A group of local Girl Scouts have j night, when Mr. Palmer will play Hollywood film song writers got their husbands and wives of the movie
Q A complete tune-up of the enplace the plug.
A cracked porcelain is a common J gine of my car fails to put it in first been enjoying an outing at the camp violin solos, "Berceuse" by Jocelyn; lasPiratlons to write songs? Here is .stars don't get jealous when their
one Illustration of how they get their mates make love for pictures because
fault. Excessive corrosion of the class condition. I have had corn- of Scout leader. Mrs. Laura Jame- “Serenade." by Schubert; and "Med! It's only part of their work.
itiation" by Gounod. He will also ldea5
r
____
______
,,
___
-....
.
son
ln
Friendship.
They
were
ac

wear.
can
be
corrected
J
petent
men
work
on
the
engine
and
in
Friendship
points, or gap
Mack Gordon and Harry- Revel, |
• • •
hy cleaning and adjusting, but usu-1 nothing has been spared in the way companied by Mrs. Jameson and Mrs. sing, and will be accompanied on
ace 20th Century-Fox tune-creators, i As a silent star of a decade. Gertthe
piano
by
Mrs.
Palmer.
ally where these conditions are I of parts needing replacement. Yet Milwee Pollard.
An interesting evening was spent put their portable piano in their au- rude Astor was famed as one of the
found there will also be Imbedded j performance still is below par. Below
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Sturrock
recently
at the home of Capt. and tomobile and started for Palm world's best-dressed women and her
conductor particles on the inside of is a list of points we have covered, have returned to Providence,
Mrs. Orrin Burns, the “Gang" giv Springs for a change of scenery [salary was up in four figures. Just
the porceland where the center elec-1 What have we missed. If anything?
jjrs gusan Butterfield is visiting
while writing the lyrics for the musi- the other day they discovered her In
trode passes. Frequent adjusting of , L. iM. M.
| Mrs. Charles Robertson in Medford, ing Miss Dorothy Burns a shower
Cal, "You Can't Have Everything.” the anonymity of a dress extra oit
and
presenting
her
with
a
sandwich
CIRCUS GROUNDS, AIRPORT, PLEASANT ST.
the points may fracture the side [ A. You have overlooked the chas- Mass
For 15 straight miles en route to the set where Joan Bennett and
toaster, after which refreshments
CHILDREN 25c. ADULTS 50c
83-85
electrode, while long service ln the j sis. As a matter of fact in a mod
Miss Helen Oldis has employment. were served. Present were: Mr. and the popular desert resort, the tune- Warner Baxter were appearing as
engine ls certain to develop leakage, j ern tune-up this should be the flrst
in Portland
Mrs. Howard Beal. Capt. and Mrs.
This may occur at the shell, or up top step. Dragging brakes, soft tires.
Judge and Mrs. Roger Miller of Dodge, Elijah Wincapaw, Fessenden
wheels
out
of
alignment,
tight
wheel
where the connector fits into the
South Berwick have been guests of | wincapaw. Mrs. Abby Stevens, Mrs,
porcelain. We have both mechanical bearings and a chassis not prop Mrs. Ida Miller.
{Josephine Lawry, Miss Eda Lawry.
and electrical disintegration
to erly lubricated wlll cause a con
Mrs. Carrie Wallace of Bremen has Mrs Ethel
Mrs Agnes Win.
stant drag on the engine, regardless
consider.
been passing the week with Mrs. chenpaw, Miss Elizabeth Winchenof how well lt functions by itself.
Mechanic Joe Speaking:
Ralph Morse.
paw, Mrs. Marjorie Winchenpaw,
Q How Is it possible for the toeEverett Achorn of
Worcester. Mr and Mrs Wardell McFarland.
“Those cracking noises heard when
in of the front wheels to change when Mass., and Richard Achorn of Bos- Mr and Mrs Myron Neal and Mr.
cutting the front wheels to their
my car has never been in an acci ton are passing a vacation with their and Mrs Alfred Morton.
extreme positions may sound alarm
dent?—FDS.
parents Mr. and Mrs. Alva Achorn. I
____________
ing. but they usually indicate mere
A. This brings up an interesting
Mrs. George O. Thomson. George
ly that the shackles are loose. There
misconception of front wheel align Thomson. Jr. Miss Jane Thomson. , The feawre headliTO bar8ain
is a good deal of strain in parking,
ment. Castor can be changed by Miss Harriet and Deaver Alexander and aU next week at tb€ Levi Seavey
especially if the wheels are cut over
' Clothing Store In Thomaston. Watts
.
,
.
in__.
such simple conditions as overloaded are at Medomak Lodge.
to their extreme positions where the
v
„„„
or weak rear springs. Toe-in can -be
Miss
Edna
M
Young
has
been
BIock- 18 brand new sandala for
car really ls raised and lowered a
changed by nothing more complica passing a few days at Martin's Point. wcmen- beautiful styles and colors.
little. Tight shackles and spring
ted or abnormal than wear In the
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sheffield of. reSular «2 and «50 va>ue. only 98
clips wlll prevent this slight shift
spindle pin bearings.
Worcester. Mass., have been visiting 'cents- Hundreds of other splendid
ing of parts under pressure, and do
Q; I am troubled by what seems Mrs. Viola Kuhn. Mrs Blanche j valuea are
** f°und at thii
away with the puzzling noises which
HE SAID IT WOULD 1
to be poor ignition when the car Is Dodge, who accompanied them was 'alue center.—adv.
lead the unwary to believe that
being forced up a long grade at a guest at Owen Winslow's.
PAY US TO SPEN0 A
something ls broken."
good rate of speed. The plugs are
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Campbell
ofj
WEST
ROCKPORT
New Soon Become Old
FEW DOLLARS MORB
new, the condenser checks up to par. Melrose. Mass., have been visiting |
------One of the unfortunate things and tbe breaker points are both clean
THANTHEPR'«Of
Mr. and Mrs. K. L. Deymore and
Daniel Andtpws and Clark Andrews
about motoring Is the Improvement and well spaced. The trouble, ac
Mrs. Carrie Miller.
have been at the Y.M.C.A. camp in
ln braking which so often follows cording to several mechanics, is defi
a lowest fri p
Mrs. Sadie Martel is guest of her Winthrop this week
the installation of a new tire or two. nitely in the ignition. Have you any
SSiffiSw";
sister Mrs. Elmer Eugley.
If the car stops sliding when stop suggestions?—D. W.
The Tuesday Club and guests dined
ping, the owner assumes that the
A. It might be well to consider the j The feature headline bargain today Tuesday night at Rockledge Inn.
brakes are working properly and that tension of the breaker arm spring
and all next week at the Levi Seavey J Spruce Head.
he need give them no further This should check between 22 and 27
Clothing Store In Thomaston. Watts
M-ss
Iva Lutz of Old Orchard,
thought. What really happens ln ounces for your car.
Block, is brand new sandals for
I
most cases of this sort ls that the new
an
instructor
at the Bridgewater
SAVED AAONEY
women, beautiful styles and colors,
treads on the replacement tires com
(Mass.) Teachers' College, Miss Lu-!
regular
$2
and
$2
50
value,
only
98
Pushing
I APLENTY ON GApensate for the tendency of the
cents. Hundreds of other splendid ella Ridley of Springvale, a teacher
brakes to be unequalized. But unless
Kenneth Morrison, children Bar- values are to be found at this great in the Sanford schools and Miss Ida
AND UPKEEP* •
♦he brakes really are equalized the
ton
and Alberta of Bath were visi- [ value center.—adv.
McKeen of Saco, also a teacher were
new tires are coing to suffer.
tors Sunday at D. T. Rivers' home
guests Tuesday and Wednesday of
Getting Under the Fog
FRIENDSHIP
The Ladies' Aid supper Tuesday
Mrs. Robert Heald and family.
If there is anything in the theory
MALLV PROUD
aIld jjrs per]ey Benner, acoffered by the makers ot special fog night by the two youngest hostesses
Ernest Tolman has sold his farm to
lights then the best way to obtain known to the writer, Mrs. Ida Ol- | companied by Clayton Oliver, mo- John Hurme, whose own farm ad
1
TO DRIVE.
any sort of decent vision with the son and Thelma Wales, was a great tored Sunday to North Waldoboro
joins lt.
,
car's regular lighting equipment on success financially, about $25 being for a days vlsit"
a foggy night ls to throw the light
A
morning
service
will
be held at
,, J
,
Miss .Eva Lawry was luncheon
I
,
ravt down. It the light beams are realized from the affair.
guest Wednesday of Miss Ruth Sha- the church each Sunday at the us- ’
lified they wlll meet the suspended
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Shuman of piro at the Barnes cottage, Martin's ual time during the absence of the
drops of water and be diffused in Medomak were in town Sunday for Point
pastor. This will be followed by
such a way as to blind oncoming calls on relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Miller of Sunday School. The prayer meet
drivers and give the operator ot
Merton Bessy of Waterville is Thomaston called recently on rela ing here will be omitted Wednesday
their own car merely a screen of guest of his aunt Mrs. F. G. Olson, tives and friends in this vicinity.
and a union prayer meeting held
reflected
light.
Fog lights get while his mother and brothers are
Miss Bessie Stahl of Waldoboro Thursday night with Rockport resi
under the fog. They do this better visiting Mrs Allen Cogan in Warren. visited last weekend with Miss Ruth dents.
also if their beam fall to the shoul
Mrs. Leman Oxton had as guest
Occupying the W F. Flint cottage Shapiro.
der of the road. An amber lens helps this week were Nathalie Smith of
Leonard Stetson has returned from this week Mrs. Madeline (Colson)
to reduce glare.
South Portland, Virginia Richards a visit with his uncle and aunt, Mr. Prichard, formerly of Rockland who
Did You Know It?
and Margaret Graves of Rockland and Mrs. Ira Oliver in Thomaston. now resides in Massachusetts.
At the Parent-Teacher Association
There are still some cars in op with their chaperones Mrs. Arthur
WINTER STREET.
Mrs. Fred Parker is at home after
eration which do not have brakes as Smith of South Portland and Mrs. carnival July 22 from 2 to 12 at receiving surgical treatment at Knox
ROCKLAND, MAINE
powerful ln reverse as ln forward Austin Smith of Rockland.
Stenger's wharf, there will be boat Hospital.

SPECIAL—LADIES’ SHOES, su mmer styles, high in quality,
low in price........................................ ,........... 98c to $1.98
WORK PANTS ................................................ $1.19 to $2.25
Men’s, Boys’ and Youth’s TENNIS SHOES. Special............. 59c
WORK SHIRTS, splendid bargains at............................. 49c
YOUNG MEN’S TWO-PANT SUITS.................................. 8.75
BOYS’ PANTS, tough and rugged............................. 49c to 98c
SPECIAL-MEN’S WORK STOCKINGS, exceptional values.
Try a pair.................................................................. 14c
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In Everybody’s Column

H • * *•* *♦*•♦• *•*
WANTED

at the Baptist Church at the 111 Springfield Gardens. Long Island, are
Probate Notices
WARREN
Notices of Appointment
o'clock service. The deacons will par- visiting Mr. and Mrs. William T.
STATE OF MAINE
Advertisements ln thia column not to ,
An outstanding event of the social
I. Charles L. Veazie. Register of Pro
To all persons Interested ln either of exceed thre« lines Inserted once for 25 T
Razing of the house formerly occu ticipate in the service and Deacon1 Smith.
bate
for
the
County
of
Knox.
In
the
••* ••* ••• ••* *•* *•* *•* *•* *•* ■».*>•••’••
cents,
three times for 50 cents. Addi
the estates hereinafter named:
pied by State Prison wardens was Edward O'Brien Burgess, will give1 Mr. and Mrs. Walter Johnson and summer season will be the Bl-cen- State of Maine, hereby certify that ln
At a Probate Court held at Rockland tional lines five cents each for one time
FINNISH
GIRL wanted, for house
10
cents
for
three
times
fllx
w<\-ds
the
following
estates
the
persons
were
started Thursday. The house, about 100 recollections of former deacons. The daughter. Miss Martha, who spent jUnnial Anniversary Ball Priday at appointed Administrators. Executors. ln and for the County of Knox, on the
work; some care of children. Apply in
14th day of June, ln thc year of our
person to MRS. LAURENCE PERRY
years old. is of red brick, which will l music will include “Fear Not O three weeks here, left Thursday for Glover hal1' under the sponsors p of Guardians and Conservators and on the Lord
one thousand nine hundred and
3 Gilchrest St., Thomaston.
84*80
thirty-seven and by adjournment from
be used in the repair of the eastern Israel;' by Max Spicker, soloists. Evanston, Ill.
the Womans
Th* dance or- dates hereinafter named:
MAN WANTED In this locality to net
day
to
dav from the 15th day of said
GEORGE E CARR, late of Rockland, June
ders
will
contain
old
and
the
new
as
direct
representative
for
reliable
The following matters having
wing of the prison.
The warden Raymond K Greene.
deceased Nelson C Carr of Rockland
nursery firm. All fruit trees, roses,
now lives in the former Leighton strout and William T. Smith. Jr., Cambridge Mass , is passing the re- dances' and thc bal1 wil1 follow as was appointed Exr . May 28. 1937. and been presented for the action thereupon
shrubs, etc., completely guaranteed. In
hereinafter
Indicated lt Is hereby
qualified by filing bond May 29. 1937
j
closely
as
possible
the
Bi-centennial
vestment or
experience unnecessary.
LARGE
YELLOW,
male
cat
lost
July
ORDERED:
house across the street from the in- with organ accompaniment, Mrs. ,nainder of the summer with Mr.
8. named Buff MRS BERT CLIFFORD. I Pay weekly CON N ECTICUT VALLEY
CHARLES M £ HEPARD. late ol
That
notice
thereof
be
given
to
all
stitution.
Amy M. Tripp, and piano. Miss Edna ' and Mrs lPatrlck w Sanfey ln thls ■ ball of last year, with Dick Emery's Union,
NURSERIES.
Manchester.
Conn.
149 Park St , Tel. 141-W _________83*85
deceased. Sophie Shepard of
, ,
. . .
85*lt
r’ons Interested, by causing a copy
CAMEO brooch lost Saturday night
Mrs. Harriet Leavitt of Gardner, Gregory; "Our Master Hath a Gar-' tQwn and Mr and Mrs Jobn Orchestra of Lewiston furnishing the Union was appointed Exx . June 1. 1937 J P?
of
this
order
to
be
published
three
CAPABLE WOMAN with school girl,
. music. Mr. Emery will give a half without bond
near Paramount on Main St ; generous
I
weeks
successively
ln
The
Courler-GaMass., is visiting Mrs. Ella Hopkins, den" by Crimp. Mrs. Carl R Gray of, Chisholm in Rockland.
SUSIE B. CAMPBELL, late of Rock- | zette. a newspaper published at Rock reward. Return to THE COURIER-GA- has no home, wants housekeeper posi
! hour's concert at 8 o'clock. Town
84*86 tion with elderly gentleman. Address
Frank Lunt is on vacation from his Omaha, Neb., and Stone's Point will
rtinria sfnriirv nf Rockland
land deceased
Ludwig Starling of j land. In said County, that they may) ZETTE
"AB.." The Courier-Gazette
84*86
. „ ,
v,
Portland was appointed Exr , May appear at a Probate Court to be held
KEYTAINER lost Saturday with dozen
duties at the
State Prison.
be
the speaker of
at th»
the ovoniniz
even.ng service
service Mlss —Glorla. Studiej
.......... oi _ KocKiana
---- , )lau wUi be open as a reception hall, South
18.
1937.
and
qualified
by
filing
bond
at
said
Rockland
on
the
20th
day
of
PATIENTS wanted at REST HAVEN.
.‘■pent Thursday with Miss Sonia Cor- and refreshments will be on sale,
keys. Please return to STEVE’S SHOP
June 2. 1937
i July A. D.. 1937. at 8 o'clock ln the next to Senter-Crane's.
84-80 105 Llmerock St. Tel. 1293 Eva Ames.
Mrs Annie Grafflus. who has been at 7 oc'ocltner of New York city, who is pass- Giover hall will be decorated under
forenoon, and be heard thereon If
84*86
ABBIE CALDERWOOD. late of Vinal they see cause.
NOTICE—The owner of Deposit Book
ill at the home of Warden and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hopkins of jng {he summer at the home of Act.
direction of George Carr of haven,
RELIABLE PERSON wanted to care
deceased Florence E Gross of
No A823 Issued by the Rockland Loan
Edward P Johnson, the past week, is New Sharon were guests Wednesday , j^.j^puty warden and Mrs. Alfred j Philadelphia, who is spending the Vinalhaven was appointed Exx.. June 1, AUGUSTA L. ROKES. late of Union, and Building Association has notified for small baby; keep house ln family of
1937 and qualified by filing bond June deceased. Will and Petition for Probate the Association that said Deposit Book two; references required. TEL. 1313.
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Grant
somewhat improved.
83-85
thereof, asking that the same may be has been lost, and that he requests a
P. Chapman.
summer at Crawford Lake.
2. 1937
....... „
n
i proved and allowed and that Letters duplicate of the same. ROCKLAND
Mrs. Warren O. Feyler was com-, Harris Shaw returned Friday to
CHAMBER MAID wanted, middle aged
WILLIAM E PERKY late of Brookline Testamentary Issue to Lorenzo W Had- LOAN AND BUILDING ASSOCIATION
’ * * *
The Circle of Ivy Chapter. O.E.S.
Mass deceased. Harold E Perp of ley of soUth Portland, he being the Bv H. O GURDY. Secretary. Rockland. woman preferred. Apply ln person be
plimented on her birthday when,! Boston after spending a few days!
Playlet and Songs
will meet Tuesday at 4 o'clock, at the New Bedford Mass and Maurice R
named In said Will, without Maine. June 18. 1937.
72-S-80 tween 2 ahd 4 p. ni.. at SMITH HOUSE
with a few friends she motored | with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry ■ An unique entertainment was pre- home of Miss Tena McCallum, sup- Perry of West Hartford. Conn . were ap- hond
84*86
pointed
Exrs
.
Feb
16.
1937
and
quail-I
Tuesday to "Trails End." Ash Point. B. Shaw.
MIDDLE-AGED
man
wanted
to
do
fled by filing bond May 14. 1937. Rodney | CLARA E FISKE. late of Owl's Head.
sented in the Lynch's barn chamber per to be served at 6 o'clock
• 1 farm chores; must be good milker. E.
I Thompson of Rockland appointed; deceased Will and Petition for Probate
for a shore dinner
inner. In addition to Miss Edith Roche who has beer. Wednesday afternoon to an audience
seventy persons attended the an- Agent
* E. CHAPMAN, West Neck. Nobleboro
ln Maine.
thereof, asking that the same may be
the excellent menu
7 ,
81*86
___ .
....
I proved and allowed and that Letters
nenu provided, she re- guest of Miss Margery E. Mills two Qf more tban 23 including relatives nual pjCnic of Ivy Chapter. O£3.
FANNIE
B
KALLOCH.
late
of
Warren.
Testamentary
Issue
to
Pearl
H
Flske
ceived a birthday
day cake cleverly dec- weeks, returned Wednesday to V in{riends -nle guests were wel- held Wednesday at "Galashiels," the deceased Edwin J. Kalloch of Warren , of qwj*8 Head, he being the Executor MODERN 5-room apartment with 1 MIDDLE-AGED WOMAN wants a light
position. Write R. A , care
bath, to let
Excellent location Tel housekeeping
orated by Mrs.
Chester. Mass.
rs J.
« Russell
RUS“< Davis.
Davlsi I'Chester.
Mass.
corned with a song. "Welcome. Merry Martin's Point cottage of Mr. and was appointed Exr. June 15. 1937. with- named jn sajd will, without bond
The Courier-Gazette.
84*86
„ _
! LULIE UFFORD. late of Union, deSMALL 5-room house to let with gaY,lllNt4 LADY
....
Others in the parts were Mrs, Karl Rev. Robert Sweetser of Boston. Sunshine.” by Margaret Friend of ^.s Qeorge W. Walker. This was
wants position d,olng
RALPH J PHILBROOK. late of Owls ctased W1I1 and Petltion for probate rage, hot water heat toilet partially hoYOUNG
™Work for summer.
Write P O
Stetson. Mrs. George N. Phillips. Richard cooper and Alan Cooper of gkowhegan. who is now visiting her said w
the largest attendance at Head, deceased Beatrice M Philbrook thereof, asking that the same may be furnished or unfurnished. MRS. L. G.
Qltv
83*35
DvrUond wos
nnnrdnfpri Exx.,
Rxx
June ________ .
_
. x- *
t
’nmripn
M
R4*R6
Rockland
was appointed
June
proved ____
and. allowed.. and
that
Letters FRFATH
FRENCH. rCamden,
Mea
Mrs. Margaret A. Lakeman, Miss (Wayne. Penn., are guests of Rev. grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. Alvah
annual picnic for some years, of
—
v
««
Ktu.
TWO
small
old
ship
lanterns
wanted
15. 1937, without bond.
o.' Administration with the will an NOTICE tI ...di
will pay no bills unless con- , *
tft Rorkiunri RS’i-t’i
7Rtf
Gladyt Doher.y an Mrs. Davis.
and Mrs. Herbert B. Pulsifer, at St. j Lineken.
and much credit goes to the commitonce TEL RocKland J153’13.____ 78tf
EMMA T. MORTON, late of Friendship, nexed be Issued to Herbert L Grinnell tracted by myself after July 17. 1937 1
deceased Lena A Davis of Friendship of Union, or some other suitable per- THOROLF TUDOR PETERSON
85*90
MASON
work
wanted
by
good
reliable
Mrs Harry Hersey and daughter John's Rectory.
t Tbe feature Of this novel after-j tee, Mrs. Laura Starrett and Miss was appointed Exx . June 15. 1937. with- son. with bond
mason. FRANK E. GRAY. 21 Frederick
FIVE-ROOM house to let Inquire at St.. City. Tel. 8533.
6O*73-tf
Elizabeth, who have been visiting Miss Mary Henderson of Du Bois noon was a one-act playlet. "Straw- Susan Stevens, who worked untiring- °Ut 1,011(1' ___ o J JULIA A. HARWOOD, late of Hope.
85*87
118 MAVERICK ST
J U LI Ell E LOOK E. late of Owl s Head. • deceased
Will and Petition for Pro
ONE PLATFORM SCALE, capacity COO
Acting-Deputy Warden and Mrs. Al Penn., who is summering at Bluehili ^grry cottage." and those in the castlly. Coffee was furnished by Mrs.
to
lease.
PHONE
SERVICE
STATION
deceased Mollie L Johnson of Owl b jjate thereof, asking that the same may
85-87 lbs. and the Blue Studebaker. R. B
fred P Chapman for four weeks, have is weekend guest of Mrs. L. Bliss were Marjorie Cushing, as Mother George talker ani Miss M. Grace Head was appointed Admx., June 15, ,
proVed and allowed and that Let- 115, Rockland
MAGUNE. 100 Maverick St. Tel. 315 or
1957. without bond
ters Of Administration with the will anWILL
RENT
che^
a
set
of
farm j 755-M
84*86
returned to Old Orchard. They Gillchrest.
| jane; Helen Lynch. Gretel; Helen Walker.
EDWARD J MOREY, late of Rock- nexed be Issued to Arthur S Harwood . buildings Including’ house, shed and
THREE good work horses, for sale; I
were accompanied by Miss Barbara Services at the Federated Church prifnd of Skowhegan. Elizabeth (the
• • • •
land deceased Charles H Morey of of Hope, or some other suitable person, barn. H. L. TIBBETTS. Waldoboro. pony
for sale or to let. clever for chil
84*86
. Me
Gilchrest. who will remain for the Sunday will be: Sunday School at I princess); Gilbert Beattie, Peter: j The Congregational Sunday School Rockland was appointed Admr. C.T.A.. without bond.
dren; 8 cows MURDICK W CRAMER.
June 15. 1937. without bond.
ESTATE
JENNIE
S
JACKSON,
late
TWO-ROOM
furnished
apartment
to
Tel. 6-22. Rt. 17. Washington. Me.
summer.
9 45: morning service at 11. subject Epos yerge jr the King's Herald picnic scheduled for Tuesday at JefWILBUR N. KELLEY
' Washington, deceased Petition for 'let* hath. FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park St..
84-80
Pine Cone Troop. Girl Scouts, held of the pastor's sermon. "Lights In the The piayers were appropriately cos- ferson Lake was postponed to Thurs- deceased
Almon P Richardson of Administration, asking that Arbor Side- Tel 330_________________________ 82"**
Rockland
was
appointed
Admr..
June
15.
un
g
Pr
O
f
Newcastle,
or
some
other
suitFOUR
ROOMS
to
let
lights
and
tola party at Levensaler house. Wed- I World."
The music will includej tumed and the entire act was
day because of inclement weather,
1937. and qualified by filing bond June able person b, Bppol„ted Admr. with- ;/°^u£^e£d a.quhe at 1831
»
nesday as a postponed celebration of -Exalt Ye the Lord." by Lorenz. weU done that it was repeated by
nANIFI C WENTWORTH of A 1 t
OUt
MAIN ST. Thomaston____________ 83-85
Tne Baptist Ladies' Circle who
♦
Helen Gushee of Appleton was appointed
ELLWIN G. BRANN. late of
THREE-ROOM apartment to let. ln I
tneir lltn birthday, which occurred | There will be no evening service until request.
sponsored a lawn party Thursday
♦
--------------------------4
----•
Washington.
deceased
Petition
for
excellent
condition,
upstairs,
at
17
Warj
Guardian
June
1.
1937
and
qualified'
t
in March. Games were played and further notice.
Administration, asking that Harry W ren St. Apply at 11 JAMES ST 81-tf ; n********************* *•• *•**•**•*•••♦♦ n
The remainder of the program was night at the parsonage, scored a suc- by filing bond June 17, 1937
Brann of Washington, or some other
refreshments included a beautifully, The annual meeting of the Knox _usical and consisted of songs. -The cess. Tables were prettily decorated,
BECKWITH Concert Grand Plano for
A MINNIE PLUMMER, late of Cam- suitable person be anDolnted Admr
FIVE ROOMS to let with toilet. Enn. deceased
Martha P Hewett of t without t£nS°n
aPP°lnted Admr 1 I quire
81-tf
quire 12
12 KNOX
KNOX ST
ST Tel.
Tel. 156-W
156-W’.
81-tf 11 ssule. fine tone, ln good condition; 19
den.
deceased
decorated birthday cake presented by Memorial Association wUl be held at ...
.
nprk
’
.
„
Th
„
B!uebird
bv
each
with
a
centerpiece
of
roses.
centerpiece
Woodpecker" and 'The Bluebird" by
Camden was appointed Executrix June
ESTATE ANNIE E WHICHT late nf 1 SECOND floor furnished Apt., to let ' ?Py.H^.E _S7.' .£17'-----------------Mrs. Vernon Achorn. Those who at- -Montpelier." July 24 at 10 a. m..
15. 1937. and qualified by filing bond V “m.T?n ANSe«Jed*“Pemion ' for !L2j
ST______________ ’TwWwXi?
Margaret Friend: The Frog in the ■ Mrs. Nancy Eastman and Miss June
17. 1937.
tended were Capt. Lavinia G. El-1 for the election of officers and other
Administration, asking that Oeorge T
SIX-ROOM modern house to let. Ap- [ 44 ta^ot KVE
*
85*87
Well." Marjorie Cushing; "Bios- Clara Eastman of Lyndon Centre. Vt.
GEORGE
R
C
AZ
ALLIS,
late
of
Cush

Hot. Lieuts. Jane R. Miller and business.
During
curing the
tne day.
aay, open
open,
..
Cushing. -Jacky arrived Wednesday to spend the re- ing. deceased
Lizzie E Young of Wright of Vinalhaven. or some other' ply W J ROBERTSON. Lumber Yard,
TRAILER
for
sale;
also
1929
Nash
rasuitable
person
be
appointed
Admr
.
Thomaston.
77-tf
Blanche Henry, and Scouts Florine ■ house will be held at "Montpelier"
,
Lynch. grind finale malndcr of the summer at thelr of Cushing was appointed Exx , without bond.
c.v onn»i
1., 1 dlator; 1930 Chevrolet engine; Iron
June 15. 1937. and qualified by filing
Burnham. Jean Crie. Phyllis Hall, 1 and exercises appropriate to the
"
'
’
„AmT,anv home here
s'Dk
MRS
M
S
DICK.
Tel
63-W.
bond June 21. 1937
ESTATE JOHN OTIS, late of Wor- I Apply W. J. ROBERTSON. Lumber Yard
.
.
-T Love You by the entire companv nome nere.
85-87
77-tf
Leona Frisbee. Audrey Simmons. Ja- • birthday anniversary of Gen. Henry
Petition for Thomaston
ThA F A <?rarrptt Aiixiliarv S TT V
DANIEL H. CHURCHILL,, late of Rock- cester. Mass, deceased
oar.TT
w1-4
OUTBOARD MOTOR for sale. Johnson
Robert
Beattie
acted
as
announcer
y, . . . land deceased. Helen M Nelld of Administration, asking that Alan L
net Henry. Esther Achorn. Virginia Knox, which falls on Sunday this
,,1,?° i?' Sea Horse. 4 h p,. alternating tiring
IT
WTC in nharoc nf initiated Mrs. Susie Oxton Wednes- Rockland was appointed Admx. June Bird of Rockland, or some othe. suit also two unfurnished. 100 Union
St.
a as in charge OI
f
hu p m th fi , la. 1937. and qualified by filing bond able person be appointed Admr.. wltl
Roes. Maxine Mitchell, Marie Clark. year, will be conducted at 2 o'clock I and Jean Cushing
itb ! LEOLA ROSE
76-tf twin. F H BRAZIER. Tel 742-R85*87
Refreshments were Qa-' anernoon. inis oeing me nnai (June 21 1#37
,
Services
at
St.
John's
Church
Sunthe
tickets
Ruth Butler and Estelle Moore.
FURNISHED front room to let $4
SWEET PEAS for sale, long stem. 80
meeting before the summer recess. \ edward j. wardwell. late of cam
ESTATE AURIE A DYER, late of VI- j week FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park St. 78-tf cents
Tel.
The Variety Club enjoyed a din day will be: 9.30 a. m. Holy Eucharist served
Mrs. Alice Gray, the patriotic inu.’mV n*lh«'tn
ad‘ FOUR-room apartment to let, fur 588-M hundred. Ill PLEASANT ST.. 85-87
The feature headline bargain today structor had arranged a fine pro- anti qualified by filing bond June 24, ministration, asking that Sidney E nished and heated: garage. 88 Pleasant
ner party at the "Lobster Pot" in and Sermon: 7.30 p.m.. Evensong and
Mills of Vinalhaven or some other suit
PONTIAC COUPE for sale 1932. ln
78-tf good condition New tires. Battery* InFriendship Wednesday night, those Sermon. Thursday. Friday and Sat- and all ncx: week at the Izvi Seavey gram on Independence day. which in- I 1937
able person be appointed Admr. wlth- St. Tel. 913-J. Adults only
..
............
........
.
MINNIE
A.
STAALESEN.
late
of
Owl's
out
bond.
STEAM
heated
office
to
let,
central
quire
of F W GORDEN. Union. Me .
Clothing
Store
in
Tnomaston.
Watts
who went being Mrs. Hibbard Young. urday. Holy Eucharist. 8 a. m‘.
eluded readings by Mrs. Helen Hdton, I Head, deceased. Mabel A Pillsbury of:
„ _ ______ ,
, I location Tel 133
78-tf Tel 25
85-87
runnineham Mrs Edna owl's Head was appointed Exx. June
ESTATE ANNIE B BROWN late of
-------------------------Mrs. Joseph Belmore, Mrs. Herbert
Miss Ada F. Coleman is substitu Block, IS brand new sandals for
Mrs. Ella Cunningnam. Mrs. bana 15
and qualified by filing bond Friendship. defeased.
Petition Jor
FOLR-room apartment to le? ah I 325 NEW HAMPSHIRE RED Chickens
Smith. Mrs. Austin Davis. Mrs. Nel- ting in the office of the Central women, beautiful styles and colors, Jones. Mrs. Shirley Bowley. and Mrs. June 25; 1937.
Administration D B N
cTa
asking ! modern Apply at Camden
Camdei & Rockland for sale. 2 months old; also Guernsey
7-tf cow RICHARD MAKI West Meadow
S. , .....
..
—.lit,. «
1 tovrxr p xiT-nz-M l.t. nf Wnrt lhal Melvin Lawry of Friendship, or 1 Water Co . Tel. 634.
lie Benner. Mrs. Carrie Young. Mrs ■ Maine Power Co., in Rockland, dur- regular S2 and $2.50 value, only 98 ..
— Road City
85*87
Mabel Mills. Mrs. Edith Spear. -was port, deceased.
E, Lola Murcn culver
r!,i.5?Cnf ' some other suitable person be appoint
---------- ---------------------------oi
n
n
v
r*
t
Ralph Hoffses and Mrs. Leslie Luf- | ing the vacation season.
cents. Hundreds of ether splendid Winner Of the two contests, and Mrs. Jacksonville Fla . was appointed Exx Admr UB-'* CT A wl.h bond
! UPRIGHT PIANO for sale, ln good
Legal Notices
kin. all of North Cushing, and Mrs. ( MissNancy Keene of Dedham, values are to be fcur..f at this great Ruhr Allen snntr a <tnln
condition: full f<St ol Dickens' books
Jui,e ,s- 1937 and Qualified >>y filing
ESTATE IRVING E MURCH. late ol
rvuo\ Alien sans a ouiu.
bond JUQe 26 193?
Agn^ B Merrll, Rockport, deceasedPetition for ConSTATE OF MAINE
I good as new 34 HILL ST
85*87
Garfield Dolliver, daughter Miss Lu- ! Mass. who with her mother. Mrs. value center.—adv.
i " DINING SUITE for sale, table, buffet.
Miss Constance M Jenkins is in of Auburn was appointed Agent ln firmatlon of Trustee, asking that Lola county of Kennebec. SS.
cille Dolliver and Mrs. Richard Wyllie H. Nelson Keene, is spending the
R’amfnrri Conn to xnenri the sum- i Malne
M Culver of Jacksonville. Fla . be conSupreme Judicial Court 4 chairs very reasonable. MRS FRANK
b.amlord. conn., to spend
sum
JOHN D AUSTn< iBte of Winthrop, firmed as Trustee of the estate given In!
________
In Equity j HARPER. 15 Gurdy St.. Tel. 1146-R
of this town.
summer here, went to Bar Harbor
TENANT'S HARBOR
85-87
mer with her uncle and aunt, Mr Mass . deceased Leila L Austin of said Trust for the benefit of Ida L Murch Thomas B Cooper. Bank Commissioner
Wtnthrop.
Mass.,
was
appointed
Execu07
Rockport,
presented
by
said
Ix>la
!
V
s
The Thomaston team of the Twi- j Wednesday, and is guest of Miss
_ * „
. _ ..
TWO ONE-HORSE mowing machines
and Mrs. Thomas Treloar.
trlx April 20. 1937. without bond. Ar- , M Culver.
Security
Trust
Company
of
Rockland.
for
sale;
ft
,
s3
ra
klng
machine,
new
last
light League will play Waldoboro. Bowling Byrd, daughter of Rear AdThe feature headline bargain today
Maine
Mr and Mrs. Nelson Young Of Lin- ! thur L. Orne of Rockland was appointed , ESTATE LYDIA A HATHORN late of
' year; 2 new milch cows; good work
ORDER
OF
COURT
Sunday at 3 o'clock.
1 miral and Mrs. Richard E. Byrd.
and all next week at the Levi Seavey colnville were callers Tuesday at the
horse. 1400 lbs PETER EDWARDS. Tel.
*““**"'
, . , „
St Oeor«e deceased Petition for liIn the Matter of
WILLIAM H PRICE, late of Rock- cense to Sell certain Real Estate, sltu806-J
84-86
Williams-Brasier Post, always inMembers of St. John's Attxiiiary Clothing Store in Thomaston. Watts home Of Mr. and Mrs. Charles con- port,
ROCKLAND COUNTRY CLUB
deceased. Vertner A. Beckett of ated In St George and fully described Ir.
__ ____
______ cause
____ ______
FIFTEEN HORSES for sale, good hayThe
above entitled
came on
terested in civic improvement, has1 are to sponsor a supper Wednesday. Block, is brand new sandals for ant Pleasantville
I Thomaston was appointed Exr , June 15 ' said Petition, presented by Granville N agaln
to be heard this 12th day of July. I maker; three ponies; mowers and rakes.
J 1937 and qualified by filing bond July , Bachelder of St George. Admr
women, beautiful styles and colors.
recently contributed the necessary in the parish hall at 6 o'clock.
1937. on petition of Ensign Otis. Re- , C. M. BURGESS. Union, Tel. 6-4.
Mr. and Mrs. True Waltz of Ames- U. 1937
_____
celver
of Defendant Corporation, where-_______________________ ______ 85-87
CAIISTA
s
COLE
late
of
Rocknort
1
ESTATE
ALTON
T
RUSSELL,
late
Charles Mclnnes of Dorchester, regular 42 and 42 50 value, only 98 bury. Mass, who are spending the
funds for the cleaning of the Sol
CALISTA S COLE, late of Rockport of Roekj.ort. deceased Firs: and final ln said petitioner prays that report of
AUSTIN COTTAGE on Georges River
account presented for allowance by said Security Trust Co., as Trustee under ln So Cushing for sale; new buildings.
dier's Monument on the Mall and its Mass., is at his summer home on cents. Hundreds of ether splendid summer at their camp in Waldoboro Trust Company of Rochester. N Y va- ’ oiivla
Carroll Admx
Mortgage of Rockland Country Club lights, artesian well. MRS L. AUSTIN,
appointed
Exr
.
June
15.
1937.
and
qualtarr0U
'
Admx.
appearance together with the neatly I Beechwoods street.
values are to be found at this great were ,^^5 Tuesday at the home of
dated August 1. 1919. submitted with
ifled by filing bond July 2. 1937 Edward
ESTATE IDA M BABBIDGE. late of said petition, be accepted and allowed; care of Lucia Goddard. Star Rt., Cushclipped lawn, which the Post also, Mrs. Alice iSnowi Dick and chil- value center—adv.
83*85
Mrs Edna Nash.
K. Gould of Rockland was appointed Rockland, deceased.
First and flna: that a time be limited for the pre^cn——
,
Agent ln Maine.
j
account
presented
for
allowance
by
is caring for, create a desirable im- dren. Mary Laura and Thompson.
-----------------tatlon
of
claims
of
priority;
that
the
15-FOOT
square
end
dory
.for
**le.
Nathalie McKinley is guest of Mr Attert
Perley N. Bartlett. Exr.
fees cf Trustee be fixed by order of
new outboard motor. MRS A^Spression on townspeople and tour- ■ Miss Catherine Snow. Miss Louise
IIOOFS PAINTED NEXT
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
and Mrs. Merle Robbins in North
ESTATE LOUISE A. GRAY, late of Court; and that the manner of dlstri- , J^\.care °* LuclaGoddard, Star Rt .
79-S-85
ists.
-Snow and Horace McHeniry. who
------' Thomaston, deceased. First and final button of funds in the hands of said | Cufrhiflg_________________________83 85
Union.
1937 p2 Ton Chevrolet truck for sale,
I account) presented for allowance by Trustee to creditors and bondholders
The Friendly Club will hold its. have been visiting Miss Margaret G
A United Press despatch from Frebe determined; and counsel having been short wheelbase, rack body, only 3800
July picnic on Mrs. Josephine W. Ruggles the past three weeks, left mont Neb . says:
Priscilla Hastings was a recent !Rev H I- Holt officiating. Burial Marlon L Grafton. Exx. BURTON late I heard °n 6ttld PetlUon u 15
miles
63 GAY ST City
83*85
ESTATE LOUISE M
Stone's lawn next Wednesday at 6.15.! for New Orleans. Wednesday, visit-* "Air-conditioned ccw bams are visitor at the home of Mrs. Alida ,wlu be in the Leonard cemetery.
I of South Thomaston, deceased
First 'ORDERED
CAMERA. 6»2x8‘ with lens, for sale.
1
That
a
hearing
be
had
on
all
matfinal account presented for allow ters affected by said petition at th7
Pla‘'»r
holders. ca« and triMr. and Mrs. Samuel Taylor of ing the White Mountains. Green being introduced in Nebraska, where Simmons in Thomaston.
Mrs. Connell was born at Coler- and
ance by Albion G. Caddy. Exr
83*85
Wellesley, and Miss Helen Twohig of Mountains. Niagara Tails. Chicago lOO-degrje heat is common in sumDana smith Jr. of Cambridge, i »ine. Ireland, daughter of John and
estate albert a borneman. of! dav nt August 1937 at nine n-eiiv-k m , Warren.______________________________
Pepperell. Mass., who have been vis- and other points of interest enroute mer. Dan V. Stephens has in- Mass., is spending a vacation with his Martha Collins Blair, and came to ^°l™a^>nnnerPlJ^,e*^L flo*1ar“1anUn'r°f the ,on'noon- Eastern standard Time
five-room house with cellar, for
$550. small
stalled a four-ton cooling unit in his mother, Mrs. Carrie R. Smith.
this country in 1893. locating in Do- sented Reallowancej>y rJ.'ip1. cl Ben-' preferred^^jVbe^equired
i°fiie_____
1<s'ucii payment
ba^ ' m'
iting Mrs. G. R. Hoffses in Cushing. 1 during a three weeks' motor trip
______ ____ __
____ t3
_____
payment 'rtTwri'
down, ’ bal
ln nrent. V. F.
ner.
Admr
.
estate
Viola
Benner
claims
with
the
Receiver
prior
to
the
:
STUDLEY,
283
Main
St
,
Tel.
1154.
N. H. She had been a resident
returned
I Mr. and Mrs. George E. Mead and dairy barn at The Cottonwoods
eturned home Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. George Curran and ver.
,
A
ESTATE ORVILLE BROWN. late of da)'of said hearing, or be forever barred j
82-tf
Deacon's Sunday will be observed his mother. Mrs. Nellie E. Mead of his country home."
____ of West Of this town for 23 years, she was a Rockland, deceased First and final ac- 3 That all owners of bonds secured ! ~D,WISH haii~head^~reri cabbage and
Mr and Mrs Joseph Kappler
=• Newton. Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. member of Mystic Rebekah Lodge
f°r allowance by Alan \ ^,ufbed S^e'poSnild UTwitn'
d^n mpLlt?ianntlts T'?r 67? j
Harold Peabody and daughter Elea- ]and of the Congregational Church in
--------- -- i - ---------dean. Rocxiana. lei. 81-86
„ r*
wTr-r-iN -l.t. r,, Ensign r>»i.
Otis. Receiver, m
ln hi.
hts aforemen i
R<5k?and deceased F^t°^d’final ac'- “d,,ad capacity a. Trustee, prior to the |
nor of Springfield. Mass, have been - Rochester. N. H
of said hearing, or be forever barred , SIX-ROOM modern house for sale.
.
count presented for allowance by Lll- dav
4 That notice of said hearing be Almost new Located ln Thomaston,
Besiaes ner husband she leaves two nan l. Bicknell and Elizabeth p. Bcn- given
guests since Tuesday of Mrs. Annie
to all persons Interested by pub- For details, apply VV J ROBERTSON.
daughters. Mrs Michael Hallrean of ner 1x5111 of Rockland. Exxs
llshlng a copy of this ORDER once a Lumber Yard. Thomaston,
77-tf
Watts.
week
for
three weeks successively ln The JSfi.KSJS.HUWJS5S
'
THE WORLD’S
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Gilman of thh ««,. and M». R. B.anch, Fn.P-cnJcd^for, allowance by Arthur A £Vi^nd. Kno’x Coun'tT mTn™? JXTX’^rttW
Providence. R. I., are vacationing for ler of Union; four .sorts. John P. of 'I Clough.
Admr
CHEVROLET
Auburn.
Joseph.
Robert
and
Andrew,
BLACKINGTON 1#tf n(; £1^“ h^rlng^that‘In \XnVm-' nENRY A Thorndike; Ne^rtf^r
'
two
weeks
with
Mrs.
Gilman's
BEST MOTORING VALUES
78-tf
all of Warren; seven grandchildren; Rockland, deceased Will and Petition terested may appear at said hearing and
mother. Mrs. Annie Watts.
DEALER
USED pianos, uprights, for sale, or to
fcr Probate thereof, asking that the | be heard with respect to all matters
Mrs. A. J. Nichols and daughter. four sisters, Mrs. Thomas Dougan of sl>me may be proved and allowed and affected by said petition.
let for the season Phone us. Rockland
980. STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
that Letters Testamentary Issue to .July 12th. 1937.
Miss Ruth of Rockland visited Mrs. Gilbertville. Mass . Mrs Frank Mel78-tf
(Sgd.) JAMES H HUDSON.
,, ' Aimer J Huston of Portland, he being
Ody of Roxbury. Mass., Mrs. Martha : the Executor named ln said Will, wlthJustice S J Court.
; Chester Wyllie yesterday.
HOUSE ln Thomaston for sale, fur
z
85-S-91 nished; five rooms, bath, electric light*
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Robinson Anderson and Mrs. Alice Scott of i01,1 bond
Ireland, and three brothers, William, ' vlSmA.”W<SedS Vpeutiontt'e nr MAINL STATE HIGHWAY COMMIS Good neighborhood Price reasonable.
and son William of Manchester.
Apply to F. D ELLIOT. Thomaston.
SION
76-tf
Administration, asking that M.ldred VI- NOTICE TO BRII>GE CONTRACTORS
Conn., are guests of relatives here and Joseph and Jchn Blair, all of Ireland. • nal
Kopklns. or some other suitable
Notice Is hereby given that sealed
in
Thomaston
for
the
remainder
of
person
be
appointed
Admx.,
without
2
proposals will be received at the office of
The feature headline bargain today bond.
the Maine State Highway Commission.
the summer.
ESTATE ELLA M BRANN. late ot Augusta. Maine, until nine o’clock. A
Mrs. Earle Moore had as guests and all next week at the Levi Seavey Washington, deceased
Petition for M Standard Time, Wednesday. July
last week, her nephews. Ernest and ! clothinS Store in Thomaston. Watt=? Administration, asking that Arthur A. 28. 1937. for the construction of the
Bartlett of Washington, or some other following bridge structures:
Block, is brand new sandals for suitable person be appointed Admr.. Burkett Bridge, over Medomak River
Parker Mitchell of Rockland.
TWO furnished cottages to let at
without bond.
ln Appleton. Knox County. Ma?ne. Es
women,
beautiful
styles
and
colors,
Fred Moore has returned to Rock
Hotmer Pond by week, month or sea
ESTATE DANIEL H
CHURCHILL, timate 518 cu. yds. concrete.
Rockland after spending a few days with regular 52 and $2.50 value, only 98 late of Rockland deceased Petition for Worster Brook Bridge ln Berwick. son Tel. 671-J. EDWIN A DEAN.82-S-91
County. Maine. Estimate 221 cu.
cents. Hundreds of ether splendid License to Sell certain Real Estate, sltu- York
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Moore.
yds
concrete
NORTH HAVEN Desirable cottage for
_ ___ ___ .
. ,
.....
. ated ln Rockland, and fully described ln
Stubbs Bridge over Stubbs Brook ln sale Six rooms, w’ide porch, overlooking
Mrs. Nora Russell has returned ValUCS are to be found at this great 1 said Petition, presented by Helen M
.Bucksport.
Hancock
County.
Maine.
Estl'
tjelld.
Admx
beautiful
Penobscot Bay Particulars on
home after a visit with her brother !vaIue center —adv
ESTATE ANNIE F LOTHROP. late of mit„17;? “S*,
concr^Pollard
t' . Brook
_ . In request. P. O Box 413, North Haven.
85*87
Pollard
Bridge
over
Isaac Caler ln Skowhegan, and Mrs
Rockland, deceased
Petition for Per
petual care of Burial Lot. presented by Edinburg Penobthofc County. M»ino.
FOUR-ROOM cottage to let or for sale
Gail Pollard in Fairfield.
Estimate
282
cu
yds.
concrete
Letha Munro of Rockland. Exx.
1934 CHEVROLET SUBURBAN
1935 PLYMOUTH COUPE—
A fixed charge of fifteen dollars with garage, near shore on Spruce Head
Warren Ledge I.O.O.F. worked the ♦
ESTATE ARTHUR E
JOHNSTON ($15 00) will be made for the plans and Island. J. S. ALLARD. Ocean View
Island
81*86
Small mileage, very good condi —With natural wood finish. O.
late
of
Washington,
deceased
First
and
I
third degree last night on George | ’
specifications for each structure, four- Camp. Spruce Head
_
final account presented for allowance by teen dollars ($14.00) of which Is re-I LARGE cottage at Crescent Beach for
K. tag.
Buck.
tion.
Blanche M Johnston. Admx.
turnable If plans and specifications are aale or to let for the season; completely
BICYCLE Repair Shop at WEBBER'S.
ESTATE CARRIE A. POLAND, late of returned ln good condition within a Urn- , furnished, everything modern. EDWARD
A dedication service of a white
14 Orange St Prompt service
83*85 Union, deceased First and final’account Ited time.
GONIA. City.______________ 74-tf
cross box prepared by the Women's
SPIRITUAL READING. Questions an-1 Presented for allowance by Ethel PoEach proposal must be made upon the
BEAUTIFUL cottage lots on Spruce
1932 CHEVROLET PICKUP—
blank form provided by the Commission Head Island, on salt water, connected
Mission Circle, will be included in swered. Home. Friends. Love. Business ! *®nd Hall, Admx.
1936 CHEVROLET, 157 inch
affairs 25c and stamp. GEORGE A i ESTATE HERBERT S WEAVER late and must be accompanied by a certified with mainland by bridge, Tel. 853-13.
A lot of unused transportation.
the evening service Sunday at the JONES, Bluehill Falls, Me.
82*851 of Boston. Mass., deceased Fl.st and check for five hundred dollars <$500 00)
46-tf
wheelbase, chassis and cab—TenBaptist Church. This box will be
PIANO, vocal. Hawaiian guitar Plano p.’*®' “cc?un‘ >’r5,enl'd for all0»»“';e by as a guarantee that the bidder will
contract
for
thc
work
If
lt
Is
awarded
pl.v tires rear. With O. K. tag.
lessons at your home. $1 with- ; <jeorge a weater. Exr.
sent to Mrs. Streeter, a missionary accordion
him
ln 30 miles C A LUNDELL. Frlendshln
ESTATE ANNIE F IOTHROP. late toEach
proposal shall be ln a separate
1931 DODGE
TCN PANEL
in Burma.
85*87 J of Rockland deceased First and final envelope,
sealed and plainly marked
nJ?,
TC
H
HM
,h^
ER
Am
wn,
aln
‘
n(!
,
|
/lD
Letha
n
Munro.
Se
E
n
xx
ed
al
“
”
'
ancc
by
—Repainted: very good tires. A
"Proposal for the construction of......
A utility shower was given Tues
Rockland
this
summer.
Will
continue
.................
Bridge
ln the Town of .......
1935 CHEVROLET STANDARD buy for party who nerd . this type
day night at the home of Mrs. Ar repairing watches, clocks, antiques all ,E5TA,TE
- I.URLEY. late
kinds.
Call
and
deliver.
S.
ARTHUR
Rockl
and.
deceased
Pet
tion
for
AlThe
successful
bidder will be re
COACH—Repainted, good tires, job.
nold Robinson for Mrs. Charles MACOMBER. 23 Amesbury 8t.. Rock- owance presented by iVilll:. P Hurquired to furnish a surety company
Ci
ley
of
Rockland.
Wldo.v-..
etc. O. K. tag.
Pierce (Pearl Thompson). Root beer, land.------Tel 958-J
bond in the amount of seventy-five
78-tf
CAROLINE S BAlftlY, late (75» percent of the contract price Pro
cake and cookies were served. Present BRICK, cement, plastering and rock of ESTATE
Camden, deceased
First and final posal forms, plans and specifications
Panted for ^allowance by may be secured upon application to the I
1933 CHEVROLET COUPE—
were Mrs. Rita Cornell, Mrs. Chrts- S^Y^^a0' •“ klQdS CS!1 A78^f
C. Barry and Martha B Cor Commission.
I tine Barker. Miss Marjorie Spear, LADIES—Re table hair goods at Auck Elizabeth
1934 CHEVROLET PICKUP— Repainted, overhauled and good
nells. Exxs.
The right Is reserved to reject any or '
USED CARS WITH THE
land
Hair
Store.
24
Elm
St.
Mall
oiders
Miss
Arline
Davis.
Miss
Arlene
Over

ESTATE AROLINE C. GORWAIZ, late all proposals.
Very gcod condition throughout. ir every respect.
solicited H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
MAIL’E STATE HIGHWAY
(7 To Us Pointing it more than
of
Thomaston,
deceased
First
and
THAT COUNTS
look. Miss Helen Thompson. Miss
COMMISSION
! Anal account presented for allowance by
just putting words into typa>
Augusta.
July
13.
1937
Annie Starrett, Mrs. Elsie Robinson.
LAWN mowers sharpened, called for Myles S Weston and Alfred M. Strout,
It is the creation of a work of art,
85-lt
and
delivered.
Prompt
service.
Lawn
Exrs.
Mrs. Pauline Pellicane, Miss Cather
be it a simple little announcement
STATE OF MAINE
roller to let. CRIE HARDWARE CO..
ESTATE ABRAM W NYE. late of
ALL MAKES * ALL MODELS ■ USED CARS -AND TRUCKS
ine Starrett, Mrs. Marjorie Kennis (successor to Rockland Hardware Co.) Rockland, deceased. Petition for Ll- OFFICE OF SECRETARY OF STATE or an elaborate booklet. Hence
Augusta. July 14 1937. . we take all the pride of an artist
ton. Miss Katy Thompson and Miss Tel 791, Rockland.______________ 78-tf , cense to sell certain Real Estate, situ
Notice Is hereby given that a Petition in his craft, in each job; and that
ated ln Rockland, in the County of
TOWN OF ST. GEORGE
for
the
Pardon
of Harold B Kaler. a )
Winona Robinson.
Notice Is hereby given that, ln ac Knox, and Portland In tho Couty of
ia the secret of the superlative
In the State Prison at Thomas
cordance with a law passed by the Town Cumberland, and fully described ln said convict
ton.
under
sentence
for the crime oi
quality of The Courier-Gazette'
Petition, presented bv Vora Nve Bemis
of
St
George
at
Its
annual
meeting
in
Mrs. Elizabeth B. Connell
larceny Is now pending before the Gov
Printing.
March. 1937. all peddlers doing business of Rockland, Admx D.B.N . C T.A.
Elizabeth Blair, wife of John K. ln said town, must procure a license
Witness. HARRY E WILBUR. Esquire. ernor and Council, and a hearlg thereon i

THOMASTON

!

LOST AND FOUND

!

TO LET

FOR SALE

a

6^

k**«**««
I *•**•**•*••*«•«*•**•«•••*•*••••••«•« v*•
; Summer Cottages I

USED CARS

MISCELLANEOUS

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
689 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 1250

be granted In the Council Chamber
from the selectmen of said town before Judge of Probate Court for Knox will
at Augusta, on Wednesday, thc fourth
Connell, died at her home here late July
28 1 937
County. Rockland. Maine.
day
of
August. 1937. at ten o'clock A M I
SELECTMEN OF TOWN OF
Attest:
Thursday night and funeral services
FREDERICK ROBIE.
ST. GEORGE
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
Secretary-of State. I
will be conducted Sunday at 2 p. in.,
79-6-85
M-W
85-S-9j
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Doctors
Dentists
Lawyers

Page Sevefi

ITS NINTH ANNUAL

Realm of
Music

The Camden Garden Club’s
Flower Show To Be Held
In the Opera House

The ninth annual flower show of
the Camden Garden Club will be held
kj Gladyi St. Clair HtitlaJ
in the Opera House July 27 and 28.
Brighten vour offices with—
For, the first time this will be a two"The Rhapsody in Blue,” whose of American Music; Artistic Sum day affair.
Foster—America's
Camden's gardens will be visited the
capricious
musical antics have enter mits; Stephen
Mrs. Donald Karl, entertained
members of the Christmas Sewing
tained untold numbers of radio lis Troubadour; Growing Pains—the 27th unless weather prevents this an
mits; Stephen
Foster—America's
Club and husbands, and a few invit
teners, was on Monday July 12, the Music and the Trail Blazers. He is nual tour of many of Camden's out
ed guests, Thursday night at her cot
We have DRACENAS and SMALL requiem player through loudspeak also a writer of musical literature standing gardens. In the event of
Rev. William J. Day of Winthrop. tage at Megunticook Lake in honor
(Mass, will be a guest at the home of of her husband's birthday. A de PALMS suitable and durable for ers in honor of its composer. George of real worth and a composer of unfavorable weather on Tuesday the
Imcs. Fannie Ryder during his five lightful evening, spent socially, was I Office and Waiting Room deco
Gershwin, who died the day pre marked ability, particularly of such gardens will be open to public in
nature as cantatas, choruses, pag spection Wednesday. Tickets for this
Iweeks' occupancy of the First Bap- followed by refreshments.
ration. You'll be surprised at the vious at the age of 38.
eants, etc. Among his most ambi
Itist pulpit.
feature may be secured at the Opera
George Gershwin, the genius of Tin
“air” they will give. Come in!
Mrs. Helen Sweetser of Brewer was
tious writings are “Who's Who in
Pan Alley who lifted American jazz Music EducatlOn'' and “Music as a House during the flower show.
Miss Harriet Rich, an art super the guest Wednesday, of her cousin
Below the schedule showing the
to the concert hall, of whom one Social and Educational Asset.” Howvisor in the Providence Public George B. Davis, Rankin street.
ever,
of
particular
Interest
are
the
various
classes and various chairmen
of his contemporaries said: “George
ChooIs. is visiting Miss Arleen G
Richard H. Britt has gone to Har
smaller
books
he
has
produced
—
and
|ward at Elmore for a few days.
is
given.
Anyone wishing to enter an
Gershwin was an artist with a rich
risonville, Missouri, for a visit with
is producing, such as The Bard of
exhibit Is asked to communicate
understanding of human nature and
his sister. Mrs. M. P. Overholser.
Pittsburgh, American Women ln
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Haines are octhe swift tempo and ever changing
with the chairman of the class of
Creative Music, and From Plymouth
FLOWER SHOP
Icupying their cottage at Holiday
Mrs. A. L. Foster of New York is
color of the American scene. Though
interest. The greater number of en
Rock to Tin Pan Alley. I am happy
TEI- 318-W
Beach.
the guest of her parents, Mr. and
deeply sympathetic in his interpre
tries the more interesting the show.
371 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME. tations, his piercing sense of humor to have several of these smaller
Class 1: Flower arrangements in
Mrs. H. A. Buffum.
books and will be glad to give more
A jolly picnic party at Megunticook
two containers, but not pairs, of dif
84-85 and amusement at our foibles never
Information concerning them if de
Miss Mary Kennedy of Jamaica
iLake Wednesday, had Mrs. John H
left him.” His death was the result
ferent sizes, to be shown in niches 23
sired.
IMcLoon as hostess.
Present as Plain, Mass., is visiting Miss Eleanor
of a brain tumor and came after an
inches high, 22(4 wide, 13(4 deep.
Igifcsts were Miss Martha True, Mrs. Bird at Dynamite Beach.
emergency operation had been per The critics have accorded him un Varied backgrounds allowed. Limited
stinted praise.
iDonald Leach, Mrs. Edwin Scarlott.
formed in an effort to save his life.
to eight entries. Chairman, Mrs. Eve
• • ••
The
Mt.
Battox
Nature
Club
met
IMrs. Thomas Stone, Mrs. George C.
Despite his youth, Gershwin had
lyn IBraun.
[Houston, Mrs. Wilbur Senter, Mrs. for an all day picnic Thursday with Mrs. Carl Gray Answers contributed more notable works than The film of “The Marseillaise.”
Class 2: Flower arrangements with
Iseymour Cameron, Mrs. Arthur K Mrs. E. J. IHellier at her cottage at
Question: What’s the Mat any other modern American com dealing with the early years of the accessories in small table suitable for
French
Revolution,
which
the
gov

lorne of Wilmington, Del. and Miss Crescent Beach.
ter With the World Today poser during a quarter of a century ernment is sponsoring, will be fi farm house. Limited to five entries.
1 Corinne Berry of Boston.
of relentless work. "Rhapsody in
Exhibitors to provide tables. Chair
Dr. and Mrs. John Smith Lowe en
Those who attended the Rotary Blue” was his most famous work. It nanced Jointly by the government man. Miss Anne Townsend. Tel.
tertained a group [Friday at their
and the public, so the Paris corre
Mrs. (M. R. Pillsbury, Mrs. B, B.
Round Pond cottage, the husbands meeting yesterday were privileged to is of interest to know that this pale spondent of the Christian Science 2404.
I Smith, Mrs. Fred Knight. Mrs. Carl
Class 3: Still Life. Flowers in a
hear an inspiring address by Mrs. Jewish youth from New York's East Monitor told us recently. There will
I Duff and Mrs. Jerome Burrows were joining them for supper.
Side rose from the obscurity of a
basket to be arranged in niches 26
Carl
Gray,
“
The
American
Mother
”
I
be
1,500.000
shares
at
10
cents
each,
I among those (attending the Flower
non-musical family to become the,
inches high, 24 wide, 22 deep. Limited
Miss Alice IHellier is the guest of
___________________
„„„„ of n,
on “Life in the Home.” Mrs. Gray __
I Show in Augusta this week.
most
widely known composer
his repayable without interest in the to five entries. Chairman. Mrs. Rich
Mrs. George Calwell in Augusta.
discussed that question which con time. Gershwin was frail and ill form of a rebate on seats in any ard Kremcntz. Tel. 2561.
cinema theatre where the film will
Miss Emma Harding has been the
Mrs. G. M. Friese, Miss Jeannette cerns so many people,
namely. the greater part of his life and was
Class 4: Breakfast Tray arrange
subsequently be shown. The direc
I guest of Miss Marjorie Davis in Gar- Friese and Miss Dorothy Casmore of “What's the Matter with the World said to be shy and retiring.
ment with flowers and fruit only.
tor
of
this
national
epic
will
be
Jean
I diner for a week, Miss Davis accom- Plainfield, N. J., are occupying the
Today?” The speaker laid the entire Gershwin wrote "Rhapsody in Renoir, son of the painter, who has Chairman, Miss Douglas Gribbel.
Ipanying her on her return for a ten C. W. Snow cottage at Spruce Head.
Blue" at the age of 25. completing it
blame to the decadence of religion ln in ten days. It had its premier at several successful films to his credit. Tel. 2576.
I days' stay.
Class S: Flower arrangement ln
the home, the lust for power and Aeolian Hall in New York, on Feb. He will be permitted to use the copper or brass container. Acces
CAMDEN
world-famous
Palace
of
Versailles
pleasure. She concluded her address 112. 1924. His first movie contract
A. M. Riley of Portland was a busisories allowed. To be shown in niches i
was with Fox on the picture “De and its grounds for his settings and 26 inches high, 34 wide, 22 deep.
|ness visitor here this week.
t
Mrs. Martin Read of Newton. with an original poem.
to draw upon the priceless art treas
Mass., is spending the summer with: Visiting Rotarians were
Percy licious,” in 1930, calling for $100. ures of the museum of Paris. Lead Limited to five entries. Chairman,
Mr. and /Mrs. Benjamin P. Jordan Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Wilbur.
Schench of Jersey City, Hal. Board- Later he was reported to be earning ing writers are being commissioned Mrs. Curtis Allen. Tel. 2362.
land two children of Braintree. Miass .
Miss Sylvia Langman of New York man of Bangor. P. G. Willey of Cam $250,000 a year.
Class 6: Specimen Blooms. Chair
______
to write the
scenario, and wellIcalled on friends in this city Friday. city who has been the guest of her den. Ashby Pitman of Salem, Mass..
man, Mrs. Donald D. Dodge. Tel. 2128.
The Curtis String Quartet, whose | known composers. Honegger. Georges
parents. Mr. and Mrs. David Lang Harold Ogden of Melrose, Mass.,
enroute to Bayside.
Class 7: Children's Class. Chair
Aurie. Darius Milhaud, Desormieres
man. is in Wilmington. Vt.. for the Frank Poland ot Boston and Wil members, Jascha Brodsky, violin,
man.
iMirs. E. Bromley. Tel. 2597.
Charles Jaffe, violin. Max Aranoff, and others will write the Incidental
Miss Priscilla Lovejoy has returned remainder of the summer.
Class 8. Arrangement of flruit,
liam Cullen of Lewiston.
music.
Maurice
Chevalier,
as
an
|from a month's visit with friends and
Miss Elizabeth A. Harkness is at a ' Commander Douglas Fuller (US. viola, and Orlando Cole, cello, sum
vegetables or both in wooden con
relatives In Connecticut and New farm on Fernald's Neck for the sum Navy, retired*. W. O. Fuller of this mer in Rockport, have been ac 18th century Paris workman, will tainer. Chairman, Mrs. E. A. Rob
sing
the
“
theme
song."
claimed in Europe as the most out
fork.
mer,
bins. Tel. 673. *
city and Donald Johnson of Chester,
standing American ensemble to ever The film will depict the lives of
Robert Carle of Rhode Island re Conn., were guests.
Class 9: Artistic arrangement of
humble
families
before
and
during
Charity Club met Thursday for an cently visited at his old home on the |
tour the Continent.
In January,
flowers
in any container open only to
all-day session at the Bird cottage, Hope road.
1938. they begin their lltli American the Revolution. The flight of Louis those who have never won a prize
XVI
will
be
shown
from
the
coach

lirror Lake. Mrs. Elmer Bird and
’ tour. These players use world famous
E. M. Clark and family of New
in any show. Chairman, Mrs. A. E.
Its. Lester Sherman were hostesses. York who have been occupying the
Cremona instruments—violin
an man's point of view and village
Greenlaw. Tel. 748.
peasants
will
recount
in
conversa

Antonius Stradivarius. 1694. known as
Prescott cottage have moved to
Class 10: Men's Class. Arrange
Mrs. Herbert Curtis. Mrs. Charles
The “Hallir," and used for 40 years tion the storming of the Bastille.
their new home, Stonyhurst, on Jud
ment of fruit or flowers or both ln
• • • •
hofield and Mrs. Clinton Barbour
in the Joachim Quartet; violin, an
son hill.
10 cent container. Chairman. Rexford
were high line at cards, at the meet
Antonius Stradivarius, 1715, known Walking out of the restaurant at
Elmer
Brown
has
returned
to
New
Daniels. Tel. 604.
ing of IW I.N. Club, held Wednesday
Dundee.
Scotland
Jascha
Heifetz
in

as the “Marquis de Riviere" Strad;
Jersey after spending a few weeks
Class 11: Omnibus Class. Chair
flight with Mrs. Gardner French,
viola, Nicolo Amati, 1677, the finest advertently left behind him two vio man, Mrs. William H. Stalker. Tel.
here.
Broadway.
lins
worth
approximately
$150,000
example of the two known to be in
Patients at the Pettapiece Hospi
589.
existence; cello, Montagnano, 1720. When the station master at Aber
tal
this
week
have
been
Mrs.
Fred
Class 12: Wild Flower arrange
Mr. and iMrs. Arthur P. Shavonelle
deen
stuck
his
head
through
the
one of the world's most famous in
ment in any container. Chairman,
Ir. and young daughter, formerly of Spear of Union for removal of ton
railway
carriage
door
and
asked
cas

struments. The total value of these
Mrs. Edwy Taylor. Tel. 558.
Waterville, have taken the Britt sils, and Mrs. W. L. Hassold of Northfour instruments is a staggering fig ually: “Has anybody lost two fid
port and Charles Hardy of Lincoln
Class 13: Potted Plants. Chair
apartment, at 56 Talbot avenue.
dles?"
Mr.
Heifetz
discovered
his
loss,
ure. The critics everywhere—Lon
ville, medical patients.
man, Mrs. Percy A. Luce. Tel. 2429.
don. Rome, Brussels. Amsterdam.
The Fire Department will hold a
Thursday Auction Club met for
Class 14; Artistic flower arrange
Budapest, Vienna. Milan—lauded the And speaking of fiddles, listen to ment suitable for camp. Open only
day this week, at the home of Mrs field day Aug. 21.
quartet in no uncertain terms, such this from “In the Land of Art” by to neighboring garden clubs. Chair
The postponed annual meeting of
Seorge Davis, Thursday afternoon.
as "ensemble endowed with unde Ibanez:
the Outing Club will be held Mon
"In the Office of the Council of man. Mrs. P. G. Willey. Tel. 2115.
niable qualities of technique and
Mrs. Elmer Marston of Portland, day at 8 o'clock at the Lodge House,
Class 15: Buffet supper table. Ar
Genoa
lies the souvenir of another
was a guest of her father and other at Hosmer's Pond. Officers will be
Your name and address printed expression . . among all first class
rangement
for eight. Limited to six
relatives in this city Thursday.
organizations there is yet a super Genoese, if not as useful to humanity
elected and plans for future devel on envelopes and paper or mono
entries. Chairman, Miss Elizabeth
as
the
Navigator
(Columbus),
no
less
class, such as Thc Curtis String
opment made. Eugene C. Rich, gram on sheets, address on enve
lopes. Black, Blue, Green or Quartet . . . chamber music in thc great in the history of art. On a Barry. Tel. 2308.
The class of 1904 RHB. will hold president, will be in attendance.
Brown ink.
truest sense of the word. . perfect cushioned background of blue silk
reunion Friday July 30 at the
The Baptist society will hold a
Rules For Exhibitors
WATER
STRIPED
VELLUM
masters of their Instruments. . .” and guarded under glass as if it
ffeistad home in Rockport. All who food and utility sale at the vacant
White Deckle Edge
AIL arrangements must be made at
dan to attend please communicate store next door to the Knox County
We are assured that the Quartet were a miraculous image, to be wor
36 folded sheets 444x7)4
with Mrs. Heistad.
will be heard in another summer shipped only from afar, is Paganinis the Opera House for which space will
Trust Co.. Wednesday at 10 o’clock.
35 envelopes 4x5*1 square flap
series at Rockport this season, most violin, which, although of great be provided.
The Camden Shells play the Lew
OR
Invitations have been issued for a iston Mowharks here this afternoon
All entries must be in place by 11
welcome news to lovers of the very value as a relic, possesses no signi
60 flat sheets 7*/,xl«K
ficance today without the superhu a. m. ready for judging. The Opera
sub-deb formal, to be held at Camfinest
in
music.
at 4 o'clock.
50 envelopes 4x7(4 square flap
• • »•
man hand that drew from it pro House will be open at 8 a. m.
len Yacht Club. Tuesday night,
$1.50 postpaid
Arey-Heal Post held a special
lancing to begin at 8 30. Many of
It is gratifying to have placed in digious music. Seeing the mute In
All entries must be in the hands of
meeting Thursday night.
AUTOCRAT DECKLE EDGE
the younger social set of this city will
my hands material concerning Dr. strument lying upon the soft silk Mrs. W. Griffin Gribbel by Wednes
Townsend Club met Thursday, the
White Vellum
attend, the hostesses being the Misses
Edwin N. C. Barnes, a former musi like a glorious corpse, one recalls the day, July 21.
session followed by an entertainment Square flap envelopes and folded
Dorothy Lord. Vera Clark. Ruth
cal friend who has traveled steadily history of that artist whom super
Where classes are limited, entries
and beano.
Refreshments were
sheets
Damery, Freda Burkett, Maxine
ahead of his profession. He Is now stitious society at the beginning of will be accepted in order of their re
50 envelopes 4x5'I
served.
3rown. Dorothy Dyer, Grace Russell,
director of music in the Washington. the century considered a person in ceipt.
60 sheets 4:l,x7%
E. L. MacArthur and sister, Miss
Joan Bird. Pearl Knight, Eleanor
$1.50 postpaid
D. C., public schools, president of perpetual pact with the Devil, his
All exhibits must be called for not
Marie MacArthur of Malden, Mass.,
Doherty and Elizabeth Mathews, all
the Southern Conference for Music precarious existence, from the time later than noon of Thursday, July 29
are
in
town
for
a
few
weeks.
)f Camdefi.
Education, and executive secretary when as a youngster he ran about
Committee jvill not be responsible
Mrs. Frank Wilson has returned to
of the Stephen Foster Memorial the wharves of the port of Genoa for loss or breakage. No solid silver
Malden,
Mass.,
after
a
visit
with
Mrs. John A. Gatti and young son
Foundation. In addition to all these until he fascinated the highest may be used.
f Willimantic, Conn., arc guests of Mrs. Emeline Halford.
activities, he is much sought after courts with his fantastic music, with
All exhibitors are required to re
The
funeral
of
Fred
Maddocks
will
Mrs. Gatti's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
in lecture-recitals on American Mu his novelesque adventures, and his place faded flowers.
be held this afternoon from the res
Maurice Lovejoy.
sic, using such titles as The New pilgrimages after death, when the
idence at 2 o'clock. Rev. Winfield
Renaissance
—Today and Tomorrow; cities refused to receive the remains
The home of Mr. and Mrs J. Witham officiating and burial will
MICKIE SAYS—
Music From the Soil; Three Princes of the diabolical musician, compell
Richard Bemis, was the meeting be in Mountain cemetery.
ing
filial
piety
to
give
them
burial
alace of several playmates, Wednesin an unknown, corner on the coast
V/E LIKE ALL OUR ADVERTISERS,
iay afternoon, when their son, Nye
GOD BLESS 'EM; WE GOT A
of Nice. That genius, who during his
Semis, celebrated his second birthday
SPECIAL WARM SPOT IU OUR.
lifetime, had been the pampered son
rhe decorated cake bore two lighted
HEARTS FOR. THOSE HOBLE
of fortune, who had been loved by
andles and many lovely gifts were
•
z*
CAMDEN
SOULS WHO BRIMG IU
Ycur name and address printed
the most beautiful women of the
THEIR. (SOPV EARLV, -THUS
nspected. The young guests were
,4
TOD AY—DOUBLE .FEATURE
on sheets and envelopes only
SAVIUG US MUCH WORR.V,
world, leading the bad existence of
lobert Davis of Thomaston, Sibyl
PERSPIRAT1OM AUD
Gene Stratton Porter's
a nabob, and flinging out of the
PATRICIAN
ind Grace Law of Shreveport, La.,
PROPAUITV
White
Laid
window
riches
taken
in
at
his
con

ind Camden, and Forest Anderson,
60
folded
sheets
444x7%
certs, lies today in an unknown grave,
nterested grown-ups who attended
40 envelopes 4x5*4
and less, fortunate than his violin,
Mrs. William Law. who is
and
nicluded,
.'
OR
cannot receive the visit of adoration.
iummerlng at Camden, Mrs. Grace
PRESTON FOSTER
60 flat sheets 6*2x10*1
Paganini's date is more lament
Semis and Miss Ann French, also of
A smart set that will create*
40 envelopes 4x6)4
in
Bret
Harte's
:amden, Mrs. J. Russell Davis and
able
since he was a son of Genoa, a
matchless
curls
and
waves...
Postpaid $1.25
Miss Jeanette Hcniry of Thomaston,
city that rivals ancient Egypt ln its
There's cool comfort in our
GRAYTONE TWEED
Miss Frances Porter of New York.,
obsession concerning death and in
Salon these days, for the ven
Vellum
Mrs. O. B. Brown and Miss Vivian
perpetuating the passage through
tilation
s
perfect.
60 folded sheets 4)4x7')i
Foster of this city. Mrs. Bemis was
life
in artistic form.”
40 envelopes 4x5(4
A Custom Permanent witli Test
ssisted in serving by Miss Helena
Also COMIC CARTOON
Curts
for
best
results
and
rc-vitilOR
Mahoney.
izing Oil Treatment—
60 flat sheets 6(4x10(4
PORT CLYDE
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
40 envelopes 4x6%
$5.00
KNITTING WOOLS JOAN BLONDELL and
Postpaid $1.25
At the Baptist chapel Sunday at
A New England
9.15 Earl Achorn of Rockport will
FERNAND GRAVET
An Individual
Product
be the speaker. The Sunday School
At attractive prices.
HAIRCUT,
35c will meet at 10 o'clock. The evening
Samples sent free
with knitting hints.
service will be held at the Martins
Visit our yam shop.
ville
Baptist Church. The mid
Open daily.
342 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME. week prayer service will be at 7
ROCKLAND, ME.
THOMAS HODGSON & SONS. Tne.
CONCORD WORSTED MILLS
o'clock Thursday.
Concord, N. H,
79-8-104

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Winstead
of New York, made a brief visit here
Wednesday, her first in 21 years. I
Mrs. Winstead was formerly Frances
Haley of this city.

ATTENTION!

Vour small girl will love her
permanent here . . . and
SOU LL he pleased after
wards, too. when you see how
easy it is to manage, this hot
weather.

PLANTS

Irresistible is our TINY GIRL
PERMANENT .................. $5.00
8PM I AL!
Steam Oil Permanent Wave
$5.00

An End Curt Permanent—Soft
clutters for longer hair, $309

Ilair Cut. Shampoo. Wave, $1.00
Specially Trained Operators

ANO BARBER SHOP
284-286 MAIN ST. - PHONE 826
ROCKLAND. HE.

“SILSBY’S”

I

OPEN FOR BUSINESS—12 MYRTLE ST.

THE ROTARY CLUB

I

Extra Special
Printed Stationery

COMIQUE

Rooms by Day or Week—Table Service
Under New Management

W. F. SAVAGE
82-84

LIKE A LETTER FROM HOME
To those away for a month, a year, or a decade,
The Courier-Gazette, thrice weekly, brings the
friendly word of home town folks and happenings.
Subscribe today Phone 770.

AYERS
Those few hot days we had last week certainly
started a call for Summer Clothing and we were glad
we had the goods. Come in and let us help you.
THIN SUMMER UNION SUITS
50c, 75c, $1.00
SHIRTS OR DRAWERS ...................................................
50c, 75c
ATHLETK SHIRTS OR SHORTS ....................................... 25c, 3SC
SUMMER DRESS SHIRTS
$1.00,$1.50
POLO SHIRTS ...................................................................... 50c, $1.00
SLACKS (COTTON PANTS*
$1.50, $1 9S
DRESS PANTS ................................................................... $3.00, $3.75
PANT OVERALLS ...................................................................... $1.00, $!«r,

OVERALLS
................................................. Sl.VO. S1.35. $1.5(1, $1.75
WORK PANTS .................................................................... $1.50, $1.98
SWEATERS ......................................................................... $1.00, $1.98, S3.0U

BOYS' SHORT PANTS ...............................................

“THE KING AND
THE CHORUS GIRL’

THE
COURIER-GAZETTE

ECONOMY BEAUTY PARLOR

'IS,

CHILDREN'S WASH SUITS ....................................... 75c, $1.00, $1.50

Get into thc habit of calling u|x»n us far your needs in the way
of Men's and Boys' Furnishings, and we can save you money.

WILLIS AYER

rfaypp* against

SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY

THE SEA!

■

One of the truly great pictures of all time I
Rudyard Kipling's immortal tale of ships and
men... made into a mighty; screen successor
to “Mutiny on the Bounfy!"/

a VICTOR FLEMING
HARVEY ♦h« tea b«o)

MOOUOIOM

hi

info manhood)

J

X

MANUEL: b. ga.«

tofflS'

boy a lo*. mil.
Loni couldn't burl

, fiARTHOtOMEW TRACY
Aw/

I
!

SARRVMOfif-DOUGLAS

CAPT. OISKO:

ib.
moil lovoblo roll Ihol

tailod ibo

Z-S«oif

NOW PLAYING
BOB BURNS, MARTHA RAYE in "MOUNTAIN MUSIC’’

Matinee 2; Eve
ning 6.45, 8.45;
Continuous Sat
urday 2.15 to 10.13
Rockland
Tel 892
Sunday Shows Benefit Winslow-Holbrook Post, No. 1, A. L.

MONDAY-TUESDAY
CRASHING TO A CLIMAX OF CHILLS!

“MICHEAL O'HALLORAN”

“OUTCASTS OF
POKER FLAT”

59c, 7'*c, Sl.OO

BOVS (OITON KNICKERS....................

THEDi
if

DKt
or-

mi
Richard

'lOHH
NANA

PERRY.

B R V AM Tt
FRANK C. WILSON
Directed by HorrylOc liman

A COLUMBIA PICTURE

TODAY
“FORLORN RIVER”
with
BUSTER CRABBE

EvSry-OtKsr-Day
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TRIED FALTBOOT?
Combination of Kayak and
Canoe Which Furnishes
Lots of Sport

GUARDIANS

THE CROP REPORT

Famous Ben White

TROT CHAMP AT OLD ORCHARD

THE FOUR Z’S
Wing Taylor’* H A J Boat
Led All Other* In Thur»ray’* Race

Outlook In Maine Is Good
Except For Com, Barley,

Wheat

OF OUR

A stiff southwest breeze lent zest
Maine crops, except for corn, bar
and Interest to the fifth race of the
ley and wheat, are expected to be
HAJ fleet at Camden Thursday. Wing
larger than last year, according to
Taylor sent his Pezzazz across the
a joint report released Wednesday by |
line first, but was only a minute and
the Maine and the United ^tates Defew seconds ahead of Betsy Ross and
’ partments of Agriculture. The acre
Cliff Smith. The summary:
age planted to potatoes, is estimated
Wing Taylor, lhr. 31 min. 59 sec
Betsy Ross, 1 hr. 32, min. 16 sec.
at 179.000 acres compared with
Cliff Smith, 1 hr. 32 min. 25 sec.
160,000 harvested in 1936. In Aroos
John Gribbel, 1 hr. 32 min. 43 sec
took County. Maine, rains interfered
Martha Borland. 1 hr. 33 min. 12
with planting but on July 1 the crop
sec.
[ was making rapid growth under faNancy Krementz, 1 hr. 34 min. 02
sec.
, vorable conditions.
Considerably
! more fertilizer was used for this
Poillon Bros. 1 hr. 34 min. 14 sec
year's crop than in 1936. Conditions
David Day, 1 hr. 35 min. 21 sec.
on July 1 indicate a production of
Al. Osgood, 1 hr. 35 min. 23 sec.
51.910.000 bushels, compared with
Wm. Lee, 1 hr. 36 min. 09 sec.
44,000.000 bushels harvested in 1936.
Jean Defrees, 1 hr. 36 min. 16 sec
Tne five year average production
Wm. Boardman, 1 hr. 36 min. 27
(1928-19321
was
44,078,000
bushels.
sec.
Benjamin Franklin White, star pi
All of the New England States
John Good, 1 hr. 36 min. 35 sec.
lot of the Grand Circuit, whose trot
have
planted
a
larger
potato
acreage
Henry Chatfield, 1 hr. 38 min. 36
ting and pacing colts have been the
sec.
sensation of the harness world for than in 1936. The prevailing condi
Art Macneille, 1 hr. 37 min. 01
many years. He is shipping the cream tions on July 1 forecast a production
sec.
of his major league campaigners to of 61.837.000 bushels of potatoes in
Julia Henry, 1 hr. '37 min. 24 sec.
Old Orchard Beach, Me., for the meet New England -this year. In 1936,
54.032000
bushels
of
potatoes
were
A. P. Sailer, 1 hr. 37 min. 25 sec.
ing, July 19-3L
harvested and 51.586.000 bushels was
Douglas Gribbel. 1 hr. 40 min. 18
the average production for the five
sec.
years 1928-1932 During May and
Cornelia Dodge. 1 hr. 38 min. 59
sec.
June conditions have been favorable
for good growth, although excessive
Elimination
From Every rains delayed the crop on some heavy
land blossomed well and a good se
Community Urged By New soils.
of fruit was secured quite generall]
Greyhound. 1.57*4, champion of the American trotting turf, who will thrill The present prospects are for th
Corn acreage planted in Maine
Grand Exalted Ruler
this year was 11.000 acres, compared fans at the rich, two-weeks' Grand Circuit meeting at Old Orchard Beach, largest apple crop in New Engl an
Major Charles Spencer Hart of to 12.000 in 1936. The acreage of Me., July 19-31. This exceptional photo of the grey gelding owned by E. J. since 1933
Bronxville, N. Y.. publisher, author oats and barley are reduced from the Baker, St Charles. IU., and driven by Sep Palin, shows him sailing through The New England crop is forecas
1936 total; oats acreage in 1937 being the air as he is expected to do at the kite-shaped mile speedway at Old at 9.230,000 bushels this year. Po
and prominent in advertising circles
114.000 acres, compared to 118.000 Orchard.
| the United States the apple crop o
for many years, has been elected acres last year. The acreage of
July 1 Is estimated at 194 milllo:
Grand Exalted Ruler of the B.P O. j barley is 20% less than a year ago. is about 1% less than a year ago. 88% the average of the ten years (bushels which is 65% larger than th
hosts to Miss Mary Toothaker and board motor and reports he is having °{
o^X^ar nde rap' Elks at their 73d national convention Wheat acreage in 1937 at 4000 acres As indicated by conditions on July 1 1923-1932.
small crop of 1936. The pear cro
Robert Toothaker of Brunswick.
the best vacation for some time.
, ^‘SiZs&bXX
compares to approximately 7000 the total crop of tame hay will be
The total production of apples in in Maine is estimated on July 1 t
in Denver..
At the home of F. O. Hilt guests
Keeper and Mrs Joseph Muise and shoot through sluices that would
For many years Mr. Hart has been acres harvested in 1936. The esti 876.000 tons, compared to 849 000 Maine indicated on July 1 is much total 11.000 bushels. This is large
the past week were Capt. Ira W. daughters Madaline, Addie Pru I swamp ordinary rowboats or capsize active in the affairs of the Grand mated total production of oats based tons last year, and 902 000 tons the larger than the 1936 crop. The apple than the 1936 crop and compares t
Tupper and Mr. Ames of Vinalhaven. dence and Ann of Burnt Island Light i canoes.
Lodge of the Elks, having served as upon July 1 condition is 4.446 000 average production for the five years crop is forecast as 1.202 000 bushels ' 14.000 the 1928-1932 average cro|
bushels (this year, compared with 1928-1932. Pasture conditions are for this year, while the 1936 produc For New England the pear crop 1
Capt. Oliver Perry and party of were at this station recently for a
Steered by Double-Bladed Paddles exalted ruler of his home lodge. 4.130.000 bushels in 1936.
considerably improved from last year. tion of apples in Maine was 608.000 forecast at 161.000 bushels, this bein
Rockland. Louis Taylor of Tenant's , days visit with the Foss family.
Mt Vernon. New York, and as Dis
There is no rudder. The craft is trict Deputy for his District, which
Weather conditions have been fa The average condition reported on bushels, and the five year (1928-1932) about 14% more than last year an
Mr. and Mrs. Day of Port Clyde
Harbor. Mr and Mrs. Philip Newbert
of Thomaston Mr. and Mrs. Ralph spent Sunday with 'their son Henry guided by swift strokes of double- comprises the Elks Lodges of West vorable to the hay crop and for pas July 1 this year being 93% of nor average production was 1.854.000 approximately equal to the five yes
bladed paddles held by the rowers. chester County N Y
tures. The acreage of all tame hay mal, compared with 86% in 1936 and (bushels. Apple trees in New Eng , average.
Calkin of Washington. Mr and Mrs. Dav
Mrs. Lillian Van Turn of Toledo. Paltbooting is at IU best in swlft—- -1
---------—
Arnold Stinson and sons of Cape
As national leader of the Elks, he
Porpoise and their guests First Ass t. Ohio. recently passed an afternoon fl°wln8 streams with sufficient water is f.r tl.e term of his administra
; volume to prevent striking the thin tion. directing the civic activities of
Keeper A. B. Beal, Mrs. Beal and son I with Mrs. Foss at the station.
The
past
week
has
been
beautiful
1)0110111 of the 1)031 on sharp rocks or the Cider to a five-point program,
Lloyd of Thatcher's Island Light.
Mrs. R. T. Sterling entertained here—no sea at all. but plenty di tree roots‘he chief features of which are the
Thursday Mrs. Carrie Stevens. Mrs. 1 hot weather.
' "Llke automobile tires, faltboots eliuiiiiation of un-American docCunningham and Mrs. W. C. Dow all
The summer visitors are beginning are subject to puncture. But this ‘rines. and what is perhaps of more (
of Portland.
I to circulate. We have had several means merely a ducking and a trip immediate importance, a determined
______
here recently.
to shore t0 >»11 out and apply a effort to reduce traffic accidents.
Egg Rock
When driving home from down patch.
Watertight compartments
Iu his initial conference with the
Fcff Bonk is th, miMin H
East recently we passed Mr. and Mrs. prevent the frail craft from sinking. delegatee of 1372 Elk Lodges as
the cnXce nth
M7
I Asa Smith on the road and Stopped
freed°m
aCt‘On'
al“
sembled at Denver, he called for the
entrance of the world famous {Qr &
wRh {hem Mf gmith u case of an unscheduled swim, a bathsupport of the entire Order in a plan
watering place, Bar Harbor.
ing suit or shorts is the accepted to eliminate at least one known
in ailing health.
The Rock has been the scene of
costume for the sport.
“drugsr spot'' in every community
activity for the past month. The
“For shooting rapids, most boats
when, an Elks Club is located. He
keepers have acted the "Good Sa
are equipped with Spritzdecken. or fur ner stressed the fact that there
maritan” and gone to the aid of six
-------spray cover, which folds back from are !ew. if any. communities that do
small boats in distress ranging from Of Maine’s Population 25.1 the front of the cockpit and is fastnot hc.bor such road hazards which
18 to 42 feet.
Percent Have Made Ap- ened around the waists of the pad' through the influence of local Elks
dlers. An Inflated cushion and back can be eliminated, said Mr. Hart:
Pishing parties have been quite
plication*
' pads absorb some of the shock of
numerous and we have had some
“If the 500.000 Elks in our more
the bounding waves, for faltbooting than 1.300 communities can succeed
very sociable times with visiting par
. Applications for social security acties.
in rough water is like riding a buck- in doing away with at least one
' count numbers in Maine at the end ,
.
.
. .
The station is attractive now as we of June amounted to 200 599. repre- mg broncho- In t’'°-seater boats place dangerous to motor traffic, we
have scraped and painted from day- 'anting about 25.1 percent of the the advantaJe 15 wlb the pers0.n.‘n will have eliminated 1.300 places of
light to dark on pleasant days.
! state-£ total population, according to tde st*rn' becauae the bow padd?er possible accident and death to the
_ _
1-*w
zxffzxKi
* ac
often hoe
has tn
to mpv
serve
as aa trava.nrpflicpr
wave-breaker people of those communities, and as
Mrs. Pinkham is visiting friends in figures made public Wednesday by
as
well.
Haverhill, Mass Mr. Davis and 1 j John Pearson. New England Rea measure of good citizenship we
have been keeping bachelors hall I gional Director, Social Security Special Guidebooks of European should, as a body, work toward that
Rivers
lately.
j Board.
end. We all deplore the rising toll
About 30.6 percent of the popula- j “In Europe the sport has advanced of traffic accidents, but as yet have
Mrs. Davis motored from Portland
to spend the holiday with Mr. Davis. tion has appied for soeial security to such a stage that many rivers made no concerted effort to do any
___ ____
I received recently a nice
letter numbers, and the 6 states include t have been completely charted and thing about it. By working on the
from Henley Day of The Cuckolds 19 2 percent of the total of 29.954,821 J special guidebooks issued for falt- problem of local danger spots, we.
and was pleased to learn that he applications for the 48 States, the j boot fans. Maps indicate not only falls as an Order, can help effect a sub
District of Columbia,
Columbia Alaska and [ and dams too high to be safely ne- stantial reduction of such accidents.
likes his new station.
Hawaii.
j gotiated, but also the location of Since 1925 more than 359.000 people
• • • «
Based on 1930 census figures, the j convenient inns, highways and rail- were killed in motor accidents, far
Squirrel Point
percentage of applications from New road stations. On some rivers there more lives needlessly sacrificed than
William Heald and son Henry vis
are special ‘canoe stations,' where were lost by the AE F.. in the course
England as of June 30 was:
ited the station recently on their way
paddle people may find a safe place of the World War. According to the
Total
P.C. of
to dig clams. They brought some
State
June 30 Population to keep their boats, a good meal, statistics of one of our largest in
rare flow’ers called mountain laurel,
556137
34.6% and a comfortable bed—all at reason surance companies, there were in
recently referred to in the Roving Re Connecticut,
1936 more than 864.0000 motor vehi
Maine,
200.599
25.1% able cost.
porter tales.
"Devotees say that after a day in cle accidents. In these accidents
Massachusetts,
1.396.290
32.8%
Callers Wednesday at the
sta
"I get more for the dollar I pay for electricity than for
New Hampshire,
134.379
28.8% a faltboot one gets a river complex. some 36.800 people were killed and
tion were: Mr. and Mrs. Asa Smith
more
than
900.000
injured.
It
is
No
two
rivers,
of
course,
are
ever
any
other dollar I spend. In fact, I figure that every
Rhode Island,
248.421
36.1%
of North Haven and Mr. and Mrs.
Vermont,
69.708
19.3% alike, and 'white water' generally i though every man. woman and child
dollar I spend saves me a dollar and a half in labor
Hezekiah Harrington of Phippsburg.
has the greatest appeal. When rap [ in a city the size of Elgin, Illinois,
Keeper Seavey recently bought
or other costs!’*
Total,
2,605 534Avg. 30.6% ids are encountered both skill and were wiped out and more people in
eight laying Rhode Island Red hens.
nerve
are
necessary
to
get
through
jured
than
the
combined
populations
Applications prior to July 1 were
The new beam trawler, Tide,
Mr. Ross operates a Grade “A” dairy farm with Guernsey
filed with postoffices, but this work ; without a spill Yet paddling on of Nevada. Idaho and Vermont." Mr.
launched at the Bath Iron Works
has been taken over by the Social canals and tidal rivers has its Hart further emphasized the im
and
Jersey stock, and uses electricity to light and ventilate
passed down river last Saturday on
Security Board through its field ! charm and its periods of lazy ease. portance of strict and impartial enits way to Rockland.
dairy bams, cool milk, scald utensils, operate cream separator
offices, of which 27 are now operating The boats draw amazingly little forcement of local traffic laws and
Many boats have passed by the
and light the farmyard. He also pumps all water used in
water and can be handled almost as appealed to everyone of the more
in
New
England.
New
applications
station lately. Among them were the
than 500.000 members of the Elks
are now filed with the nearest field readily as a canoe.
cattle barns as well as for household use.
gasoline boat Irene W. Allen, and
“As to wild rivers in general, ex for thelr co-operation in such a
office of the Board in the same State
the pleasure boat, Josephine, also a
pert paddlers get to be like moun program of saftey.
Mr. Ross has been adding equipment gradually since he first
beautiful black schooner piloted by as the principal place of employment.
In The
taineers. 'You do not climb a 14.000Capt. Ralph Gray of Cape Newagen.
purchased
his
milk
cooler
and
has
never
yet
lost
a
premium
CENTRAL MAINE
foot mountain after first six 14-000RETURNS TO SERVICE
ORFF’S CORNER
Mrs. Seavey and daughter picked
foot mountains to behold the world
on
his
milk.
He
uses
an
average
of
894
KWH
of
electricity
Region, Electricity
four quarts of blueberries Friday.
The four-master barkentine. Reine at your feet, or for the sake of The feature headline bargain todav
per
month,
and
pays
an
average
rate
of
1
3/5c
per
KWH.
Raspberries have also been on our
is on the Sliding
Marie Stewart, the last of the Dunn stretching your muscles,' the con and all next week at the Levi Seavey
menu.
His
own
records
of
cost
to
operate
his
farm
previously
are
Scale Basis —
& Elliot fleet, has been sold to Capt. tend. 'but to see how near you can Clothing Store in Thomaston. Watts
Mrs. Hezekiah Harrington recently R. A. McLean of New Brunswick.
come to breaking your neck without Block, is brand new sandals for
the
best
proof
of
low
cost
electricity.
gave the family a maltese kitten and The craft was launched from the
I women, beautiful styles and colors,
breaking it!'
some lovely peonies,
.
Dunn & Elliot shipyard in November
regular $2 pnd $2.50 value, only 98
"Thus
the
experienced
paddler
• • • •
LEARN WHAT ELECTRICITY CAN DO ON
1919 and until 1928 was used in coast cares not a whit whether he is ap cents. Hundreds of other splendid
Burnt Island
wise and overseas trade, after proaching a medieval walled town, values are to be found at this great
YOUR FARM AND HOW LITTLE IT COSTS.
Green peas and beets from our which it was towed here and has or If peasants are haying along quiet I value center.—adv.
l^K.W.H.
garden will be on the dinner menu since been tied up at the Dunn & fertile banks, but Is there water
Complete information of any application of electricity for the
next week.
Elliot wharf.
for
water heating
ahead which is pretty sure to cap
OLD FASHIONED ALBUM
farm may be had without charge or obligation. Call or write
An enjoyable Fourth was spent at
Two years ago it became the prop size him if he isn't careful and
to our nearest local office.
this station; Mr. and Mrs. Macma- erty of the Durham Navigation Corp, skilled? There must be the sound of . If you have an old-fashioned
hand of Mouse Island passed the of New York from which firm Capt. lushing torrents, rapids to shoot, ieather-covered album with plcday with us and after lunch we took McLean bought it".
whirlpools—yes, bring on a dam( ' tures of the celebrities of the mid
a sail down to the Cuckolds.
The captain has arrived here and and let him lunge over it!”
dle and last part of the 19th
Former Keeper and Mrs. Staples is taking charge of repairs. Within
century therein it is worth cher
visited us recently. We always enjoy . two or three weeks the boat will be
ishing One copy is quoted in Bos
having them call.
\ towed to Yarmouth, N. S.. for additon. $25. The pictures include those
POWE
MPAHY
Keeper and Mrs. Foss and son Leo tional repairs and will then be used
of 012 Bull. Patti, Clara Louise
of the Cuckolds were our dinner ih coastwise freight trade, faring
Kellogg, Fanny Davenport, Joe Jef
guests Sunday. We had a delightful I forth once again to European ports.
ferson and others equally famous.

To bicycling, hiking, skiing, and
1 other excursion trains add the faltboot special. More than 200 de
votees of the new "folding boat” pas
time recently
took their collapsi
ble craft by rail from New York City
to a Connecticut river to launch a
What our lightkeepers
sport in American waters that has
and coast guarsdmen
for years been popular on the swift
are doing to protect
streams of the German. Austrian
coastwise shipping by
and French Alps, and in England.
day and by night. The
"A faltboot—the German word is
day's news from many
generally used—combines many of
lonely outposts along
the features of an Eskino kayak with
Maine's waterfront.
those of an American Indian canoe."
j says a bulletin from the Washing
ton, D. C., headquarters of the Na| tional Geographic Society.
Folds Up Into Two or Three Bundles
hea lights pw4—s«........ .... .... ..... I visit from them and hope they will I
I shall go out upon the rolling dunes.
•
i “Being chiefly composed of rub-'
Long I shall wander close beside the come again.
berized. waterproof canvas and
bay
Keeper and Mrs. Muise and daugh- |
O wind, take my poor being by surprise
| sticks, a faltboot can be folded up |
Startle my silence with your wildest ters Madelyn. Adele. Prudence and
into two or three compact bundles
tunes,
Cover my weeping, hide my fear away. Ann called on Keeper and Mrs. Foss not much larger than a golfbag and ■
And blow clear vision to my fog-spanned recently; also on Keeper and Mrs,
i ordinary duffle bags. The boat may
eyes!
Stockbridge of Ram Island Light.
—Joan Voos.
| thus be transported easily by train
• • • •
Best wishes to all along the coast.
[ or motor car from home to riverside
Portland Head
• • • •
"Experts, in a few minutes, can j
This place did not escape the hot
The Cuckolds
i assemble this meager baggage into
wave, for at 3 p. m. July 8 our ther
"Guardians of Our Coast," we hope 1 a iong slim boat, with watertight
mometer registered 99 in the shade.
you are enjoying a happy summer, compartments fore and aft and a
Since their arrival the 240th have
Mrs Henry Day and son Henry cockpit in the center which will1
been busy with maneuvers and we
are visiting her parents in Vinal hold one or two people. For an
have been busy watching out for gun
eighteen-foot water two-seater, one
haven.
firing. Those guns can surely make
Keeper
and
Mrs.
Foss
and
son
Leo
bag may hold the folded boat fabric;
things jingle here. A large crowd
gathered Sunday in the Fort and at [ sP°nt th« holiday in Brooklln with one the curved ribs, and a longer
Mr and Mrs Albert Anderson. Mr narrower sack the paddles and secthe Lighthouse reservation.
and Mrs. Hubert Hubbard and son tions of lengthwise frame.
Mrs R. T. Sterling entertained as 1
guests Thursday
Car'r'ie’ste^ens j Justin A plcnic dinner was enJoyed' ,of 'the’toat
Miss Shirley Staples of Brooklm ac- [ sh almost on the keel of the boat
and family. Their guests Sunday
their legs
along
sT^harTlnd Monday t^w^
Xng a new out- j| and stretch
a faltboot
hasforward
a low center

COAST

ONE DANGER SPOT

Read what Karl B. Ross of
South Thomaston says about

SOCIAL SECURITY

PRACTICAL FARMING

with Electrical Aids

READ THE ADS

I

CENT

INE

